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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ORIENTATION 
Regardless of the original significance attached by the Creator 
to the Sabbath, it has assumed many meanings to many people. Since its 
organization as a Church on April 6, 1830, the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints had made the first day of the week, Sunday, the 
day upon which its members worship. Like many parts of Mormon life, the 
history of the Sabbath in Mormonism has been replete with the signifi-
cance and color which make a historical study vivid and rewarding. And 
as with other fundamentals of their belief, Mormons have been called 
upon to defend the basis for their first day worship. This defense has 
added significantly to both the quantity and nature df material in Mor-
mon thought dealing with the Sabbath. 
I. THE PURPOSE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
Purpose of the study. The purpose, then, of this study has been 
to trace the historical development of the Sabbath as a major doctrine 
in Mormonism. Many of the significant and interesting acts of Mormon 
"secular" and religious history will be touched upon as they have oc-
curred on the Sabbath or have either influenced or been influenced by 
the Sabbath teaching of the Church. 
Importance of the study. Several points of probable importance 
have emerged within the framework of the study of the history of the 
Sabbath in Mormonism. First, this study is intended to make its contri-
bution to recording those significant parts of the Mormon past and 
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present which have welded the Latter-day Saint movement into an integral 
force in American history and in religious thought and practice. As 
such this study is intended to become a work of reference for those in-
terested in the Sabbath as a part of Mormon history. Secondly, it is 
the purpose of this study to contribute to the understanding of the de-
velopment of doctrine in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
Particularly this study will attempt to outline the historical develop-
ment of the Sabbath doctrine in the Mormon Church. Thirdly, an impor-
tant part of this study is to give encouragement to those Mormons who 
have an interest in understanding their Church and its doctrines in the 
light of the historical forces acting upon the Mormon Church throughout 
its existence. And finally, it is hoped that a study of this nature 
will encourage people of all faiths to study deeply into the reasons 
behind their beliefs and the significance, both past and present, for 
those beliefs. 
II. THE APPROACH TO THE HISTORY OF THE SABBATH IN MORMONISM 
Definition of terms. (1) Sabbath: This term will be used in 
this study with several different meanings. First, it will be used to 
refer to the day of worship of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints. That day is the first day of the week, Sunday. Secondly, it 
will be used to refer to the seventh day of the week, Saturday. As the 
seventh day. Sabbath it will be referring to that day of worship men-
tioned as having been sanctified at Creation, and finding additional 
mention in the fourth of the Ten Commandments. Thirdly, the term will 
indicate in general a period of worship. In all cases the context'in 
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which the term "Sabbath" is used will govern which one of the three 
meanings given above it will assume. 
(2) Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints: This is the 
name used officially by that group of followers of Joseph Smith, Jr., 
which makes its headquarters in Salt Lake City. Other terms will be 
used throughout to indicate either this group or its individual members. 
The following terms are considered acceptable, and will be used as syno-
nyms for the full name of the Church or its membership: Mormon, Saint, 
or Latter-day Saint. "Latter-day Saint" will occasionally be used to 
refer to a large number of peoples professing to be the true followers 
of Joseph Smith but now making up many different denominations. Next 
to the church with headquarters in Salt Lake City, the major group fall-
ing in this category is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints with headquarters in.Independence, Missouri. 
(3) Prophet: When used alone and capitalized this word will be 
referring to the founder of Latter-day Saintism, Joseph Smith, Jr., or 
more commonly, Joseph Smith. Joseph Smith is held in highest regard by 
all factions of Latter-day Saintism, and is a person held to have been 
divinely inspired and the instrument through which the true Church was 
once again established on the earth. 
Orientation of the research. As this is basically a historical 
approach to the Sabbath in Mormonism, considerable detail will be given 
to events or attitudes in Latter-day Saintism which form the context for 
points of immediate concern to the Sabbath. Mormonism contains concepts 
which are in some cases so different from those in religions contempo-
rary with it that if the setting in which certain events happened is not 
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pictured, that event will not be properly understood. 
This is a historical study of a doctrine. Therefore it cannot 
escape mention of the doctrine itself, the Sabbath. It is to be noted 
that a good share of the Sabbath doctrine of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints was formed and expounded in defense of the Church's 
preference for worship on the first day of the week. Most of this de-
fense was developed against the questioning of Mormon teaching by 
Seventh-day Adventists. For this reason a significant amount of Mormon 
writing concerning the Sabbath is apologetic in nature, and is aimed 
directly at Seventh-day Adventists. This fact has strongly flavored 
Mormon teaching concerning its day of worship. 
I am a Seventh-day Adventist--a fact which adds to my interest in 
the history of the Sabbath in Mormonism. However, since this is a study 
of the Sabbath in Mormonism no attempt is made to explain or promote my 
reasons for preferring the seventh day of the week as the day upon which 
to worship God. It is hoped that where those writings 
dwell on the seventh day Sabbath or on the Seventh- day 
they are presented in this study in the context of the 




Organization of the study. (1) The Sabbath 
discussed. This period was that dynamic time from 
the Church in 1830 to the martyrdom of its founder,  
in early Mormonism is 
the organization of 
Joseph Smith, in 
1844. (2) Of the several persons who claimed the mantle of the fallen 
Joseph Smith in 1844 none was as colorful as James J. Strang, prophet, 
king over his own theocracy, and martyr. His promotion of the seventh 
day Sabbath is discussed. (3) Chapter four evaluates the references to 
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the Sabbath--both the seventh day Sabbath, and the first day Sabbath--
in the four canonical books of the Mormon Church. These books are the 
20ok of Mormon, the Pearl of Great Price the Xing James Version of.the 
Bible, and Doctrine and Covenants. (4) In chapter five the Sabbath is 
discussed as it was observed during the Pioneer Era of the Mormon Church. 
That was roughly the period of time from the death of Joseph Smith in 
1844 until the end of the nineteenth century. (5) Chapter six tells the 
way by which the arguments of a Methodist minister, Samuel Walter Gamble, 
who was rabidly anti-Seventh-day Adventist, became ingrained into the 
Sabbath writing of the Mormon Church. (6) That same Methodist minister 
urged that a mistranslation of the Greek in Matthew 28:1 and seven other 
New Testament texts allowed for the fundamental error of Seventh-day 
Adventists. - The incorporation of that argument into Mormon thought and 
writing is the subject of chapter seven. (7) Chapter eight discusses 
the Sabbath in the Modern Era of Mormonism. That Is the time period ex-
tending from approximately the beginning of the twentieth century to the 
present. It has been a period in Latter-day Saintism of considerable 
exhortation to observe Sunday, and of new and refined arguments against 
the seventh day Sabbath. (8) In attempting to secure correct observance 
of Sunday as the Sabbath, the Mormon Church has promoted Sunday legisla-
tion extensively in the State of Utah. This--possibly one of the greatest 
anomalies in Mormonism--is the area of concern in chapter nine. 
CHAPTER II 
THE SABBATH IN EARLY MORMONISM 
Of all the concerns which the early members of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints had to face, an argument over which 
day was the Sabbath was not one of them. It was mentioned briefly and 
observed with apparently a mixture of reverence and convenience. Yet, 
to a few early Mormons came questions concerning the Sabbath which are 
still extant in Mormonism. 
Though of little apparent concern in the first years of the Mormon. 
movement, the Sabbath received recognition in Mormon scripture very 
early. Because the "Lord's Day" was alluded to in the fifty-ninth sec-
tion of Doctrine and Covenants on August 7, 1831, this passage of Mormon 
scripture has served to the present time as the main bulwark in the 
Mormon Sabbath doctrine. 
I. MORMONISM'S FIRST SABBATH 
The Sunday Sabbath of the modern Mormon can be a very busy event 
indeed, and is the day upon which the major spiritual activities of the 
Church occur. It would seem appropriate for the Sabbath to have been 
the day upon which the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was 
founded. This was not the case. 
Tuesday was the day of organization of the Church. Joseph Smith 
recorded the events of that day as he wrote his account of the Church's 
history several years afterward: 
Whilst the Book of Mormon was in the hands of the printer, we 
still continued to bear testimony and give information, as far as 
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we had opportunity; and also made known to our brethren that we 
had received a commandment to organize the Church; and accordingly 
we met together for that purpose, at the house of Mr. Peter Whitmer; 
Sen., (being six in number,) on Tuesday, the sixth day of April, 
iA.D., .one thousand eight hundred and thirty.1  
Though a Tuesday, that organizational day was filled with activity 
and significance for the infant Church. By unanimous vote the six per-
sons present indicated their recognition of the rightfulness of the act 
of organization of what they considered to be the Church of Christ on 
the earth in the latter days. Joseph Smith proceeded to ordain Oliver 
Cowdery as Elder of the Church. This action Cowdery reciprocated as he 
then ordained Smith ". . . to the office of an Elder of said Church."2  
To the significance of that day was added the fervor of the moment 
as "the Holy Ghost was poured out upon us to a very great degree--some 
prophesied, whilst we all praised the Lord, and rejoiced exceedingly.° 
In fitting climax of the day's events, Joseph Smith received a 
"revelation" in which the Church was instructed to keep a record in 
which Joseph Smith was to ". . . be called a seer, a translator, a pro-
phet, an apostle of Jesus Christ, an elder of the church through the will 
of God the Father, and the grace of your Lord Jesus Christ.',4  
1Joseph  Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1948-1960), I, 
74-77. 
2
Ibid., I, 78. 
3Ibid., I, 78. 
4
Joseph Smith and others, The Doctrine and Covenants of the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1965), 21:1. Chapter four deals with this 
book and three other books considered to be scripture in Mormonism. 
Doctrine and Covenants is mostly the work of Joseph Smith and is held- .in 
Mormonism to contain revelations given from God to Smith. It is divided 
into sections and verses in the same manner as the Biblical divisions of 
chapters and verses. 
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In this revelation the Church was admonished to heed the words 
and commandments given through Joseph Smith and to receive his words as 
if they had .come from the Lord's flown mouth."5 
So in a powerful manner the Church was organized that Tuesday. 
The first Sunday in the Church's history appears to have been far less 
momentous. The location was the same. The date was April 11, 1830. 
The record of the day states that "Oliver Cowdery preached the first 
public discourse that was delivered by any of our number." Six persons 
were baptized.6  
Though observed and made a matter of record, this first Sunday 
Sabbath in the Mormon Church did not attain the significance of the 
Tuesday it followed. 
II. ADDITIONAL EARLY SABBATHS 
The first Sunday actually called the Sabbath in Joseph Smith's 
written history was one of those days early Mormonism seemed to attract 
--the kind of day of which legends are made. The date of this Sabbath 
was very shortly after the June 9, 1830, conference of the infant Church. 
Accompanied by his wife, Oliver Cowdery, and others, Joseph Smith went 
to Colesville, New York, where a number of interested persons awaited 
baptism: 
We appointed a meeting for the Sabbath, and on the afternoon of 
Saturday we erected a dam across a stream of water, which was con-
venient, for the purpose of there attending to the ordinance of 
5Ibid., 21:5. 
6 Smith, History of the Church, 22. cit., I, 81. 
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baptism; but during the night a mob collected and tore down our dam, 
which hindered us from attending to the baptism on the Sabbath.7  
Here Saturday is clearly alluded to as the day preceding the 
Sabbath. No hint of any idea to the contrary is present, and anything 
but this type of reckoning would be unexpected. 
Not to be dissuaded by this act instigated "by certain sectarian 
priests of the neighborhood, who began to consider their craft in dan-
ger, and took this plan to stop the progress or the trutn,,8  the dam was 
repaired early Monday morning. Before the Mormons' enemies knew what 
was astir, thirteen persons were baptized in the backwaters behind the 
repaired dam. 
But the events connected with what was originally proposed as a 
quiet Sabbath baptism continued to gain ominous momentum. Those per-
sons baptized finally on Monday morning were to be confirmed during a 
meeting that evening. Instead of this, however, Joseph Smith was ". 
visited by a constable, and arrested by him on a warrant, on the charge 
of being a disorderly person, of setting the country in an uproar by 
preaching the Book of Mormon, etc."9  
This was but the beginning of harassments in the name of the law 
which were to include the languishing of Joseph Smith in Liberty Jail 
during the Missouri persecutions of the Church, and which ended for 
Joseph in fourteen short years with his martyrdom at the jail in Car-
thage, Illinois, in 1844. 
7Ibid., I, 86. 
8Ibid., I, 86-88. 
9Ibid., I, 88. 
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Two trials were held in quick succession before charges were 
found to be without foundation. Proceedings of these trials might not 
show what the Prophet's persecutDrs lad against quiet Sabbath baptisms 
by the Mormons. But, the nature of the response this new religion and 
its founder elicited is readily seen in part of the courtroom dialogue 
as Joseph Smith later recalled it: 
. . . Newel Knight was called up and examined by Lawyer Seymour, 
who had been especially sent for on this occasion. One Lawyer 
Burch, also, was on the side of the prosecution: but Mr. Seymour 
seemed to be a more zealous Presbyterian, and appeared very anxious 
and determined that the people should not be deluded by any one 
professing the power of godliness, and not "denying the power 
thereof." 
Mr. Knight was sworn, and Mr. Seymour interrogated him as 
follows: 
"Did the prisoner, Joseph Smith, Jun., cast the devil out of 
you?" [Mr. Seymour referred to a previous experience when Joseph 
Smith was supposed to have cast the devil from Knight.] 
"No, sir." 
"Why, have not you had the devil cast out of you?" 
"Yes, sir." 
"And had not Joe Smith some hand in its being done?" 
"Yes, sir." 
"And did not he cast him out of you?" 
"No, sir; it was done by the power of God, and Joseph Smith was 
the instrument in the hands of God, on the occasion. He commanded 
him to come out of me in the name of Jesus Christ." 
"And are you sure that it was the devil?" 
"Yes, sir." 
"Did you see him after he was cast out of you?" 
"Yes, sir! I saw him." 
"Pray, what did he look like?" 
13. 
[Here one of my lawyers informed the witness that he need not 
answer the question.] [This comment was in the original text.] 
The witness replied: 
"1 believe I need not answer your last question, but I will do 
it, provided I be allowed to ask you one question first, and you 
answer me, viz., Do you, Mr. Seymour, understand the things of the 
spirit?" 
"No," answered Mt. Seymour, "I do not pretend to such big things." 
"Well, then," replied Knight, "it would be of no use to tell you 
what the devil looked like, for it was a spiritual sight, and spiri-
tually discerned; and of course you would not understand it were I 
to tell you of it." 
The lawyer dropped his head, whilst the loud laugh of the audi-
ence proclaimed his discomfiture.10  
The second specific mention of the Sabbath--referring, of course, 
to Sunday--in Joseph Smith's account of the early activities of the 
Church was also associated with a mob incident. This was in March, 1832, 
at Hiram, Ohio. Joseph Smith and his family were staying in the home of 
"father Johnson" where nothing particular had occurred except that 
Joseph "had held meetings on the Sabbaths and evenings, and baptized a 
number.' 11  
On Saturday evening, March 24, 1832, Joseph found himself abducted 
by a mob of which some of the members were apparently set on the Prophet's 
demise. The ruffians, on the basis of a hastily staged conference, fi-
nally decided to spare Joseph's life. However, a sound beating and 
scratching were administered, the clothes stripped from the Prophet, and 
a generous application of tar -was applied over his naked body. 
The spirit of Joseph Smith which endeared him to his followers is 
1 °Ibid., I, 92-93. 
1 lIbid., I, 260. 
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found in his account of what followed: 
My friends spent the night in scraping and removing the tar, and 
washing and cleansing my body; so that by morning I was ready to be 
clothed again. This being the Sabbath morning, the people assembled 
for meeting at the usual hour of worship, and among them came also 
the mobbers; viz.: Simonds Ryder, a Campbellite preacher and leader 
of the mob; Streeter, son of a Campbellite minister; and Felatiah 
Allen, Esq., who gave the mob a barrel of whiskey to raise their 
spirits. Besides these named, there were many others in the mob. 
With my flesh all scarified and defaced, I preached to the congrega-
tion as usual".  and in the afternoon of the same day baptized three 
individuals.lz 
The interesting incidents recorded above •as related to early 
meetings and activities on the Sunday Sabbath of the early Mormon Church 
are more spectacular than the usual Sunday of that day. It is common to 
find rather casual mentioning of Sunday activity throughout the Church's 
early history. 
A typical example of this is found in the record of Sunday, May 
18, 1834. At this date the threat of persecution of the Saints in Mis-
souri had brought a detachment of Mormon men from what was then the main 
location of the Latter-day Saints, Kirkland, Ohio. These men were known 
as Zion's Camp. Though beset during the trip with difficulties within 
the Camp and threats from without, the record of that Sunday in May is 
that "we had preaching as usual, and the administration of the Sacra- 
,,13 
As the identity of Zion's Camp and the purpose of its mission 
were closely guarded secrets, the preaching activities of one Sunday 
served to disguise that the men of the Camp were Mormons. It also added 
1 2Ibid., I, 264. 
13Ibid., II, 69. The record of the expedition of Zion's Camp is 
found, among other places, in this volume of Smith's History of the Church, 
pp. 61-123. 
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some humor to what was generally, a very sober journey. 
Zion's Camp was staked out near Jacksonville, Illinois, on Sun-
tlay, June 1, 1834. As Many 4)f the men in the Camp bad been ministers 
of other denominations prior to becoming Mormons, it was decided to hold 
an all-day preaching service with each speaker dealing with doctrines 
taught with some emphasis by his previous religion. As such, Joseph 
Young spoke about free salvation, Brigham Young and Orson Hyde gave 
their views on baptism, and "Brother Lyman E. Johnson . . . spoke at 
some length upon the necessity of men being upright in their walk, and 
keeping the Sabbath day holy.”14  
So effective were these men at presenting the doctrines of the 
denominations of which they had previously been members that the people 
of Jacksonville guessed that they had listened to a Methodist, a Bap-
tist, a Campbellite, a Presbyterian, a Restorationer, among others. 
Finally, the people who were there from Jacksonville "inquired 
if we all belonged to one denomination. The answer was, We were [italics 
in original] some of us Baptists, some Methodists, some Presbyterians, 
some Campbellites, some Restorationers."15  
Not always did the Saints feel free to stop their routine activi-
ties to hold Sunday religious services and otherwise rest on that day. 
In the desperate days surrounding the Missouri persecutions this occurred. 
During 1838 a large number of the Mormon population in Kirkland, Ohio, 
moved to Missouri in an effort to help the deteriorating condition of 
14William E. Berrett and Alma P. Burton, Readings in L. D. S.  
Church History (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1953-1958), 
I, 185, citing Times and Seasons, VI, pp. 722-723. 
15Ibid., I, 186. 
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the Saints who were already in Missouri. Shortly to follow their arri-
val in Missouri--known to the Saints as Zion--was some of the worst 
persecution the early Mormons faced. 
Sunday, September 23, 1838, was one of those days when the group 
from Kirkland felt it must hasten in its travel. Following a descrip-
tion of some of the hardships of that day's journey--a broken wagon, and 
an injury of one of the men--the camp record tersely noted that the 
group "traveled today twenty-one miles. Distance from Kirkland, seven 
hundred and eighteen miles."16  
The next home of the Saints following their persecution by the 
hands of the Missourians was the quiet town of Nauvoo lying in Illinois 
along the bank of the Mississippi River. This was to be their home 
until about 1844. That year would see the martyrdom of their prophet, 
followed by the destruction of Nauvoo, and the scattering of the Saints 
with most of them following Brigham Young in the'epic trek to the Valley 
of the Great Salt Lake in Utah. Generally this was a time of growth and 
strengthening of the Mormon people, both in matters of the spirit and in 
temporal affairs. It was here, also, that the Prophet enlarged upon 
theological points which have become some of the more unique beliefs of 
modern Mormonism.17 
The Sunday Sabbath appears to have become a special community day 
for worship and for carrying on some of the .acts necessary in an orga-
nized society. Joseph Smith recorded, for example, that on Sunday, July 
16 	. Smith, History of the Church, op. cit., III, 142-143. 
17For instance, baptism for the dead was first performed in.Nauvoo 
by the Saints. Here also was initiated polygamy--"Celestial marriage"--
as the one practice by which Mormonism came to be nearly universally known. 
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3, 1842, he used the prophecies of Daniel as he "preached at the grove 
to about 8,000 people."18  
The hair with which the Prophet commanded the admiration and 
respect of his followers at this time is reflected in his actions at 
the Sunday morning service of May 21, 1842. Meeting in the unfinished 
Nauvoo Temple, Joseph Smith found it difficult to make his way up the 
aisle to the speaker's stand. He then requested that the aisles be 
kept free from people 	. for if they did not, I might some time 
run up and down and hit some of them; and called on two constables to 
keep the aisles clear."19  
Joseph then preached from the first chapter of Second Peter. 
During this sermon the prophet gave a description of himself which makes 
this particular Sunday discourse especially lucid as to the make-up of 
the founder of Latter-day Saintism: 
I am like a huge, rough stone rolling down from a high mountain; 
and the only polishing I get is when some corner gets rubbed off by 
coming in contact with something else, striking with accelerated 
force against religious bigotry, priestcraft, lawyer-craft, doctor-
craft, lying editors, suborned judges and jurors, and the authority 
of perjured executives, backed by mobs, blasphemers, licentious and 
corrupt men and women--all hell knocking off a corner here and a 
corner there. Thus I will become a smooth and polished shaft in the 
quiver of the Almighty, who will give me dominion over all and every 
one of them, when their refuge of lies shall fail, and their hiding 
place shall be destroyed, while these smooth-polished stones with 
which I come in contact become marred.2° 
Joseph did not find occasion to spend every Sunday at Nauvoo in 
activity such as this. His recollection of Sunday, March 19, 1843, was 
18 Smith, History of the Church,E.E. cit., V, 56. 
19Smith, History of the Church, 22. cit., V, 400. 
20Ibid., V, 401. 
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that he "rode out with Emma and visited my farm; returned about eleven, 
a.m., and spent the remainder of the day at home."21  
Items involving community order were brought up on Sundays during 
this time in Nauvoo. For example, on April 30 the First Presidency of 
the Church judged in the trial of one Coltrin against one Matthews in 
• a dispute over a sale of land. This was ten a.m. on Sunday morning.22  
III. "ESTABLISHING THE LORD'S DAY" 
The apparent unanimity of belief and practice of Sunday observance 
in early Mormonism was not to go unchallenged both from within and with-
out the Church. As these challenges came the defenders of the Mormon 
faith would use rebuttal and argument along numerous lines of reasoning. 
But when chips were down, when the back was to the proverbial wall, or 
when a convincing point needed the capstone of finality, one passage of 
Mormon scripture would be used. That one passage is found in the fifty-
ninth section of the book, Doctrine and Covenants. 
An illustration of one of the uses made of this section of Mormon 
scripture is found in the answer of one of the Council of the Twelve 
Apostles to a question from a Mormon layman. The questioner requested 
help to answer a neighbor who maintained that the Mormon was worshiping 
on the wrong day of the week. The answer to that request follows in 
part: 
The complete answer to these questions is found in the Doctrine  
and Covenants, Section 59. This revelation was given on Sunday, 
August 7, 1831, in Jackson County, Missouri. . . 
21Ibid., V, 307. 
22Ibid., V, 371. 
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"Thou shalt thank the Lord thy God in all things. 
"Thou shalt offer a sacrifice unto the Lord thy God in righteous-
ness, even that of a broken heart and a contrite spirit. 
"And that thou mayest more fully keep thyself unspotted from the 
world, thou shalt go to the house of prayer and offer up thy sacra-
ments upon my hold day; 
"For verily this is a day appointed unto you to rest from your 
labors, and to pay thy devotions unto the Most High; 
"Nevertheless ,thy vows shall be offered up in righteousness on 
all days and at all times; 
"But remember that on this, the Lord's day, thou shalt offer 
thine oblations and thy sacraments unto the Most High, confessing 
thy sins unto thy brethren, and before the Lord. 
"And on this day thou shalt do none other thing, only let thy 
food be prepared with singleness of heart that thy fasting may be 
perfect, or, in other words, that thy joy may be full."23  
The finality with which this section of Mormon scripture deline-
ates the exact day of worship in Mormonism can be found in the works of 
,24 many Mormon authors. Of this "revelation' one expositor stated: 	It 
was for our own time that the revelation was reserved forever setting 
aside matters of dispute and establishing the Lord's Day, Sunday, as the 
Sabbath of the restoration."25 
23
Joseph Fielding Smith, Answers  
City: Deseret Book Company, 1957-1966), 
Doctrine and Covenants, section 59:7-13. 
mainly with a reiteration of several of 
blessings attending their observance. 
to Gospel Questions (Salt Lake 
II, 58-59. Smith here quotes 
The rest of section 59 deals 
the Ten Commandments and the 
24
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints holds each 
president to be the prophet of the Lord on the earth during the time he 
holds office. Joseph Smith, the founder of the Mormon Church, holds 
pre-eminence, by far, in the number of "revelations" achieving canon-
icity in Mormon scripture. 
25Ariel L. Crowley, Statement of Beliefs of the Church of Jesus  
Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company, 
1963), p. 121. 
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"Again, it is through the revelation of the Lord to his prophet 
of this dispensation that this truth is made plain," stated another of 
the Council of the twelve Apostles, "rather than through a study of 
ancient scriptures or of history."26 
Another of the "General Authorities" affirmed the matter by point-
ing out that "the Latter-day Saints keep the first day of the week as 
their Sabbath, not in imitation of what any peoples of the past have 
done, but because the Lord so commanded them by direct revelation. (D. & 
C. 59.)"27  
Seeing that this revelation is used quite dogmatically as set-
tling the day upon which the Sabbath should be observed, a fair question 
might deal with the original intent of the revelation. Also the circum-
stances surrounding the giving of this revelation might be elucidating. 
When Joseph Smith gave this revelation he was in Zion--as that 
particular part of Missouri was known in Saintism. Four days prior to 
giving the revelation Joseph dedicated the spot where a temple was to be 
built near the town of Independence. On the day the revelation was given 
the Prophet attended the funeral of the first of the Saints to die in 
Zion. This most likely weighed deeply on Joseph as he wrote in the reve-
lation that ". . . those that die shall rest from all their labors, and 
their works shall follow them; and they shall receive a crown in the 
mansions of my Father, which I have prepared for them."28 
26 LeGrand Richards, A Marvelous Work and a Wonder (Salt Lake 
City: Deseret Book Company, 1963), p. 342. 
2 7Bruce R 
1966), p. 658. 
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Joseph Smith, Doctrine and Covenants, 22. cit., 59:2. 
. McConkie, Mormon Doctrine (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 
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The content of this revelation is exhortatory. It was given for 
those "whose feet stand upon the land of Zion."29 It challenged them to 
live in light of gospel principles such as those found in the Ten Com-
mandments. 
That this revelation was given to either validate the Ten Com-
mandments or possibly add heavenly authority to worship on the first day 
of the week instead of the seventh is very suspect. For nowhere in the 
revelation itself or the record of the early Mormon Church can it be 
found that Joseph Smith questioned either the validity of the Ten Com-
mandments or worship on Sunday. Cqnversely, he indicated that the 
things in this revelation were "according to the law and the prophets.”30  
This is a phrase quite commonly used to refer to the writings of Moses 
and the writings of the prophets of the Old Testament. 
The use of the fifty-ninth section of Doctrine and Covenants by 
modern defenders of Sunday as the Sabbath in Mormonism seems out of con-
text with its original intent, and was not used for this purpose by 
Joseph Smith. 
IV. "WITHOUT AUTHORITY FROM HEAVEN" 
Were there those in the early Mormon Church who had questions 
concerning the Sabbath? The answer is yes. However, these were few in 
number, and their questions seem to have been engulfed in the furor of 
the times and the overwhelming belief in the Prophet. 




prophets of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Converted 
to Mormonism in the early 1830's, his belief in the Saints led him 
through the persecutions in "Missouri and Minois, the trek to Utah, and 
to the presidency of the Church during the peak of agitation over the 
polygamy practiced by the Mormons in Utah. 
It was Wilford Woodruff who stated in his journal of September 
25, 1890, that because the United States government was about to destroy 
the Church he was ". . . under the necessity of acting for the temporal 
salvation of the church." Having prayed and "feeling inspired,"
31 
Wood-
ruff then issued the Manifesto forbidding polygamous marriage among the 
Saints. This Manifesto, along with a supporting statement, was canon-
ized as the last entry in Doctrine and Covenants. 
This was but one time when Wilford Woodruff felt that he was led 
of the Spirit in his affairs. Before becoming a Mormon in 1832, Wood-
ruff sought Divine guidance in his search for God's people on the earth. 
He felt that be was led to the idea that God's people were about to be 
made known to him, and that he should not bother himself with any of the 
established religions of the day. He worshiped as he was led in God's 
word. 
"In our zeal," Woodruff wrote later in his journal, "my brother 
Azmon and I adopted the worship of the Lord on Saturday instead of Sun-
day. I felt that a change in the seventh to the first day of the week 
was likely a perversion made by man without authority from heaven.”32  
31
Berrett, 22. cit., III, 106. 
32Matthias F. Cowley, Wilford Woodruff (Salt Lake City: Book-
craft, 1964), pp. 29-30. Citing the journal of Wilford Woodruff. 
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Woodruff's attraction to the magnetic personality of Joseph Smith 
and the teachings of the new religion Smith headed apparently subjugated 
that which at one time he felt to be a 'perversion." 
At a later period in his life, President Woodruff was to look 
back on his early feelings concerning the Sabbath: 
When I was baptized into this Church, I was observing the seventh 
day as the Sabbath of the Lord, and not the first day of the week; 
but I knew that the Latter-day Saints were the people of God, and 
had the true Church of Christ; and if I had had a hundred traditions 
I would have laid them all aside.33  
One could conjecture as to the feelings Wilford Woodruff held 
through the years about his early regard for the seventh day Sabbath. 
When the wife of his son, Blaine, started observing the seventh day 
Sabbath and joined the Seventh-day Adventist Church President Woodruff 
was asked by his son whether he should leave his wife. "Oh, my con-
science! My conscience," President Woodruff was reported to exclaim. 
"I should say not Leatha is a good and virtuous woman. Stay with her 
" and be good to her.-34  
That a problem in regard to the Sabbath had crossed other minds is 
probable. While on a mission in England shortly after the martyrdom of 
Joseph Smith, Orson Pratt, one of the Twelve Apostles, wrote on doctrine 
and in defense of his faith. At one time he listed subjects on which he 
felt clarity required additional light. Among the religious topics he 
discussed were infant baptism, feet washing, and the Lord's supper. He 
also broached the subject of the Sabbath: 
33
Ibid., p. 450. 
34Leola Woodruff, Valley.  of Decision (Mountain View, California: 
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1959), p. 80. 
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Again, must the seventh day or the first day of the week be kept 
holy unto the Lord? The New Testament does not clearly answer this 
question. There is rather more evidence in that book for keeping 
holy the Sabbath _day or Saturday, than there is for keeping the 
first day or Sunday. The New Testament is very indefinite on this 
subject, and therefore it is an insufficient guide.35  
That there should come some question in the early Mormon Church 
concerning the Sabbath seems natural when the allusions to the seventh 
day Sabbath in the early scriptural works of the Church are noted. A 
discuseion of this follows in chapter three. 
The turbulence surrounding the 1844 martyrdom of the founder of 
Mormonism developed the .setting for some of the grandest stories of 
courage, humor, and pathos in American history. The Sabbath did not 
escape. James J. Strange saw to that. 
35
Orson Pratt, Orson Pratt's Works (Salt Lake City: The Deseret 
News Press, 1945), pp. 168-170. Pratt's writings were first published 
between 1848 and 1851 in Liverpool, England. 
CHAPTER III 
AN AMERICAN KING AND THE SABBATH 
If ever history can be considered to be the engraver of fasci-
nating tales upon the sands of time, then this is what happened within 
the history of Latter-day Saintism. Its founder, Joseph Smith, its ad-
herents with their zeal and devotion, its persecutions, and its divisions 
all bear stories of epic proportions. James J. Strang proved to be no 
exception. Prophet, king over his own domain, supporter of the seventh 
day Sabbath, and martyr, this man possibly bears no equal in the history 
of the United States of America except for Joseph Smith himself. 
I. BORN TO BE KING 
Most people, to a great extent, are a product of the environment 
within which they are raised. This apparently was true with James Jesse 
Strang. Circumstance and time saw the birth of James J. Strang on March 
21, 1813, a little over seven years after the birth of the Prophet whose 
star he would eventually attempt to follow. 
Having been born in Scipio, Cayuga County, New York, young Strang 
was placed in proximity to the early Mormon influence in his life when 
his parents moved to Hanover, Chautauqua County, New York, in 1816.1  
Chautauqua County was a hotbed of the type of religious fervor 
which swept Western New York State in the early nineteenth century. It 
LMilo M. Quaife, The Kinc,dom of Saint James (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1930), pp. 1-4. Though written in 1930, this book is 
considered to be the most authoritative history of the Strangite Church. 
Extensive use of this source is found in this chapter. 
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was part of the "burnt over" district which had witnessed such fierce 
contention between rival sects. This was the area of religious strife 
which had anguished the mind of young Joseph Smith to the extent that 
he was later to write that there was ". . . priest contending against 
priest, and convert against convert; so that all their good feelings one 
for another, if they ever had any, were entirely lost in a strife of 
words and a contest about opinions."2 
The early religious influence of Strang was dominated by the 
Baptist persuasion of his parents. They had become charter members of 
one of the early Baptist churches of that area. However, the fascinating 
aura of the strong Mormon influence near Strang's home must have been 
felt quite acutely by this person who would later duplicate much of 
early Mormonism's magic. Many of the neophytes in Joseph Smith's new 
religion came from Chautauqua County. Nearby was the hometown of Sidney 
Rigdon.3 Sidney Rigdon became Joseph Smith's right-hand man, was at one 
time nominated by the Saints for the office of vice-president of the 
United States, and himself claimed the mantle of the fallen Joseph Smith 
following the martyrdom. Rigdon spent time in Chautauqua County, a fact 
in some way showing the prominence of the Mormon faith in Strang's home 
county. 4 
2Joseph Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1948-1960), I, 3. 
3Quaife, jaE• cit., p. 8. 
4An account of Sidney Rigdon's eventual attempt at winning the 
leadership of the Saints following Smith's martyrdom can be found, among 
other places in volume VII of the History, of the Church. This volume 
follows Smith's martyrdom and is basically from the manuscript history 
of Brigham Young. 
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James Strang chose as his bride Mary Perce, whose father was a 
Baptist preacher, but whose sister was the wife of Moses Smith, an avid 
follower of Joseph Smith and the Latterlday Saint's religion. In 1-835 
Moses Smith removed with his family along with his brother-in-law, 
Benjamin Perce, to Wisconsin. Smith homesteaded near where Burlington, 
Wisconsin, is located today, and Perce settled on what was to become 
the first center of the Strangite religion, Voree. In 1843 Strang took 
his family from New York and settled near his wife's relatives in Bur-
lington, Wisconsin. Here he became involved with the Mormon faith in 
a personal way.5  
. THE MANTLE OF THE PROPHET 
The rise of James J. Strang within the Latter-day Saints was an 
enigma to which the Saints took note and the gentiles marveled. Many 
years following Strang's death, one of his loyal believers contemplated 
this enigma which was to him proof of Strang's prophetic calling: 
James J. Strang was a highly educated man, a splendid orator, and 
one of the best lawyers this country has produced. So he had bright 
prospects ahead of him for a good position in the state or nation. 
But he laid to one side all these bright prospects for riches and 
worldly honor, and went and joined the despised L. D. Saints about 
five months before Joseph Smith's death.6  
This disciple of Strang then noted Strang's death in 1856 as a 
martyr. He interjected that most Latter-day Saints rejected Strang 
. • . and called him a false prophet during his life time, and even now 
5Quaife, Ea. cit., pp. 8-9. 
6Edward T. Couch, The Teachings of Jesus (Boyne City, Charlevoix 
County, Michigan: n.n., May, 1913) p. 40. 
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they do the same. Well, we must have charity for them. 'They know not 
what they do."7  
.It is true that Strang was no ordinary occupant of the nineteenth 
century American scene. Strang's childhood was so filled with disease 
and illness that its recollection caused a certain horror within him. 
During this time many of his associates and teachers considered him to 
possess the mental ability of an idiot. This possibly stemmed from 
Strang's flight of ideas which made him dream of being a high-ranking 
military officer, a successful business man, and finally "entertaining 
visions of controlling not merely the Michigan state election but the 
choice of President of the United States itself."8 
Strang became an assiduous orator in which his natural yen for 
argumentation could use with equal facility cool logic or caustic venom. 
This talent led to his study of law and to his admission to the bar in 
Chautauqua County in 1836. He practiced law intermittently thereafter, 
and interspersed with this activity "served as village postmaster, tem-
perance lecturer, and for two years as editor of the Randolph Herald.0  
He read widely and developed a vast fund of knowledge. 
It is little wonder that when he traveled to Nauvoo, Illinois, in 
February of 1844 he soon came under the spell of the Prophet Joseph 
Smith. For the founder of Mormonism was himself visionary, a man of 
action, and like Strang, the quickness of his tongue was only excelled 
by rapidity of thought. It is alleged that Strang's baptism into 
7 . Ibid., pp. 40-41. 
8Quaife, .22. cit., p. 136. 
9Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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Mormonism at this time was conducted by none lesser than Joseph Smith.°  
As spring approached in 1844 time was running out for the Mormon 
metropolis of Nauvoo on the bank of the Mississippi River in Illinois. 
Joseph Smith knew this. In his journal entry of February 20, 1844, the 
Prophet recorded his instruction to the Twelve Apostles to send men to 
find a suitable location for the Saints in California or Oregon ". . 
where we can build a city in a day, and have a government of our awn, 
get up into the mountains, where the devil cannot dig us out, and live 
in a healthful climate, where we can live as old as we have a mind to."11  
James J. Strang knew where the Saints should find their next 
"inheritance." He claimed to have written to Joseph Smith on May 24, 
1844, giving the reasons for ". . . the planting a Stake of Zion in Wis-
consin, and the gathering of the Saints there. • . • m12 Whether or not 
Smith ever answered that letter only Strang and Smith knew. But upon 
his claim of a response by Joseph Smith rested Strang's assertion that 
he had been selected by Joseph Smith to bear his mantle. 
Shortly before his death Joseph Smith preached to the Saints in 
Nauvoo in words which were to become pathetically prophetic: 
. . . He that arms himself with gun, sword, or pistol, except in the 
defense of truth, will sometime be sorry for it. I never carry any 
weapon with me bigger than my penknife. When I was dragged before 
10
Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
11Smith, History of the Church, 22. cit., VI, 222. 
12The Diamond Being the Law of Prophetic Succession and a Defense  
of the Collins:,  of James J. Strang as Successor to Joseph Smith and A 
Full Exposition of the Law of God Touching the Succession of Prophets  
Holding the Presidency of the True Church (Burlington, Wisconsin: yoree 
Press, 1950), p. 2. This is a reprint of a tract first published by the 
Strangite Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints at Voree, Wiscon-
sin, in 1848. 
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the canon and muskets in Missouri, I was unarmed. God will always 
protect me until my mission is fulfilled.13  
Joseph's mission was evidently "fulfilled" on June 27, 1844, in a 
second story room of the Carthage, Illinois, jail. This time the Prophet 
had pistol in hand. After expending all available volleys from his six-
shooter in the direction of his assailants, Joseph Smith ". . . dropped 
his pistol on the floor, and sprang into the window when two balls 
pierced him from the door, and one entered his right breast from without, 
and he fell outward into the hands of his murderers, exclaiming, '0 Lord, 
my God! ,n14 
John Taylor, a companion of the prophet on that fateful day, sus-
tained several bullet wounds, one of which struck his watch moments be-
fore Joseph Smith's death. That blow to the watch marked that instant 
in history as "5 o'clock, 16 minutes, and 26 seconds."15  
In Wisconsin James J. Strang was also made a part of that moment 
in history. Not a mob bent on destruction, but an "Angel of God" was 
Strang's visitor. As the Strangite Church records chronicled the event: 
On the twenty-seventh day of June, 1844, at five and a half o'clock 
in the afternoon, James J. Strang was in the Spirit, and the Angel 
of God came unto him and saluted him, saying: 
Fear God and be strengthened and obey him, for great is the work 
which he hath required at thy hand. Go on in hope and strength, and 
falter not, and he will sustain thee, and thou shalt triumph, for 
the voice of the Lord, by the mouth of Joseph will be fulfilled.16  
13Smith, History of the Church, jola. cit., VI, 364-365. 
14Ibi d., VI, 618. 
1 
5Ibid., VI, 620. 
16 
The Diamond, 11E• cit., p. 5. 
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The record then tells of the angel's ordination of Strang with 
oil. The angel gave the new prophet exhortation and encouragement, and 
ended the ordination talk with the admonition for Strang to "go thy way 
and be strong."17  
The message of God given through Joseph's mouth mentioned by the 
angel was, of course, the content of the letter Strang claimed that he 
received from Joseph Smith dated June 18, 1844. This letter dealt with 
Strang's recommendation that the Saints resettle in Wisconsin. In this 
letter Smith recounted that his initial impression of Strang's sugges- 
tion was that Strang ". • • was deceived by a spirit not of this world, 
great but not good."18  
Joseph continued his letter to Strang by telling how a message 
had come from God telling of Strang's future role as the leader of Zion. 
Smith was shown, according to the letter, that he would ". • . soon be 
called to rule a mighty host, but something whispers me it will be in 
the land of spirits.”19 In a style almost melodramatic, Joseph was 
alleged to have continued: 
The wolves are upon the scent, and I am waiting to be offered 
up, if such be the will of God, knowing that though my visage be 
more marred than that of any, it will be unscarred and fair when 
archangels shall place on my brow the double crown of martyr and 
king in a heavenly world." 
The letter to Strang continued with the revealing of God's plan 
17Ibid., p. 6. 
18Ibid., p. 2. 
19Ibid. 	p. 2. 
20,13  id., p. 2. 
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for the guidance of the Saints when their founding leader would fall in 
martyrdom. Strang, revealed Joseph, "shalt lead the flock to pleasant 
lbaSttiteS. cod tustalt th 21  
Though James J. Strang promulgated his new prophet's role by the 
authority of this letter from the fallen Joseph Smith and the angel's 
5:30 p.m. ordination, the Twelve Apostles in Nauvoo were not impressed. 
The Twelve, under the direction of Smith's eventual heir, Brigham Young, 
branded Strang an imposter and his letter a forgery. He was summarily 
excommunicated from the church in August of 1844.22  
Strang, though rejected by the Saints in Nauvoo, was not con-
founded. He rallied a few of the scattered Wisconsin Saints to his 
cause, and began proselyting converts for the now holy city of Voree, 
Wisconsin. Short would be Strang's lonely work, for soon ancient 
writings would once again produce a prophet of stature. 
III. HELP FROM THE DUSTHEAPS 
The miraculous appearing of ancient records bearing mysterious 
inscriptions has a strong heritage in Mormonism. Joseph Smith's rise to 
prominence came when the "angel" Moroni placed in his possession a book 
. . written upon gold plates, giving an account of the former inhabi-
tants of this continent, and the sources from whence they sprang.”23 
2 lIbid., p. 3. 
22
B. H. Roberts, A Comprehensive History of the Church of Jesus  
Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1930), 
II, 430. 
2 3Smith, History of the Church, 22. cit., I, 12. 
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With the help of the "Urim and Thummim" the Prophet translated the 
writing on these plates into the Book of Mormon. 
Within -a few years the Saints in Kirkland were given further 
"evidence" of the calling of Joseph Smith when some Egyptian mummies 
and accompanying papyri were brought to town for the Prophet to inspect. 
In 1835 the Egyptian language was still a secret of the dustheaps as far 
as Americans knew. A great thrill of anticipation ran through the 
Saints as Joseph revealed ". . . the manner in which the writings of the 
fathers, Abraham and Joseph, have been preserved, and how I came in pos- 
session of the same--a correct translation of which I shall give in its 
proper place."24  
The Prophet's translation of part of the papyri went to make up 
that part of Mormon scripture called "The Book of Abraham." Mormons 
consider this to be none other than the writings of Abraham which he made 
while he sojourned in Egypt, Though long lost, many of these papyri have 
been relocated in New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art, and are creating 
renewed interest among Mormons. Now scholars, not the prophet, have been 
called upon to render the meaning of the Egyptian hieroglyphics.25  
Another near miraculous discovery of ancient records occurred in 
May of 1843 when several non-Mormon residents of Kinderhook, Illinois, 
supposedly excavated six "brass plates" covered with "ancient characters" 
and associated with a skeleton "which must have stood nine feet high. tf26 
2 4Ibid., II, 350-351. 
25
Jay M. Todd, "Egyptian Papyri Rediscovered," Improvement Era, 
LXXI (January, 1968), pp. 12-16. 
26 
Smith, History of the Church, 2E. cit., V, 372. 
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They were given to Joseph Smith for his evaluation. Smith wrote of this 
in his journal: 
I have translated a portion of them, and find thy •ttittain the 
history of the person with whom they were found. He was a descendant 
of Ham, through the loins of Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and that he re-
ceived his kingdom from the Ruler of heaven and earth.27  
Some of those who purported to have found the "plates" later 
claimed that the find was a hoax aimed at discrediting Smith. This 
charge, like all charges against the Prophet, found little support among 
the Saints. The plates were soon lost.28 Their only contribution to 
Mormon lore seems to have been to increase the already great enthusiasm 
for ancient and mysterious writings. 
It is little wonder that in James J. Strang's hour of need more 
ancient records would be produced from the dustheaps. Having been given 
a divine revelation, Strang took four of his faithful to a hill near 
Voree along Wisconsin's White River. There, under an oak tree they un-
earthed some more ancient plates covered with unknown writing and pic-
tures. The fact of the real existence of these plates, called "The 
Voree Plates," was validated. Of their real character and of Strang's 
"translation" the historian has written: 
. . . we can hardly escape the conclusion either that Strang know-
ingly fabricated and "planted" them for the purpose of duping his 
credulous followers, or that they were what they purport to have 
been, ancient records divinely preserved, in the discovery and 
translation of which Strang was divinely guided. If the former 
alternative be accepted, it follows that Strang's entire prophetic 
career was a false and impudent imposture; if the latter be the 
true one, we are confronted by the sad fact that of all the people 
27
Ibid., V, 372. 
28
Ibid., V, 377-379. 
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now on earth only a few score at the most have comprehended 
it.29  
It was claimed that the plates contained the writings of one 
"Rajah Monchore of Vorito" who was one of a group of America's prehis-
toric men. The Rajah wrote that "my people are no more. The mighty are 
fallen and the young slain in battle. Their bones bleached on the plain 
by the noonday shadow."3°  
The Rajah's record did more than tell the sad tale of his people's 
demise. For it intimated the eventual rise of Joseph Smith to direct 
God's people. Of Joseph the Rajah prophesied that ". . . man shall kill, 
but a mighty prophet there shall dwell. I will be his strength, and he 
shall bring forth the record. Record my words and bury it in the hill 
of promise."31 With this one fleeting appearance upon the stage of the 
world's history, Rajah Monchore of Vorito named James Jesse Strang as 
Joseph Smith's successor. 
IV. THE BOOK OF THE LAW OF THE LORD 
By 1850 the center of Strang's Mormonism32 had moved from Voree 
to Beaver Island, Michigan, one of the islands of the northern part of 
Lake Michigan. It was here that Strang would set up an actual kingdom 
29Quaife, Ea. cit., p. 18. 
30
Couch, The Teachings of Jesus, Ea. cit., pp. 17-18. 
31Ibid., p. 18. 
32It should be pointed out here that Strang's church called it-
self The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, the lack of the 
hyphen between "Latter" and "Day" being different than in the Utah . 
group's name. Also, the term "Mormon" was acceptable with the Strang-
ites. In modern times this church is known as "The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints (Strangite)," or more commonly, "Strangites." 
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with his coronation as king. 
Amazing as it might appear that a kingdom was set up within the 
United States, even more amazing was the document which gave the author-
ity for that kingship, The Book of the Law of the Lord. 
The Book of the Law of the Lord was prophet Strang's second gift 
MWMma 
to the world of ancient writings which had been long hidden up to await 
the appointed time of revealing. Strang claimed that he had been mi-
raculously given "metallick" plates of ancient origin which were none 
other than the 'plates of Laban" mentioned in the Book of Mormon.33  
Like its predecessor, the Book of Mormon, The Book of the Law of 
the Lord contained in its published form the "Testimony" of witnesses 
as to the reputability of the plates from which it came: 
TESTIMONY 
Be it known unto all nations, kindreds, tongues and people, to 
whom this Book of the Law of the Lord shall come, that James J. 
Strang has the plates of the ancient Book of the Law of the Lord 
given to Moses, from which he translated this law, and has shown 
them to us. We examined them with our eyes, and handled them with 
our hands. The engravings are beautiful antique workmanship, bear-
ing a striking resemblance to the ancient oriental languages; and 
those from which the laws in this book were translated are eighteen 
in number, about seven inches and three-eighths wide, by nine inches 
long, occasionally embellished with beautiful pictures. 
And we testify unto you all that the everlasting kingdom of God 
is established, in which this law shall be kept, till it brings in 
rest and everlasting righteousness to all the faithful. 
SAMUEL. GRAHAM, 
SAMUEL P. BACON, 
WARREN POST, 
PHINEAS WRIGHT, 
ALBERT N. HOSMER, 
EBENEZER PAGE, 
JEHIEL SAVAGE.34  
33
The somewhat intriguing story of the brass plates of Laban is 
found in the Book of Mormon, 1 Nephi, chapters 3-4. 
34James Jesse Strang, The Book of the Law of the Lord (Saint - 
James [Michigan]: Printed by command of the King, at the Royal Press, 
A. R. I. [1851], page i. 
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Strang penned a preface to his new book in which, among other 
topics, he discussed the lost scripture alluded to in the Bible. "But 
of all the lost books," Stratg &stetted, "the most important was the 
Book of the Law of the Lord."35 Strang proceeded to give some of the 
most extraordinary history of the book: 
. . . This was kept in the ark of the covanant, and was held too 
sacred to go into the hands of strangers. When the Septuagint 
translation was made, the Book of the Law was kept back, and the 
Book lost to the Jewish nation in the time that they were subject 
to foreign powers. The various books in the Pentateuch, contain-
ing abstracts of some of the laws, have been read instead of it, 
until even the existence of the book has come to be a matter of 
doubt. 
It is from an authorized copy of that book, written on metallick 
plates long previous to the Babylonish captivity, that this trans-
lation is made. And being made by the same spirit by which the 
words were originally dictated, it is beyond doubt as perfect as 
the language will admit of. The utmost pains have been taken to 
make the execution of it in all respects what it should be, and 
the editor flatters himself that no errour has crept into the body 
of the work, and none of importance into the notes. That a little 
ambiguity may exist in some places, by means of the ambiguous or 
double import of words, Is not doubted. Until a perfect language 
exists, it is not possible that it should be otherwise.36  
The Book of the Law of the Lord consisted of ". . . an inspired 
•=1.11MME., 
translation of the most important parts of the law given to Moses, a::7  
a very few additional commandments, with brief notes and references. 
The first chapter is basically a recitation of the Ten Commandments along 
with supporting notes. Most of the rest of the book gave details of the 
theocratic kingdom which was to be established on Beaver Island, and 
laws governing citizens of the realm. The laws were both of the temporal 
3 5Ibid., p. v. 
36Ibid., pp. v-vi. 
37Ibid., title page. 
36 
and spiritual. 
The Book of the Law of the Lord admonished two rites already 
Introduced to the Saints, polygamy and baptism for the dead. The 44k1ng" 
was granted tithes from the people, and any who defrauded "obstinately" 
in his tithe-paying would "be beaten with stripes.u38  
James the prophet was also made James the "Ring of the Earth" in 
an elaborate ceremony in the unfinished tabernacle on Beaver Island on 
• 
July 8, 1850. George J. Adams had the honor of ft  . . . placing on the 
brow of Strang a crown of metal with a cluster of stars in front."39 In 
kingly fashion, Strang was dressed for the occasion in a bright red robe. 
As ruler of the first theocratic kingdom in the history of the 
United States of America, Strang was given all power to lay out highways 
and administer tolls thereon. "He declared the laws and commandments, 
and it was his duty to destroy traitors and overthrow rebellion. Need-
less to add, perhaps, he controlled the army and navy."40  
The date of Strang's ascent to kingship was declared to be ITa 
notable day”41  which was to be kept "forever." The Book of the Law of 
the Lord outlined what was tO transpire on that day--surely a holiday 
without parallel among those days revered by Americans. The people were 
to gather in their temples, synagogues, and "publick places." Part of 
the ceremony of that day is described below in words appropriate in 
modern literature only in the Book of the Law of the Lord: 
38Ibid., p. 
3 9Quaife, 2E• cit., P.  94. 
40
Ibid., p. 138. 
41Strang, 22• cit., p. 59. 
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The king shall therefore offer 'a heifer, without blemish, in the 
presence of the congregation shall he offer it. In the morning 
shall he offer it, and the same day shall it be eaten: he and his 
household shall eat of it. Not a bone of it shall be broken: they 
shall eat it with bread and seasoned with herbs. 
After this manner shall all the children of the kingdom sacri-
fice: every man a heifer or a Iamb, or a dove. Every man a clean 
beast, or a clean fowl, according to his household.42  
These animal sacrifices were carried out by the Strangites. The 
idea was not without precedent in Latter-day Saintism as some ten years 
before Joseph Smith had made plain. "The offering of sacrifice," pro-
claimed Joseph Smith in 1840, "has ever been connected and forms a part 
of the duties of the Priesthood. It began with the Priesthood, and will 
be continued until after the coming of Christ, from generation to genera- 
tion."43 
V. THE SABBATH AND THE KINGDOM OF JAMES 
In a kingdom in which nearly every act of the subjects was mi-
nutely outlined, it would have been surprising if the Sabbath was not so 
handled. The Book of the Law of the Lord made this the case. 
The restating of the Ten Commandments in the first chapter of 
The Book of the Law of the Lord posed a few variations from the render-
ing in the King James Version of the Bible. An example of this varia-
tion is found in the wording of the commandment forbidding the use of 
God's name in vain. Strang's rendition of this command extended the 
meaning to include those persons who act in God's name without authority 
from God. For, the command asserted, whoever acts in God's name without 
42
Ibid., p. 59. 
43
Smith, History of the Church, Ea. cit., IV, 211. 
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authority, ". . . the same is a usurper, and unholy: the Lord thy God 
will not hold him guiltless, for he taketh his name in vain."44  
By combining into one commandment what •many persons „consi4er the 
first two commands of the Ten, Strang placed the Sabbath commandment as 
the third command of the Ten. Some changes were also made from the 
traditional King, James Version rendering of this commandment: 
Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days shalt thou 
labour, and do all thy work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of 
the Lord thy God: in it thou shalt not do any work; thou, nor thy 
son, nor thy daughter, nor thy manservant, nor thy woman servant, 
nor thy cattle, nor the stranger that is within thy gates: for in 
six ages the Lord thy God made the heavens and the earth, the sea 
and all that in them is, and rested the seventh age: wherefore the 
Lord thy God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it: thou shalt 
keep it holy unto him, that thou forget not the Law, nor be found 
keeping the company of the vile, nor be despised by the righteous.45  
The exhortation added here to the end of the Sabbath commandment 
is plain. However, the use of the term "age" to refer to each period of 
creation is interesting. Possibly Strang could have obtained a basis 
for this rendering from the creation account which Joseph Smith had 
written when he "translated" the Egyptian papyri into the "Book of Abra-
ham." In that rendition the "Gods" are quoted as having said to each 
other: "On the seventh time we will end our work, which we have coun-
seled; and we will rest on the seventh time from all our work which we 
have counseled.1146 Smith indicated that this time was "after the time 
of Kolob," a great planet near the throne of God where one day equals 
one thousand years of our time. "This is," Smith's translation of 
44Strang, jla• cit., p. 20. 
45 
Ibid., p. 22. 
46
Joseph Smith, The Pearl of Great Price (Salt Lake City: The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1952), "Abraham" 5:2. 
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Abraham's writing concluded, "the reckoning of the Lord's time, accord-
ing to the reckoning of Kolob."47 
Strang evidently did not think that even the Law as -miraculously 
delivered to him in the condition in which it had been in the Ark of the 
Covenant was sufficiently elucidated. He appended various sections of 
The Book of the Law of the Lord with rather sophisticated explanatory 
M.• fl• 
notes--in a manner somewhat suggestive of his previous calling as a 
lawyer. Strang's notes following the Sabbath commandment were certainly 
without equal in any previous Sabbath exposition in Saintism. And, 
there is no evidence that Strang was indebted in any way to previous 
Mormon writers for the material in the notes following the Sabbath com-
mandment. Note number three is a good example of the nature of the 
argument Strang presented: 
Throughout Christendom, with some slight exceptions, the first 
day, and not the seventh, is kept as a Sabbath. For this they have 
no warrant in the scriptures, and pretend to none. (Buck's Th. Dic. 
"Sabbath.") The reason given for the change, is, that Christ raised 
from the dead the first day, and the attempt is to justify it by 
tradition, and the practice of the Church." 
Reasoning such as this cannot be found in any of Joseph Smith's 
writings on the Sabbath, regardless of the day implied. "Keeping the 
first day as a Sabbath, instead of the seventh," asserted Strang in the 
sixth note, "is one of the innovations forced upon Christianity by the 
Emperour Constantine, to make the change of national religion less dif-
ficult."49  
47Ibid., "Abraham" 5:13 and 3:4. 
48
Strang, sm. cit., p. 23. 
49Ib'd 	23 1 P- 
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The idea is attractive that Strang's inspiration for The Book of 
the Law of the Lord was more from within his own fertile and erratic 
imagination than from divinity. The Ten Commandments as found iii both 
the Bible and the Book of Mormon5° were obviously the source of Strang's 
rendition of the Sabbath commandment. 
But both Strang and history are silent on either the reasons for 
his preference of the seventh day Sabbath or the source of ideas for 
his theology of the Sabbath. Convenient as it would appear today, credit 
for this gift of doctrine to Strang cannot be placed with the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church. For it was not officially organized until 1863. 
However, even as early Adventists were indebted to the Seventh 
Day Baptist Church for their Sabbath belief, so it must be suspected 
that Strang delved into the same source. Strang had a strong Baptist 
background. And Seventh Day Baptists were strong in western New York 
during Strang's early life in Chautauqua County.51  
James J. Strang gave to Mormon history . a legacy far richer than 
, possibly any historian can ever reconstruct. Why did he choose to add 
to that legacy his vote in favor of the seventh day Sabbath, a vote 
Joseph Smith apparently failed to cast? And, if James J. Strang and 
5 °Exodus 20 and Mosiah 13 respectively. 
51John Cumming, Director of the Clarke Historical Library at 
Central Michigan University shares this view as to Strang's possible 
source for his Sabbath teaching. Mr. Cumming presents as evidence for 
the strength of the Seventh Day Baptist Church in western New York 
during Strang's time a book printed in Utica, New York, circa 1811. 
This book is: A History of the Sabbatarians or Seventh Day Baptists  
in America Containing Their Rise and Progress to the Year 1811, with 
Their Leaders' Names, and Their Distinguishing Tenets &c, by Henry . 
Clarke, Pastor of the First Church in Brookfield, County of Madison, 
State of New York. 
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Joseph Smith were prophets of the same calling, why did not Joseph 
earlier restore the Sabbath to its pre-eminent domain? Years following 
Strang's martyrdom one of his Aleciples felt he had the answer to this 
question: 
Joseph Smith taught in regard to a Sabbath day, but did not 
specify the day. The reason for this is that he taught the people 
all they were able to receive, and more than the most of them were 
willing to conform their minds to.52  
VI. EPILOGUE TO A PROPHET AND KING 
In life James J. Strang followed with aptitude the ingeniousness 
of the Prophet whose mantle he claimed to shoulder. In death he also 
followed Joseph Smith with no less a claim to honor. A bullet directed 
by the hand of an apostate ended Strang's life in 1856 at the age of 
forty-three years.53 With this the temporal kingdom of James J. Strang 
crumbled into the ruins of history. 
Though wounded, weak, and scattered, the spiritual realm of this 
American king and prophet remains a reality of the present world. One 
author estimated as late as 1965 that 250 faithful adhere to the reli-
gion of this unique man.54  No prophet has yet-been accepted as having 
been called to lead this branch of Saintism to its hoped for heritage. 
Possibly no other person could ever stand in the place of James J. 
52Couch, Ila• cit., p. 24. 
53
Dale L. Morgan, "A Bibliography of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints [Strangite]," The Western Humanities Review, V 
(Winter, 1950-1951), p. 45. 
54— rrank S. Mead, Handbook of Denominations in the United States  
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1965), p. 85. 
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Strang, prophet, king over his awn domain, and supporter of the seventh 
day Sabbath. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MORMON CANON AND THE SABBATH 
Within the present day Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints four separate works are considered to be scripture or "Standard 
Works." These are the Book of Mormon, the Bible (the :King James Ver-
sion), Doctrine and Covenants, and the Pearl of Great Price. Each of 
these books has its awn place of prominence in both the history and the 
thinking of the Mormon Church. And, each book has something to add to 
the concept of the Sabbath in Mormon thought and practice. 
I. THE BOOK OF MORMON AND THE SABBATH 
Without doubt the Book of Mormon is the capstone of the career 
of the Mormon Prophet, Joseph Smith. Its coming forth gave Smith's new 
religion its reason for being. The claims of the Book of Mormon are so 
unique and all-encompassing so as to call forth an all-or-nothing re-
sponse from its reader. One of the early "apostles" of the Mormon 
Church--a man who devoted his life to spreading the Book of Mormon story 
--gave his feelings as to the uniqueness of its claim of authority: 
This book must be either true or false. If true, it is one of 
the most important messages ever sent from God to man, affecting 
both the temporal and eternal interests of every people under 
heaven to the same extent and in the same degree that the message 
of Noah affected the inhabitants of the old world. If false, it 
is one of the most cunning, wicked, bold, deep-laid impositions 
ever palmed upon the world, calculated to deceive and ruin mil-
lions who will sincerely receive it as the word of God, and will 
suppose themselves securely built upon the rock of truth until they 
are plunged with their families into hopeless despair. 
The nature of the message in the Book of Mormon is such, that. 
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if true, no one can possibly be saved and reject it; if false, 
no one can possibly be saved and receive it. . . .1  
Joseph Smith recognized the place of the Book of Mormon in his 
claims of restoration. In talking before a conference of the Church in 
1834 Joseph Smith discussed the events connected with the translating of 
the Book of Mormon and the place of revelation in the Church. "Take 
away the Book of Mormon and the revelations," the prophet continued, 
"and where is our religion? We have none. . • • ”2 
In 1844 Smith wrote in his journal the gist of his regard for the 
Book of Mormon as he had just discussed it with the Twelve Apostles. "I 
told the brethren that the Book of Mormon was the most correct of any 
book on earth, and the keystone of our religion, and a man would get 
nearer to God by abiding by its precepts, than by any other book."3  
What then is the Book of Mormon? The fairest rendition of what 
the book claimed for itself is found on the title page as given in part 
as follows: 
1
Orson Pratt, Orson Pratt's Works (Salt Lake City: The Deseret 
News Press, 1945), p. 107. This was first printed in Liverpool, England, 
October 15, 1850. 
2Joseph Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
Saints (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1948-1960), II, 
52. 
3
Ibid., VI, 461. Many anti-Mormon authors have spent consider-
able effort attempting to discredit the Book of Mormon by pointing out 
several thousand changes--mainly of punctuation, spelling, and grammar 
--which have occurred in the book since its first edition. This, they 
hold, is direct refutation of Joseph Smith's .statement that "the Book of 
Mormon was the most correct of any book on earth." Mormons have taken 
a quite rational approach to this argument by pointing out that Smith 
claimed perfection of thoughts expressed in the Book of Mormon and that 
no claim for perfection of grammar, punctuation, etc. was really ever 
made for the book. 
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THE 
.BOOK OF MORMON 
AN ACCOUNT WRITTEN BY 
THE HAND OF MORMON 
UPON PLATES 
TAKEN FROM THE PLATES OF NEM 
Wherefore, it is an abridgment of the record of the people of 
Nephi, and also of the Lamanites--Written to the Lamanites, who 
are a remnant of the house of Israel; and also to Jew and Gentile--
Written by way of commandment, and also by the spirit of prophecy 
and of revelation--Written and sealed up. and hid up unto the Lord, 
that they might not be destroyed--To come forth by the gift and 
power of God unto the interpretation thereof--Sealed by the hand 
of Moroni, and hid up unto the Lord, to came forth in due time by 
way of the Gentile--The interpretation thereof by the gift of God.4  
A second paragraph makes mention of additional records of the 
"people of Jared" which are also included in the Book of Mormon. This 
statement of origin ends with the admonition to the reader that • 	• • 
if there are faults they are the mistakes of men; wherefore, condemn 
not the things of God, that ye may be found spotless at the judgment-
seat of Christ."5 
Joseph Smith alleged that the matter quoted above from the title 
page of the Book of Mormon was If • . . a literal translation, taken from 
      
the very last leaf, on the left hand side of the collection or book of 
plates, 	. and that said title-page is not by any means a modern 
composition. . . . 716 
In the main the Book of Mormon claims to be the history of a 
Jewish man, Lehi, who left Jerusalem in 600 B.C., along with his family 
and a few other people. This group supposedly was carried safely by 
4 
Joseph Smith, The Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1950), title page. 
5
Ibid., title page. 
6 
Smith, History of the Church, 22. cit., I, 71. 
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boat to the Americas where they eventually were alleged to have formed 
the main elements of the great ancient civilizations in Central and 
South America. The record purports to show that these people were 
visited by Christ in A.D. 34 following His resurrection. Finally about 
421 A.D. these people were to have generally destroyed each other in 
wars. It is felt by Mormons that at that time the last prophet of these 
people, Moroni, hid up the gold plates containing the Book of Mormon  
story. These were the gold plates which Joseph Smith claimed to have 
received from the same Moroni at Hill Cumorah in New York State on Sep-
tember 22, 1827.7  
Untold hundreds of writers have spent hours in either attacking 
or defending the Book of Mormon--depending upon the writer's allegiance. 
It is possible that when all is written and said on this subject, when 
every argument met with explanation and every charge with countercharge, 
the real story of the Book of Mormon will still be seen to be hidden in 
the once active but long quieted mind of Joseph Smith. 
Compared to the scores of references to be found in the Bible  
concerning the seventh day Sabbath and various Jewish ceremonial sab-
baths, the Book of Mormon remains conspicuously subdued on this subject. 
The multitude of references to the Sabbath in the Bible reflects the im-
portance placed by the Jews on this pivotal day of their week. Since 
the Book of Mormon is purported to be a record of over one-thousand years 
of the history of Jewish people in the Americas, replete with stories of 
7The reader is referred to the Book of Mormon if he wishes to 
read its full story. Joseph Smith's History of the Church, Volume I, 
is suggested for his account of the delivery of the gold plates, and-
their translation. 
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temples,8 the priesthood,9 and other necessities of Jewish worship, its 
relative silence in regard to the Sabbath appears strange. 
Five references to the Sabbath are to be found in the Book of 
Mormon of which three are in one chapter which recounts the Ten Command- 
ments.10  
The first reference to the Sabbath in the Book of Mormon is found 
in the small book of Jarom. In this book of only fifteen verses Jarom, 
the son of Enos, recorded some of the activities of his people, the 
Nephites, and their encounters with the Lamanites. Jarom transcribed on 
the "plates" that, ". . . the people of Nephi had waxed strong in the 
land. They observed to keep the law of Moses and the sabbath day holy 
unto the Lord."11 The date given for this is 399 B.C. 
The Ten Commandments have certainly been recited among a multi-
tude of circumstances, times, and places since they were given to Moses 
at Sinai. The Book of Mormon narrative of the retelling of the Ten is 
presented as one of the noteworthy uses of these Commandments. As the 
Book of Mormon record told the story, at about the year 150 B.C. the 
Nephites had become wicked under the influence of king Noah, a man who 
. . . did not walk in the ways of his father. For behold, he did not 
keep the commandments of God, but he did walk after the desires of his 
own heart."
12 
The story is told that this evil king taxed the people 
8
See the Book of Mormon: 2 Nephi 5:16; Jacob 1:17; 3 Nephi 11:1. 
9
See the Book of Mormon: 2 Nephi 5:26; Mosiah 6:3; Moroni 3. 
10
Jarom 1:5; Mosiah 13:16, 18, 19; 18:23. 
liSmith, Book of Mormon, Ea. cit., Jarom 1:5. 
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Ibid., Mosiah 11:1-2. 
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in order to support his wives and concubines, to keep the wives and 
concubines of his wicked priests, and to build many costly buildings. 
Because of this one of the Nephites named Abinadi was supposed to have 
been raised up by the Lord to prophesy to the people condemning them of 
their sins. Having angered king Noah and his priests, Abinadi was about 
to be slain when ". . . the Spirit of the Lord was upon him; and his 
face shone with exceeding luster, even as Moses did while in the mount 
of Sinai, while speaking with the Lord."13 At this the malicious crowd 
was stayed and Abinadi continued with his condemnatory speech and his 
recitation of the Ten Commandments. 
As Joseph Smith translated Abinadi's recitation of the Ten Com-
mandments he did it with only minor variation from the wording of the 
Ten as found in the Exodus 20 account of the King James Version of the 
Bible. Of this it might be added that many people have criticized the 
  
story of Smith's "translation" of the gold plates supposedly written 
between 600 B.C. and 421 A.D. when large sections of the Book of Mormon 
are either quoted directly or with minor variation from the 1611 King  
James Version of the Bible. Brigham Young University professor Sidney 
B. Sperry discussed this in view of the Book of Mormon quotations from 
Isaiah. His discussion would seem appropriate in regard to the Ten , 
Commandments in the Book of Mormon: 
The text of Isaiah in the Book of Mormon is not word for word 
the same as that of the King James version. Of 433 verses of 
Isaiah in the Nephite record, Joseph Smith modified about 233. 
Some of the changes made were slight, others were radical. Haw-
ever, 199 verses are word for word the same as the old English 
version. We therefore freely admit that Joseph Smith may have 
13Ibid., Mosiah 13:5. 
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used the King James version when he came to the text of Isaiah on 
the gold plates. As long as the familiar version agreed substan-
tially with the text on the gold plates, he let it pass; when it 
differed too radically he translated the Nephite version and dic-
tated the necessary dhanges.14  
This same conclusion must necessarily follow in the case of the 
Ten Commandments as they have been restated to the world through the 
Book of Mormon. The supposition for this is illustrated well with the 
Sabbath commandment as found in the Book of Mormon. The bracketed words 
and phrases are found in the King, James Version, but are not present in 
the Book of Mormon: 
Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. 
Six days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work; 
But the seventh day, [is] the sabbath of the Lord thy God, 
[in it] thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy 
daughter, thy man-servant, nor thy maid-servant, nor thy cattle, 
nor thy stranger that is within thy gates; 
For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, and the sea, 
and all that in them is; [and rested the seventh day] wherefore 
the Lord blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed it)'  
The Book of Mormon indicates that shortly following Abinadi's 
proclaiming of the Ten Commandments and additional prophesying, he was 
turned over to his executioners who ". • . bound him, and scourged his 
- skin with faggots, yea, even unto death."16  
The last occurence of a Sabbath reference in the Book of Mormon  
came but shortly following Abinadi's death when Alma initiated a refor-
mation among the Nephites. Among his admonitions to the Nephites were 
I . . that they should observe the sabbath day, and keep it holy, and 
14
Sidney B. Sperry, Problems of the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake 
City: Bookcraft, 1964), p. 92. 
15 Smith, Book of Mormon, 22. cit., Mosiah 13:16-19. 
16
Ibid., Mosiah 17:13. 
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also every day they should give thanks to the Lord their God."17  
With this last reference at about 147 B.C. the Sabbath is never 
more discussed in the book which Joseph Smith claimed to have translated 
from miraculously preserved golden plates. And it must also be added 
that all of the five references to the Sabbath in the Book of Mormon 
have to be speaking about• and exhorting to the keeping of the seventh 
day Sabbath. 
II. THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE AND THE SABBATH 
For those who might be somewhat disconcerted that the few refer-
ences to the Sabbath in the Book of Mormon only refer to the seventh day 
Sabbath, the Pearl of Great Price might prove to be more disconcerting. 
For within its pages are a number of Sabbath passages--all dealing with 
the seventh day Sabbath. 
The Pearl of Great Price is a medley of writings all of which are 
from the hand of Mormonism's founder and first Prophet, Joseph Smith. 
The first section of this book is comprised of eight chapters called the 
"Book of Moses." The "Book of Abraham" follows. It contains five chap-
ters and three facsimiles of drawings from Egyptian papyri along with the 
interpretation Joseph Smith gave to each drawing. The third section of 
the Pearl of Great Price is the "Writings of Joseph Smith." This two-
part work contains Joseph Smith's retranslation of Matthew 24 and ex-
tracts of some of the more salient details of the early history of Joseph 
Smith. Thirteen verses on one page complete the Pearl of Great Price in 
17
Ibid., Mosiah 18:23. 
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a section known as "The Articles of Faith."18 
The "Book of Moses" is composed of material written by Joseph 
Smith from revelations he was supposed to have received during June and 
December of 1830. Most of this material can also be found in the first 
chapters of the Inspired Version of the Bible which Joseph Smith was 
working on at the time. Among other restorations Joseph was making to 
scripture in this effort were "Extracts from the Prophecy of Enoch." 
"Much conjecture and conversation frequently occurred among the 
Saints," Smith wrote in his journal in December of 1830, "concerned the 
books mentioned, and referred to, in various places in the Old and New 
Testaments, which were now nowhere to be found."19 Among the "lost 
books" which were the subject of such avid interest by the Saints was 
the prophecy of Enoch alluded to by Jude in the Bible.2° The Saints 
were not let down, but were rewarded for their interest in what mysteries 
these long-lost writings might contain. Joseph chronicled the event in 
his journal: 
. . . To the joy of the little flock, which in all, from Colesville 
to Canandaigua, New York, numbered about seventy members, did the 
Lord reveal the following doings of olden times, from the prophecy 
of Enoch.21  
Then the Prophet gave "the little flock" the revelation which now 
is located in the "Book of Moses" 6:43-7:69. 
The Sabbath was not to avoid mention in the "Book of Moses" with 
18
Joseph Smith, The Pearl of Great Price (Salt Lake City: The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1952), pp. 1-59. 
19
Smith, History of the Church, Ea. cit., I, 132. 
20
See Jude 14-15. 
2 1Smith, History of the Church, Ea. cit., I, 132-133. 
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its retelling of the creation story. It is basically the same wording 
as found in the King James Version except for the increased emphasis 
placed on God's telling of the story by the inclusion of 11111 before 
each reference to God: 
And on the seventh day I, God, ended my work, and all things 
which I had made; and I rested on the seventh day from all my work, 
and all things which I had made were finished, and I, God, saw that 
they were good; 
And I, God, blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it; because 
that in it I had rested from all my work which I, God, had created 
and made.22  
By 1835 Joseph Smith had become well known for both the ease with 
which he interpreted old scripture and his facility for obtaining new 
scripture. Mention is made elsewhere of Smith's procurement in 1835 of 
certain Egyptian papyri from which he "translated" the contents of the 
"Book of Abraham." For this work the Prophet has received rather mixed 
expressions from Saints and gentiles to the present day. With the re-
cent discovery of some of the papyri which Smith used in this work, even 
more attention will be given to the "Book of Abraham" and to him who 
claimed to have given back to the world long-lost writings of the past's 
men of God.
23 
The "Book of Abraham's" claim for fame--or infamy--is that it has 
given to the Mormon Church scriptural basis for its teaching which with-
holds from the Negro the Mormon priesthood. Abraham was supposed to 
have written upon these papyri the interesting story of how Noah's son, 
Ham, married a woman named Egyptus. Egyptus was in turn held to be a 
22Smith, Pearl of Great Price, Ea. cit., Moses 3:2-3. 
23
Hugh Nibley, "Prolegomena to Any Study of the Book of Abraham," 
Brigham Young University Studies, VIII (Winter, 1968), pp. 171-178. 
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descendant of Cain and the bearer of his mark. This mark is held in 
Mormon thought to be the Negro race. Because of Ham's marriage to this 
bearer of Cain's mark, Ham was "cursed . . . as pertaining to the priest- 
,,24 
Of equal interest to some is an additional account of the creation 
of the world which was colored by allusions to the theory of multiplicity 
of gods. This was a theme Joseph Smith was later to expound with in-
creasing vigor.25 
In reality the "Book of Abraham" contains the third different 
version of the creation story in the "Standard Works" of the Mormon 
Church including that found in the King James Version of the Bible. A 
comparison of these three versions as they deal with the creation of 
the Sabbath affords as opportunity to notice the basic emphasis of each 
creation account: 
"Book of Abraham" 
And the Gods said among themselves: On the seventh time we will 
end our work, which we have counseled; and we will rest on the 
seventh time from all our work which we have counseled. 
And the Gods concluded upon the seventh time, because that on 
the seventh time they would rest from all their works which they 
(the Gods1 counseled among themselves to form; and sanctified 
it. • • • 6 
"Book of Moses" 
And on the seventh day I, God, ended my work, and all things 
which I had made; and I rested on the seventh day from all my work, 
and all things which I had made were finished, and I God, saw that 
24 Smith, Pearl of Great Price, 22_ 
25Smith, History of the Church, o 
. cit., Abraham 1:26. 
cit., VI, 473-479. 
26 Smith, Pearl of Great Price,  22.  . cit., Abraham 5:2-3. 
   
they. were good; 
And I, God, blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it; because 
that in it I had rested from all my work which I, God, had created 
and made.27  
King James Version of the Bible 
And on the seventh day God ended his work which he had made; 
and he rested on the seventh day from all his work which he had 
made. 
And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that 
in. it he had rested from all his work which God created and made.28  
In spite of the differences in these accounts, one part of the 
creative act remained unchanged throughout. God sanctified the seventh 
day. 
A present-day member of the Council of the Twelve Apostles stated 
well this idea when he wrote: 
Abraham's account definitely points out that the Gods planned 
to rest from all their labors on the "seventh time" (day); and the 
narratives in Moses and Genesis attest that God or the Gods did 
rest on the seventh day and sanctified it; thus we have the origin 
of the Sabbath Day.29  
Of the hundreds of changes Joseph Smith saw fit to make in the 
text of the New Testament when he worked on his Inspired Version of the 
Bible, the only chapter of Smith's work in the New Testament to achieve 
canonicity was his revision of Matthew 24. This chapter and its refer-
ence to the Sabbath might be deemed an extraordinary addition to Mormon 
canon because of what Mormonism considers to be its unique claim. 
27 Ibid., Moses 3:2-3. 
28Th 
e Holy Bible, King James Version (London: Oxford University 
Press), Genesis 2:2-3. 
29 
Milton R. Hunter, Pearl of Great Price Commentary (Salt Lake 
City: Bookcraft, 1951), p. 79. 
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No one understands Mormonism until he understands the distinctive 
claim of Latter-day Saintism. And to know Mormonism is to know that 
that distinctive claim permeates every aspect of Mormon doctrine, teach-
ing, and even the actions of the daily life of the individual Saint to 
a certain degree. That claim is simply that the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints is the "Restored Church." And as such the Mormon 
Church asserts that it alone holds the "authority" to administer the 
ordinances and rites thought necessary for any who would enter "Zion." 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints avers that to • 
Joseph Smith was restored the primitive or Apostolic Church with the 
same name, organization, doctrines, and authority which Christ gave to 
the early Christian Church. Latter-day Saints claim that no taint of 
the Apostasy which arose in the early history of the Christian Church 
is to be found in the present Mormon Church. Among those changes which 
came into the Christian Churth at a very early date, Mormons point out 
such things as infant baptism, differing church structure, and perver-
sion of church ordinances such as the Lord's Supper as evidences of the 
Apostasy.30 Because of the Mormon teaching regarding the Apostasy and 
restoration, it follows that the substitution of the first day of the 
week for the seventh day Sabbath must not have been a part of the Apost-
tasy, but must have been instituted by Christ. 
The mention of the Sabbath in Joseph Smith's revision of Matthew 
24 as canonized in the Pearl of Great Price is an interesting commentary 
on the Mormon teaching of the Apostasy. 
30James E. Talmage, The Great Anostasy (Salt Lake City: Deseret 
Book Company, 1960, pp. 1-169. 
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The setting of this passage of scripture was before Christ's 
crucifixion as He gathered His disciples around Him on the Mount of 
Olives to discuss -with them, among other things, the -destruction of 
Jerusalem which was to be completed in A.D. 70. Christ foresaw the ful- 
filling of Daniel's prophecy of the terrible fate of the Holy City. He 
warned His followers to flee when the tides of destruction came near 
them: 
Then let them who are in Judea flee into the mountains; 
Let him who is on the housetop flee, and not return to take 
anything out of his house; 
Neither let him who is in the field return back to take his 
clothes; 
And woe unto them that are with child, and unto them that give 
suck in those days; 
Therefore, pray ye the Lord that your flight be not in the 
winter, neither on the Sabbath day . . .31 
It was in A.D. 66 that the Roman Legions under the leadership of 
Gessius Florus penetrated a wall of the temple in Jerusalem. Then for 
no apparent reason Gessius Florus mysteriously withdrew his forces. 
With the Roman withdrawal, "Christians, heeding the warning of Christ 
given more than thirty years before, fled to refuge in Pella and Perea 
and escaped the massive destruction by Titus that leveled the city in 
A.D. 70."32 
That Christ, before His crucifixion, would have prepared Chris-
tians throughout all Judea to flee is evidence of the regard He had for 
31Smith, Pearl of Great Price, Ea. cit., Joseph Smith 1:13-17. 
32Warren L. Johns, Dateline Sunday, U.S.A. (Mountain View, Cali-
fornia: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1967), pp. 211-212. 
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the Church and its members who would bear His story in the difficult 
times after He left them. Christ told His followers to pray that they 
would not have to flee on the "Sabbath day." Any idea that Christ was 
referring to any other day than the seventh day Sabbath has no basis 
for inference in this text. 
It is interesting that of all of Joseph Smith's revision of New 
Testament scripture only the chapter bearing this amazing prophecy by 
Christ would have survived as part of the Mormon canonical writings. 
III. THE BIBLE AND THE SABBATH 
The Bible is somewhat of an enigma in the Mormon Church. Cer-
tainly it is considered to be one of the four "Standard Works" of the 
Church. But, to the Bible alone is added the suspect of mistranslation. 
"We believe the Bible to be the word of God," the eighth "Article of 
Faith declares magnanimously; but then interjects, "as far as it is 
translated correctly."33 Why, then, does the Mormon Church maintain the 
King James Version as its official version when the vast amount of ar-
cheological and linguistic knowledge accumulated since 1611 A.D. have 
led to the production of modern speech versions and translations hailed 
by Biblical scholars as far more accurate than the King James Version? 
There are several reasons for Latter-day Saints to hold to the 
King James Version. Preference for the style of writing could be one 
reason. By far the most obvious reason for this preference is that the 
King, James Version was the one used by Joseph Smith. This is the claim 
33Smith2 Pearl of Great Price 22.  - 	.2  cit 	"Articles of Faith," 
verse 8. 
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of Bruce McConkie: 
. . . Joseph Smith read, respected, reverenced, and taught the 
King James Version, "as far as it is translated correctly." 
tEighth Article of 'Faith.) Vhenever he found Biblical quotations 
in the Book of Mormon (they having been copied from the brass 
plates and preserved by the Nephite prophets), he rendered them 
into English in the exact language of the King James Version, 
except in instances in which the language of that version did not 
convey accurately the original thought. It was on the King James 
Version that the Prophet worked when he corrected portions of the 
Bible by the spirit of revelation, always preserving the existing 
language unless a thought change was necessary.34  
Except for those few Mormons who have maintained that the Ten 
Commandments have been done away with, the only inferences for Sunday 
observance in the Bible are felt by some Mormons to be the few "first 
day" texts in the New Testament. These two concepts are discussed in 
chapter eight. 
Outside of these two areas it is generally conceded in Mormon 
writing that the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Bible, particularly 
from creation, at Sinai, and- through the life-time of Christ while He 
was on earth. 
The late James E. Talmage, possibly one of the most able of all 
Mormon writers, produced one of the clearest expositions of the Church's 
position on the Sabbath. "The Sabbath was prefigured if not definitely 
specified in the record of the creation," stated Talmage of the seventh 
day Sabbath. Because a special arrangement was made with Israel con- 
cerning manna in the wilderness before the giving of the Ten Command-
ments at Sinai, Talmage acknowledged that "there is no proof that 
Sabbath observance by Israel at this early date was an innovation; and 
3 4Bruce R. McConkie, Mormon Doctrine (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 
1966), pp. 422-423. 
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it may be reasonably regarded as a recognition of an established order 
by reenactment in the new dispensation." Talmage then pointed out that 
at Sinai the seventh day Sabbath was "made attiiti1atlye/cp licit, and 
the Lord's rest was cited as its foundation." The forgetting of the 
purpose of the Sabbath by Israel by the time of Christ's ministry was 
dealt with by Talmage with the observation that Christ's acts of mercy 
on the Sabbath reaffirmed that "the sabbath was made for man, and not 
man for the sabbath." Then after alluding to the resurrection of Christ 
on the first day of the week, Talmage noted that the Mormon Church 
teaches Sunday observance "on the authority of direct revelation speci-
fying the Lord's Day as such."35  
IV. DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS AND THE SABBATH 
Doctrine and Covenants is that book of Mormon scripture which is 
largely devoted to the writings of Joseph Smith. The major portion of 
it is comprised of what Latter-day Saints consider to have been divinely 
inspired revelations to Joseph. 
In regard to Sabbath observance Doctrine and Covenants contains, 
without doubt, the prima facie evidence for the Sunday Sabbath teaching 
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Nearly all Mormon 
writers dealing with the subject of the Sabbath eventually refer to the 
fifty-ninth section of Doctrine and Covenants for validation of first 
day sacredness. This has been discussed in detail elsewhere with the 
conclusion reached that while subsequent Mormon writers have used 
35
James E. Talmage, A Study of the Articles of Faith (Salt Lake 
City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1966), pp. 449-
452. 
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Doctrine and Covenants section fifty-nine to prove which day is correct, 
Joseph Smith did not have this in mind when he wrote it. Rather, Joseph 
seemed more concerned in this revelation with the type of worship which 
was being carried out by the Saints in Missouri on what was then an un-
questioned day of worship.36 
A second reference to the Sabbath occurs in section sixty-eight 
of Doctrine and Covenants. This was given by the Prophet in 1831 just 
two months after he gave the revelation which makes up section fifty-
nine. "And the inhabitants of Zion shall also observe the Sabbath day 
to keep it holy," counseled the Prophet concerning the . Saint's day of 
worship.37  
Though nowhere naming the seventh day Sabbath as such, the 
seventy-seventh section of Doctrine and Covenants makes definite mention 
of the sanctifying of the seventh day of creation, the day accepted as 
the creation Sabbath. Here the Prophet gave his views concerning the 
trumpets of Revelation 8: 
We are to understand that as God made the world in six days, 
and on the seventh day he finished his work, and sanctified it, 
and also formed man out of the dust of the earth, even so, in 
the beginning of the seventh thousand years will the Lord sanc-
tify the earth, . . .38  
Throughout the four canonical books of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints the subject of the Sabbath receives periodic but 
36 The reader is referred to chapter II. 
37Joseph Smith and others, The Doctrine and Covenants of The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1965), Section 68:29. 
3 81bid., Section 77:12. 
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interesting mention. The vast majority of references are to the seventh 
day Sabbath and intimate the sanctity of that day. There is one--and 
only one--quotation in all four scriptural works used by Mormon writers 
to validate first day sacredness. But it neither gives specific mention 
to the first day, nor can it be validated from any of the writings of the 
author of that quotation that in making it he was endeavoring to name 
Sunday as the eternal Sabbath of the Creator of heaven and earth. 
CHAPTER V 
THE SABBATH IN THE PIONEER ERA 
June 27, 1844, was the day upon which the founder and first 
Prophet of Mormonism was murdered. It was one of those days which still 
stands as epic in the minds and hearts of the Saints. With the martyr-
dom of Joseph Smith the first period of the history of Latter-day 
Saintism drew to a close. A second broad period in Mormon history 
began at that date. This might appropriately be termed the Pioneer Era. 
As viewed in this chapter the Pioneer Era will be considered as that 
period of Mormon history extending from the death of Joseph Smith in 
1844 to the end of the nineteenth century. 
The Pioneer Era in Mormonism ranks as one of those chapters in 
the history of the Saints when the great moments, the moments which gave 
unity and pride to a people,—the moments when persecution and hardship 
drew out people and bound them together, and the moments of quiet and 
well deserved reflection occurred. 
The man of the Pioneer Era was without question Brigham Young. 
The events of the Pioneer Era of note were in reality the events 
which overshadowed all the other action of that period in the Saints 
history. The exodus of the Saints from Nauvoo to the Valley of the 
Great Salt Lake in Utah was one of the epic migrations in the history 
of the United States and possibly in the history of mankind. Next, the 
settlement of the territory surrounding the Salt Lake Valley with Saints 
from the United States and Europe became the force of pioneer life. 
Polygamy and the threat to the very existence of the Church which it 
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caused was the great concern of the years preceding the Manifesto of 
1890. And finally, the Pioneer Era was the time of the good life for 
the Saints. Isolation and personal industry laid the groundwork for 
both the prosperity of the individual Mormon and the Church with its 
eventual growth to one of the great financial empires of the twentieth 
century American West. 
Religion became a way of life during this period with the acts of 
worship being welded with the social, the educational, and the material 
needs of the Saints. Temples were built. The tithes were gathered. 
Men were "sealed" with their wives both monogamously and polygamously. 
And the Sabbath was observed on the first day of each week. Though 
overshadowed by the momentous acts of that time the subject of the Sab-
bath received periodic mention. It is to the Sabbath of the Pioneer Era 
that attention is now focused. 
I. THE SABBATH FROM NAUVO0 TO THE VALLEY OF PROMISE 
With the martyrdom of the Prophet in 1844 the Saints knew that 
they must move on once again. Life went on in Nauvoo and efforts were 
made to hasten the finishing of the Nauvoo Temple. In a conference on 
Sunday, April 6, 1845, President Brigham Young moved "that henceforth 
and forever, this city shall be called 'The City of Joseph." The motion 
was carried unamimously.1  
But conditions changed rapidly with the renewed hostility of the 
people surrounding Nauvoo against the Mormons. By September of 1845 
1Brigham Young, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1948-1960), VII, 
394. 
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Brigham Young could record in his journal that the General Council of 
Nauvoo had ". . . resolved that a company of 1500 men be selected to go 
to Great Salt Lake valley and that a committee of five be appointed to 
gather information relative to emigration, and report the same to the 
council."2  
The day of worship for the Saints during this time continued to 
be a day of spiritual refreshing and a day on which certain matters of 
importance to the community were considered. The notes on Sunday, 
July 4, 1844, bear this out as given in part: 
Meeting at the stand. Judge W. W. Phelps read Governor Ford's 
letter in reply to the Warsaw Committee. 
President Marks addressed the meeting. 
Dr. Willard Richards advised some of the people to go out and 
harvest, and others who stay to go on with the Temple, and make work 
in the city. [This, of course, did not refer to that Sunday.] 
R. D. Foster arrived in the city. His presence produced some 
excitement in consequence- of the saints believing he was accessory 
to the murder of the Prophets.3  
Of some immediate concern during the months following the death 
of Joseph Smith was the contention of men such as James J. Strang4 and 
Sidney Rigdon for the mantle of the fallen Prophet. Rigdon--a man who 
had been a chief lieutenant of Joseph Smith--contended with the Council 
of the Twelve Apostles for the leadership of the Church. Brigham Young 
eventually won control in a very effective way. The record of part of 
a sermon Rigdon delivered on Sunday, August 4, 1844, gives some idea 
2Ibid., VII, 439. 
3
Ibid., VII, 169. 
4
Concerning James J. Strang see Chapter III. 
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of the feelings of Brigham Young for this rival: 
He [Sidney Rigdon] said he was the identical man that the an-
cient prophets had sung about, wrote and rejoiced over, and that 
he was sent to do the identical work that had been the theme of 
all the prophets in every preceding generation. He said that the 
Lord's ways were not as our ways, for the Lord said he would "hiss 
for the fly from the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt, and 
for the bee that is in the land of Assyria," and thereby destroy 
his enemies; that the time was near at hand when he would see one 
hundred tons of metal per second thrown at the enemies of God, 
and that the blood would be to the horses' bridles; and that he 
expected to walk into the palace of Queen Victoria and lead her 
out by the nose, when none would have power to say, "why do ye so?" 
and if it were not for two or three things which he knew, this 
peoplq would be utterly destroyed, and not a soul left to tell the 
tale.' 
It must have been with a certain degree of relief that Brigham 
Young could write in his journal one month later a synopsis of the 
Church trial which cut Sidney Rigdon away from the Latter-day Saints 
and "Zion." The outcome of that Sunday trial of August 8, 1844, was 
recorded with the terse comment that "President Young arose and delivered 
Sidney Rigdon over to the bifffetings of satan in the name of the Lord, 
and all the people said, Amen."
6 
Sunday, October 5, 1845, was a memorable day for the Saints in , 
Nauvoo. For on that day the first public meeting was held in the mag-
nificent, but yet unfinished, Temple. President Young expressed the joy 
of that day: 
Through the indefatigable exertions, unceasing industry, and 
heaven-blessed labors, in the midst of trials, tribulations, poverty, 
and worldly obstacles, solemnized in some instances, by death, about 
five thousand saints had the inexpressible joy and great gratifica-
tion to meet for the first time in the House of the Lord in the City 
of Joseph. From mites and tithing millions had risen up to the 
5
Young, History of the Church, 22. cit., VII, 224-225. 
6Ibid., VII, 269. 
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glory of God, as a Temple, where the children of the last kingdom 
could come together and praise the Lord.7  
As occasionally happens in any meeting, confusion reigned at the 
meeting in the Temple on Sunday, February 22, 1846. The weight of the 
crowd caused a creaking of one of the timbers under the floor. Pande- 
monium broke loose as ". 	. some jumped out of the windows, smashing 
• the glass and all before them."8 Possibly indicating some sort of di-
vine retribution, Brigham Young recorded that ". . . one man who jumped 
out of the window broke his arm and mashed his face, another broke his 
leg; both were apostates."9  
In some ways the trek of the Saints across the plains and moun-
tains from Nauvoo to the Valley of the Great Salt Lake was a high point 
in the history of Mormonism. This forever welded large segments of 
future generations of Mormons with bonds rooted in the hardships of that 
journey. Possibly the spiritual experiences of the people reached new 
a_ 
peaks at that time. Regard for Sunday as the Sabbath was at a high 
point also. 
Actually, the departure of Brigham Young and his group from 
Nauvoo was on one of those Sundays when discretion seemed to indicate 
the rigors of travel to rest on the hbly day. Well over a century has 
dimmed what was probably a very strenuous effort. "I crossed the river 
with my family," Young wrote about the trip across the Mississippi, 
"accompanied by W. Richards and family and George A. Smith. . 
7Ibid., VII, 456. 
8
Ibid., VII, 594. 
9 Ibid., VII, 594. 
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reached Sugar Creek about 8 p.m., having traveled nine miles. The roads 
were very bad."1°  
Vilikmdt "Woodruff logged in 'his journal what was evidently the 
camp policy regarding Sunday during the majority of the trek. "Each 
Saturday night," Woodruff wrote during April of 1847, "we were to pitch 
what tents we had and prepare our camps for rest on the Sabbath.”11  
The rigors of the wagon train led at one period to excessive 
card, checkers, and domino playing. President Young restored camp to 
the attitude of sobriety necessary for a group in constant danger. The 
Sunday after this, May 30, 1847, became a spiritual feast for the camp 
as it was given to prayer and fasting. Wilford Woodruff's journal inti-
mates some of the fervor of that day: 
In the morning I shaved, cleansed my body, put on clean clothing, 
etc., read a chapter in the Book of Mormon, humbled myself before 
the Lord, and poured out my soul in prayer before Him, and His 
spirit descended upon me and I was blessed and prepared for the 
service of the day. Then I spent some time in writing in my jour-
nal. 
The camp had a prayer meeting in the morning and met again for 
public meeting. President Young, with the Quorum of the Twelve and 
a few others went into a valley of the hills and prayed according 
to the order of the priesthood. Porter Rockwell and Brother Car-
rington watched to see that no Indians came upon us. We had a good 
time. A heavy shower appeared, but most of it went around us and 
there was but little rain where we were. 
We returned to our wagons, took some refreshments, having eaten 
nothing all day; and soon the sun came out pleasantly. In the 
evening I went out two miles with the Quorum of the Twelve on to 
a high bluff. We had a good view of the Black Hills. There we 
also engaged in prayer)4  
1 °Ibid., VII, 585. 
11Matthias F. Cawley, Wilford Woodruff (Salt Lake City: Book-
craft, 1964), p. 265. Citing the journal of Wilford Woodruff. 
2 1 Ibid., pp. 292-293. 
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It was Saturday, July 24, 1847, that the company of Saints moved 
to their long-sought journey's end. Woodruff noted in his journal that 
that "was an important aay in tlie 'history of my life, and in the bistoty 
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints."13 For the Saints 
had reached "the valley of the Great Salt Lake, or the Great Basin--the 
Land of Promise, held in reserve by the hand of God as a resting place 
for the Saints 14 
On the next day the first Sunday Sabbath was observed in the Val-
ley by the Saints. Bread and water were passed as the sacrament was 
observed. Discourses of gratitude were made. Brigham Young, still weak 
from an illness he had near the end of the trek, ". . . informed the 
brethren that they must not work on Sunday, nor hunt, nor fish on that 
day; and there should be no person dwell among us who would not observe 
these rules: they might to and dwell where they pleased but they should 
not dwell with us."15 
II. ONE DAY IN SEVEN 
The last half of the nineteenth century saw no particular empha-
sis or controversy among the Saints over the Sabbath. Basically Sunday 
was held to be the day of worship, and a "thou shalt not" attitude was 
maintained. It seems apparent, though, that the questions which might 
13Ibid., p. 313. 
14Ibid., p. 313. 
15B. H. Roberts, A Comprehensive History of The Church of Jesus  
Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1930), 
III, 268. 
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have arisen in the minds of the few were dismissed as not being the 
important considerations of the day. This appears to have been the case 
with Brigham Young, the powerful and masterful leader of men and the 
Mormons of this era. 
Orson Pratt, while serving the Church in England around 1850, 
made several mentions of the Sabbath. These are interesting because of 
the inferences in regard to the seventh day Sabbath: 
There are many things which are not naturally evil, but which 
become evil circumstantially; for instance, God having finished 
this creation in six days, rested on the seventh, and from this 
circumstance, he ordained the Sabbath as a day of rest, and com-
manded that man should not labor on that day. i6 
Pratt indicated that his feelings were that if a man was not ac-
quainted with God's wishes concerning the day of worship, then God could 
not hold the man guilty if the Sabbath were not observed. But if some-
one were knowledgeable of God's wishes for Sabbath observance, then 
Orson Pratt felt that sin would result for non-observance of the Sab-
bath.17  
As has been noted before Orson Pratt recognized that the seventh 
day was the Biblical Sabbath as far as was scripturally revealed. 
"Again," Pratt asked in 1850, "must the seventh day or the first day of 
the week be kept holy unto the Lord?" Indicating that the New Testament 
does not offer a complete answer to this question, Pratt stated that 
?I . . . there is rather more evidence in that book for keeping holy the 
Sabbath day or Saturday, than there is for keeping the first day or 
16
Orson Pratt, Orson Pratt's Works (Salt Lake City: The Deseret 
News Press, 1945), p. 126. 
17Ibid., p. 126. 
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Sunday.018 
Brigham Young apparently took an early earnest, yet pragmatic 
approach to the first day Sabbath of the Utah Vbtmein settlemtnt. In a 
sermon of June 8, 1856, Brigham emphasized to his Salt Lake City audi-
ence the necessity of working hard for the material advancement of the 
community. But he indicated that when it was time to worship God, then 
that should hold priority. President Young illustrated his point with 
counsel he had just given one of the brethren on this subject: 
. . . As I said yesterday to a Bishop who was mending a breach 
in the canal, and expressed a wish to continue his labor on the 
following Sabbath, as his wheat was burning up, let it burn, when 
the time comes that is set apart for worship, go up and worship 
the Lord.19  
Brigham Young's discourses give good insight into the type of man 
he was and why he was so revered by the people. His discourses dealing 
with the Sabbath also reveal a basic question on the subject. Speaking 
at a 1852 conference of the-Church Brigham Young commented that: 
. . . as to keeping the Sabbath according to the Mosaic law, 
indeed, I do not; for it would be almost beyond my power. Still, 
under the new covenant, we should remember to preserve holy one 
day in the week as a day of rest--as a memorial of the rest of 
the Lord and the rest of the Saints; also for our temporal advan-
tage for it is instituted for the express purpose of benefiting 
man. 0  
The "one day in seven" policy of Brigham Young was reflected in 
18Ibid., p. 170. 
19 Brigham Young and others, Journal of Discourses (Los Angeles: 
Gartner Printing and Litho Co., Inc., 1956), III, 331. The Journal of 
Discourses is a twenty-six volume record of the major discourses of the 
"General Authorities" of the Mormon Church given between 1854 and 1886. 
They were originally printed in England. 
20Ibid., VI, 227-228. 
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his Sabbath discourses on several occasions. "The Lord," Brigham stated 
in Brigham City in 1872, "has directed his people to rest one-seventh 
part of the time, and we take the first day of the week, and call it our 
Sabbath. This is according to the order of the Christians."21  
The sermons of that day were noted for the large number of topics 
sometimes touched upon. Also, points not particularly related to the 
topic were mentioned when they came to the speakers mind. This happened 
in the midst of this sermon by Brigham Young on the Sabbath. Precisely 
between reminding the brethren to attend ward meetings on Sunday and 
observing that "those who go skating, buggy riding, or on excursions on 
the Sabbath day . • • are weak in the faith,"22 Young dealt with the 
problem of boys and buggy traffic on the city streets. Young particu-
larly gave warning to any of his awn sons who might disrupt the carriage 
traffic of the territory: 
I will say this to all Israel, to every man that carries himself 
discreetly--as a gentleman, if one of my boys attemps to obstruct 
the highway, so that you cannot drive along and attend to your busi-
ness, leave your carriage, take your whip and give him a good sound 
horse-whipping, and tell him you will do it every time you find him 
in the street trying to obstruct the highway.23  
Brigham Young further indicated his feeling that the Saints had 
taken their own initiative in determining what should be their day of 
worship. He exhorted that Doctrine and Covenants commanded the Saints 
to gather on the Sabbath day, and gave more of his feelings on the sub-










It [the Sabbath] is what we call the first day of the week. No 
matter whether it is the Jewish Sabbath or not. I do not think 
there is anybody who can bring facts to prove which is the seventh 
day, or when ,Adam was put in the garden, or the day about which the 
Lord spoke to MOses. This matter is not very well known, so we 
call the day on which we rest and worship God, the first day of the 
week. 24  
Joseph F. Smith stated to his audience in Ogden, Utah, on a 
Saturday in 1884 that because of the nature of his talk some might think 
he had broken the Sabbath if he had given the talk on Sunday. "But this 
is Saturday," Smith appended. "It is the Jewish Sabbath. It is only 
unto man that there is a Sabbath. The Lord has set apart one day in 
seven . . . We should worship the Lord on that day. 1125 
It will be seen that in the twentieth century a number of Mormons 
would claim that the Ten Commandments had at some time in the past been 
annulled. This was apparently the contention of some of the Saints 
during the Pioneer Era. President Heber C. Kimball dealt with this mis-
understanding in 1861: 
Has there been any change in the first principles of the doctrine 
of Christ as revealed by Jesus himself? No: that doctrine stands 
good, and will forever remain so. Some suppose that the Ten Com-
mandments given through Moses have been done away; but I can inform 
you that they are still in force. It will do no harm for me to read 
those commandments, as contained in the 20th chapter of Exodus. 
They are as follows:26  
President Kimball then proceeded with a faithful recitation of 
the Ten Commandments including the fourth which spoke of the sanctity of 
of the seventh day Sabbath. 
24
Ibid., XVI, 168. 
25
Ibid., XXV, 252. 
26
Ibid., IX, 128, 129. 
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Considerable effort was made during the Pioneer Era to define 
standards of conduct on the first day of the week. Brigham Young dis-
paraged 'buggy rides in the "kanyoni" on Sunday for either pleasure or 
wood-gathering. He did indicate, however, that sometimes he found it 
convenient to delay his Sabbath observance: 
You may ask me if I always keep the Sabbath holy. When I am 
out travelling and happen to be where there is not a convenient 
place to observe the Sabbath, I sometimes travel on that day, and 
content myself with making a Sabbath of the second, third, fourth, 
fifth or sixth day of the week. . . .27  
But he hastened to reassure his audience that he did not allow 
his teams to go to the "kanyons" on the Sabbath day.28 , 
In 1886 the First Presidency of the Church circulated an "Epistle" 
which, among other topics, dealt with Sunday desecration by the Saints. 
After restating Doctrine and Covenants section fifty-nine, the Epistle 
reminded "every true Latter-day Saint" that "these commandments of the 
Lord do not admit of Sunday excursions to the lake or the canons or 
other places any more than manual labor."29 ["Canyon" seemed to have 
several possible spellings during that period.] To add teeth to the 
Epistle it was stated: "We admonish all members of the Church to obey 
this commandment and the officers of the Church to see that it is not 
broken with impunity." 30 
27
Ibid., X, 284. 
28 . Ibid., X, 284. 
James R. Clark, Messages of the First Presidency (Salt Lake 
City: Bookcraft, Inc., 1966), pp. 84-85. Citing John Taylor and George 
Q. Cannon from their Epistle of October 6, 1886. 
3 
°Ibid., p. 85. 
29 
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The rules for Sunday sacredness were to be given place in the 
several regulations governing the men who attended the School of the 
Prophets in Brigham City. The TUltS tsf that Institutilm prohibited pro-
fanity, intemperance, and required those in attendance to "provide for 
their families and not abuse them, nor be quarrelsome with or speak 
evil of each other, or their neighbors." The men were also to "preserve 
themselves in all chastity, by refraining from adultery, whoredom and 
lust."31  A number of other rules covered tithing, faultfinding, mending 
of fences, and visiting friends. The following rule was given to the 
men regarding Sunday: 
* 
They must not go after hay, go to the canyons, nor hunt their 
animals, nor perform any other labor on the Sabbath day, but must 
rest and attend meetings in the Tabernacle, in their wards, and 
the fast day meetings, and observe the fast days, and make their 
offerings to the poor on those days.32  
Rules such as these attempted to inject an attitude of sacredness 
into the first day worship of_the Saints of the Pioneer Era. This ef-
fort to give Sunday the atmosphere it was purported to deserve apparently 
did not achieve as much as some persons of the territory wished. For by 
1898 the newly recognized State of Utah would pass its first Sunday Law, 
and the strong arm of the civil government would attempt to restore 
authority to the first day of the week. 
William E. Berrett and Alma P. Burton, Readings in L. D. S.  
Church History (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1953-1958), 






A GENTILE NAMED GAMBLE, SUNDAY, AND MORMONISM 
In 1954 the publishing company owned and operated by the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints republished a book in which the 
author had the following to say as part of his preface: 
During the last twenty-five years I have learned that a little 
sect called the Seventh-day Adventists are doing a work at home and 
abroad, the evils of which are hard to reckon up. . . . These people 
have either been ignorantly opposed, in a way to build them up, or 
ignored until they have become one of the greatest curses to the 
progress of true Christianity.1  
Behind this vitriolic expression lies one of the very interesting 
stories of Mormonism and the Sabbath. It is the story of a Methodist 
minister and his passionate attack on the seventh day Sabbath. It is 
also the story of the marriage of the product of that passion into 
Mormon thinking. 
I. "THE TOILER'S FRIEND" 
The years surrounding the beginning of the twentieth century formed 
a hotbed of efforts in the United States aimed at a national Sunday clos-
ing law. At that time it had been a century since the blood of America's 
best had won the right to establish the United States as a sovereign 
nation. 
When the first amendments were made to the Constitution of the 
newly formed nation, American founding fathers attempted to prevent the 
'Samuel Walter Gamble, Sunday, the True Sabbath of God (Salt Lake 
City: Deseret Book Company, 1954), p. 7. This book was originally pub-
lished by Jennings and Pye of Cincinnati in 1900. 
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strong arm of civil government from ever being able to foster the type 
of religious intolerance which drove the religious minorities of Europe 
to tind „refuge in the New Wbr14. In 1791 the first tau amendments to 
the United States Constitution became reality in what is known around 
the world as the Bill of Rights. The first of these dealt with reli-
gion and its proper relationship to government: "Congress shall make 
no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof."2 
The National Reform Association and other related groups founded 
during the last half of the nineteenth century would sorely test the 
first amendment. The delegates of eleven Protestant denominations mak-
ing up the National Reform Association pledged in their constitution: 
. . . to secure such an amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States as will declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus Christ and 
its acceptance of the moral laws of the Christian religion, and so 
indicate that this is a Christian nation, and place all the Chris-
tian laws, institutions, and usages of our government on an undeni-
ably legal basis in the fundamental laws of the land.3  
Among the "Christian laws" which the National Reform Association 
wished to place "on an undeniably legal basis" within the "fundamental 
laws" of the United States of America were local and national Sunday 
closing laws. Typical of the type of legislation pushed in the effort 
to gain Sunday sacredness in the United States was the Blair "Sunday 
2"Articles, in Addition to, and in Ammendment of," The Constitu-
tion of the United States of America, Article I. Proposed by Congress on 
September 25, 1789. Ratified by eleven Continental States ending with 
Virginia on December 15, 1791. 
3
Warren L. Johns, Dateline Sunday, U.S.A. (Mountain View, Califor-
nia: Pacific Press Publishing Associaticn, 1967), p. 70. Citing the 
"Constitution of the National Reform Association." 
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Rest Bill." This bill was introduced before committee in the United 
States Senate in 1888 in order to promote for Sunday ". . . its Obser-
vrnee as a Day of Religious Worship." The -scope of the bill was far-
reaching: 
In addition to proposing a ban on "secular work, labor, or 
business" the bill sought to restrain interstate commerce, trans-
portation of the mails, military musters and drills, as well as 
"transportation . . . by land or water in such way as to inter-
fere with or disturb the people in the enjoyment of the first 
day of the week, . . . or its observance as a day of religious 
worship." It also condemned "any play game, or amusement or 
recreation" that could disturb others.3  
Among other organizations supporting this bill were the National 
Reform Association and the American Sabbath Union. Samuel Walter Gamble, 
a minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church, was an avid supporter of 
both organizations during his lifetime along with other organizations 
inclined towards Sunday sacredness by legislation. Years of effort went 
from Gamble to give support for such Sunday legislation, including giving 
900 lectures in Canada on behalf of the Lord's Day Alliance and editing 
The Toiler's Friend, a magazine promoting Sunday legislation.6  
Gamble became extremely antagonistic toward the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church because of that body's historic stand against Sunday 
legislation or other legislation of religious nature by civil government. 
Who's Who in America listed Gamble's accomplishments in 1932. Among 
these were the following: 
4Ibid., p. 71. Citing Senate Bill no. 2983 (1888). 
5Ibid., p. 71. Citing Senate Bill No. 2983 (1888). 
6Albert Nelson Marquis (ed.), Who's Who in America (Chicago: 
The A. N. Marquis Company, 1932), Volume 17 (1932-1933), p. 907. 
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. . . Wrote: Saturdarianism: Answer to Adventist Review of Sunday 
the True Sabbath; Sunday is the Christian Sabbath; How the Ad-
ventists Killed the Sunday Laws of California, etc.. . . . Exposed 
the so-called Religious Liberty Association, 1923.7'  
Gamble's chief legacy to the literature of the world--and more 
specifically to the Mormon Church--was his book written in 1900, Sunday, 
the True Sabbath of God. The preface of that book is a tirade against 
Adventists and both their observance of the seventh day Sabbath and 
their opposition to Sunday legislation. Of the latter Gamble wrote: 
The Seventh-day Adventist Church is gladly leading all the 
forces that are at work to rob the laboring people of a Sabbath. 
The other Churches, who represent a membership six hundred and 
ninety-eight times as large as Adventism, are quietly permitting 
this curse to grow, and are not sufficiently trying to retard or 
hinder the growth of this sin.8  
Gamble stated in his book that ". . . the one great need of the 
American laboring man is to have a rest-day guaranteed to him by na-
tional law."9  This could only be brought about, Gamble asserted, when 
Christians recognized their duty in this matter. But before Christians 
would fully recognize their duty to pass Sunday legislation Gamble felt 
that they needed concrete evidence that Sunday was the day hallowed by 
God: 
. . . In other words: the mass of the Christian people must 
know what day is the Bible Sabbath. Is it Sunday, or is it 
Saturday? This Nation will not have adequate Sabbath laws until 
the day of the Sabbath is made sufficiently clear to create 
genuine Biblical conviction of duty in regard to our individual 
7Ibid., Volume 17 (1932-1933), p. 907. The Religious Liberty 
Association is the branch of the Seventh-day Adventist Church which 
deals with issues threatening religious freedom for all citizens of any 
country within which the Adventist Church operates. 
8Gamble, jim. cit., p. 12. 
9
Ibid., p. 15. 
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and collective duties about Sabbath observance.10  
It was to supply the necessary proof of Sunday's claim to sacred-
ness thatA3aMble 'wrote his book. Re acknowledged that because of the 
urgency of the matter he had hastened ". . . to help arm as many as pos-
sible, and as quickly as possible, with sufficient arguments and facts 
to save their Churches and neighborhoods from the evils of Saturdarian- 
,11 ism.' 
Acknowledging that he had drawn on sources favorable to the 
seventh day Sabbath, Gamble graciously expressed thanks for ". . . the 
help received from the enemies of the Sabbath in the two wings of Chris-
tian Saturdarianism, the 'Seventh-day Baptist' and 'Seventh-day Adventist' 
Churches."12  
Gamble finished the preface to Sunday, the True Sabbath of God 
with comment that he was sending . . . out these hastily-written pages, 
with an earnest prayer to the_ Father that he will use the truths herein 
set forth to the accomplishment of much and lasting good."13  
II. "THIS OR NOTHING" 
Sunday, the True Sabbath of God, a book of 207 pages in its origi-
nal printing, was first copyrighted in 1900. Its author, Samuel Walter 
Gamble, gave to its title page the following descriptive information: 
10 Ibid., p. 15. 
11
Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
12Ibid., p. 18. 
13Ibid., p. 19. 
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Sunday, the True Sabbath of God; or, Saturday Proven to be 
Neither the Sabbath of the Old Testament, nor the Sabbath of the 
Ancients, Who Lived Before the Christian Era. 
Being a Complete Refutation of the Saturday-Sabbath Heresy, 
and a Vindication of the Changeableness of the Day of the Sabbath.14 
The work bore the introduction of one C. H. Fowler of Cheyenne, 
Wyoming. In the introduction Fowler stated that a doctrine so important 
"to the very existence of Christianity . . . requires a master's hand." 
Gamble, Fowler asserted magnanimously, was that man. "Other works are 
rich in other departments of the subject;" conceded Fowler of the Sab-
bath question, "but on the controverted point raised by Saturdarians, 
this argument moves with all the quietness and certainty of a mathemati-
cal demonstration." Leaving little room for further defense Fowler 
nailed his point with the observation: "It is this or. nothing."15 
Fowler then urged that Gamble's book and arguments find wide cir-
culation: "In view of the mischief wrought by the enemies of the Chris-
tian Sabbath, . . . we bespeak for it an ever-widening influence, an 
influence that must widen till the heresy of Saturdarianism is extir-
pated, and becomes only a thing of history .”16 
In view of the claims made for Gamble's book and the vigor and 
venom with which they were made, it is only fair to give mention to 
Gamble's main contentions. 
Gamble stated that in Sunday, the True Sabbath of God he would 
"assert and prove": 
14
Ibid., title page. 
1 5Ibid., p. 5. 
p. 6. 
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1. That a Sabbath was given to Adam in Eden, but that it was 
Sunday and not Saturday, and that it was kept for probably about 
eighteen centuries, and was lost. 
2. That after the confusion of tongues a great variety of 
Sabbath countings was instituted, which changed the day of the 
Sabbath from twelve to thirty-six times a year from one day of 
the week to another. 
3. That God led the Egyptians into the nearest approach to the 
Edenic Sabbath, by enabling them to establish a fixed week of seven 
days, commencing with the day of Saturn, and ending with a seventh-
day Sabbath--Friday. 
4. That God, through Moses, gave the children of Israel a system 
of fixed date Sabbaths, which changed once every year between the 
Exodus and the Crucifixion to a different day of the week, and hence 
that Saturday never was a Jewish Sabbath for over a year at any one 
time until after the destruction of Jerusalem under Titus. 
5. That the Roman week from before the birth of Christ to near 
the close of the fourth century, A.D., was eight days long, and 
hence that their Sabbaths changed forty-five tines every year to 
a different day of the week. 
6. That Christ, in fulfillment of prophecy, made the Sunday of 
his resurrection the Sabbath, which "remaineth to the people of God" 
as the one and only Sabbath--"the day the Lord hath made"--and that 
it shall last to the end of time, and became the Sabbath of all na-
tions, in which "we shall rejoice and be glad." 
7. I shall show that modern Saturdarianism originated in the 
second century A.D., and hence is no Bible Sabbath, and therefore 
that it is a misnomer to call Saturday keepers "Sabbatarians."17  
Even the disinterested must stop and give note to the vastness of 
Gamble's assertions. How, then, did Gamble attempt to give proof of his 
position? By far the majority of Gamble's arguments are supported by a 
calendar which he developed and which he purported was the "Original 
Hebrew Calendar." He alone was to be the restorer of knowledge lost to 
both the world's simple and wise: "For many centuries the true Bible 
calendar has been lost. After eighteen years of study, I have been able 
17Ibid., pp. 22-24. 
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to build it out of the Bible teachings and the old Egyptian calendar."8  
The calendar which Gamble had developed was included in each volume of 
his book as an -expandable insert labeled, "Gamble's Chart of the Ancient 
Changeable Sabbaths, Days, and Years, and Perpetual Calendar of Ancient 
Months, Weeks, Sabbaths, Sabbath Years and Jubilees."19 Included in 
Sunday, the True Sabbath of God were seven pages of instructions on the 
operation of Gamble's calendar." 
The contention Gamble felt that he established with his calendar 
was that from the Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt to roughly the 
time of Christ the Jewish Sabbath wandered through the days of the week. 
This would cause it to fall one year on what we now call Monday, the 
next year on Tuesday, ad infinitum, similar to the way yearly holidays 
such as Christmas or the Fourth of July fall on different days of the 
week each year 21 
Other amazing assertions which Gamble flung in the face of 
seventh day Sabbath keepers and the world included his "proof" that God 
revealed to Moses that the Sabbath of Creation was in reality Sunday, 
and that mistranslation of certain texts in the New Testament had hidden 
the restoration of Sunday as the true Sabbath of God.22 
Gamble ended his book with a thought of determination and 
18Ibid., p. 56. 
19Ibid., insert at page 5. 
20Ibid., pp. 66-72. 
21Ibid., p. 109. 
22Ib1d., pp. 90-93, pp. 154-161. Regarding Gamble's "mistrans-
lation" charge, see Chapter VII. 
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challenge: 
. . . May God enable us to appreciate the Sunday Sabbath, the day 
the Lord hath made, as we ought, and also inspire us to defend the 
day against all the encroachments of the enemies of Christ, and 
to put forth a determined, unrelenting, united struggle, that will 
bring the Sabbath and all of its blessed and holy influences to 
every American citizen, is the hope and prayer of the author:23  
III. AT HOME IN MORMONISM 
'Samuel Walter Gamble died four days after the fixed-day holiday 
of Christmas, on December 29, 1932. This was on Saturday. 
The last printing of Sunday, the True Sabbath of God with which 
Gamble had anything to do occurred in 1924. After Gamble's death his book 
with its rights of publication fell into the hands of a relative who ap-
parently had no interest in seeking its republication. The book most 
likely would have settled in ignominy had it not been for one of the 
strange acts of near-providence which some organizations seem to attract. 
The next important happening relative to Gamble's book occurred 
in the December, 1935, issue of The Improvement Era. The Era is "the 
organ of the Priesthood Quorums, Mutual Improvement Associations and De-
partment of Education," of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints.24 In this Christmas issue of the Era the editors reminded their 
readers: "Christmas without books will be like a stocking without candy. 
Books will give more comfort than even the candy because sweets may give 
physical discomfort, whereas books will offer food for thought for many 
2 
3Ibid., pp. 201-202. 
24
The Improvement Era, XXXVIII (December, 1935), 723. 
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days to come."25 A further addition to the book review page of the Era 
was the expression of hope by the editors that Era readers would "solve 
the momentous question of what for wham by using some of the books 
listed on this page."26  
One book listed as one of those offering "food for thought for 
many days to came" was none other than Sunday, the True Sabbath of God 
by the deceased Methodist minister, Samuel Walter Gamble. No longer 
would Gamble's intoned arguments go without ready listeners. For within 
Mormonism Gamble had found a willing audience with a need for more am-
munition. 
The Deseret Book Company had republished Gamble's book and was 
offering it to potential readers for one dollar and twenty-five cents. 
This Mormon book publisher had obtained exclusive rights for publication 
of Gamble's book through the exertion of a Salt Lake City Latter-day 
Saint, J. Fred Evans.27 
In reviewing Gamble's book, the Era's associate editor stated 
that it would ". . . be of special interest to missionaries and all 
those who are at all troubled about the propriety of worshipping on 
Sunday instead of Saturday." The reviewer went on to conclude that 
Gamble's point had been proven in the book "rather conclusively."28 
That the Deseret Book Company had republished a book which was 
2 5Ibid., p. 758. 
26
Ibid., p. 758. 
27
Kenneth E. Coombs, The True 
Lake City: Paragon Printing Company, 
28Improvement Era, Ea. cit., p 
Sabbath - Saturday or Sunday Salt 
1948), [ID. 4]. 
. 758. 
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admittedly anti-Adventist and rabidly so was of interest in 1935. How-
ever, 1935 was not the end. In 1948 Kenneth E. Coombs, a Salt Lake City 
realtor, published The /rue Sabbath—Saturday or Sunday, "Taken from 
Samuel Walter Gamble's book, Sunday--The True Sabbath of God." Coombs 
used much of Gamble's book verbatim. However, he extended Gamble's 
argument of the mistranslation of the Greek in certain New Testament 
passages by adding to Gamble's book an Improvement Era article written 
in 1905.29  Sold by Bookcraft, Coombs' rebirth of Gamble's aging argu-
ment was advertised as being "particularly valuable as an argument 
against the absurd claims of those sects that seek to supplant Sunday 
as the chosen day of rest and worship. 
If he were still living, Gamble would have been joyous in 1954 
when the Deseret Book Company again republished Sunday, the True Sabbath  
of God in complete form. The publishing arm of the Mormon Church gave 
support to C. W. Fowler as it published intact his introduction written 
for Gamble's book fifty-four years previously: "We bespeak for it an 
ever-widening influence, an influence that must widen till the heresy of 
Saturdarianism is extirpated, and becomes only a thing of history."31- 
To give an example of the way Gamble's amazing calendar has been 
given use in producing "proof" of Sunday sacredness in Mormon thought, 
the Combination Reference to the Standard Scriptural Works can be cited. 
Published with the acquiescence of the Mormon Church's Radio, Publicity, 
and Mission Literature Committee, this book listed twenty references 
29 
Coombs, 2E. cit., title page. 
30Ibid., from front jacket. 
31Gamble, 2E. cit., p. 6. 
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from the Bible and one from Doctrine and Covenants under the subject, 
Sabbath Day. The only "non-scriptural" support placed in this section 
just 'happened to be: "'The Hebrew Sabbaths fell on the same dates 
every year. Hence they fell on a differentciAz of the week every year.' 
[Italics in original.] Samuel Walter Gamble. Sunday, The True Sabbath  
of God."32  
Present day Mormon leader Bruce McConkie gave his approval of 
Gamble's reasoning as he affirmed that Gamble had "pointed out" that 
following the Exodus if • • . the Sabbath was kept on a different day each 
year."33  
IV. A PRODUCT OF IMAGINATION 
Gamble wrote in his book of one man's efforts to write an answer 
to the calendar claim which he had made. Gamble pointed out that for 
some reason the writer ". . . was never able to grasp my teachings with 
sufficient clearness to write an intelligent review of them.',34  That 
was the case in 1900. It is apparently still the case today--except 
among the Mormon vigilante. 
Gamble wrote his book for his fellow Protestant Sunday-keepers. 
Among the very persons he wrote for, his amazing claims have languished 
to an ignominious death. Gamble claimed to restore to the world an 
ancient Hebrew calendar hidden for unknown centuries from scholars, lay-
men, and even the Jews themselves. His ancient calendar still remains 
32
Eldin Ricks, Combination Reference (Salt Lake City: Deseret 
Book Company, 1952), pp. 51-52. 
33 
Bruce R. NtConkie, Mormon Doctrine (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 
1966), p. 658. 
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lost to the wise and the simple--except in its continual reincarnation 
among Mormon writers. 
The idustheaps have -yielded vast treasure-houses of information • 
bearing on Biblical times and the history of the ancient Near East. 
Gamble's Hebrew calendar is not present in that information. Of Gam-
ble's work a modern Biblical chronologist wrote: 
Gamble is definitely not a scholar and he is not in possession 
of the facts concerning the ancient Hebrew calendar. Much schol-
arly work has been done in that field, but the work of Gamble is 
definitely not in that category. . . . Gamble's calendar is simply 
a highly fantastic product of his awn imagination. It would be 
difficult to conceive of anx clear-thinking, informed scholar 
placing any credence in IA.35  
The monographs of archeologists, chronologists, and other scholars 
interested in Biblical history have no place for the ramblings of Gam- 
ble.36 Not even Mormon scholars who have competence in this area can be 
included in the supporters of Gamble and his invention. Only the Mormon 
layman, with whatever authority the Deseret Book Company commands, has 
been intrepid enough to support his argument for first day sacredness 
with the virulently written hypothesis of Gamble. 
"It is this or nothing" was the claim for Gamble's book in 1900. 
In 1954 the publishing company operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints reaffirmed that claim for Gamble's argument. One can 
only wonder at the type of "faith" which requires a product such as 
Gamble's Sunday, the True Sabbath of God for validation. 
35Personal letter to author from Edwin R. Thiele, Ph.D., dated 
October 8, 1967. 
36
Persons interested in studying Biblical chronology and calendars 
would find a good starting place in: George Arthur Buttrick and others, 
The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (New York: Abingdon Press, 
1962), I, 483-488. This is concerned with the Biblical calendar. An 
excellent bibliography accompanies the discussion. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE CHALLENGE OF THE UNKNOWN TONGUE 
Samuel Walter Gamble's legacy to the Mormon Church was not con-
fined merely to an intricate new chronological system--amazing as it was 
purported to be. For his interest in the intricacies and mysteries of 
an ancient language was not to be lost to people so indebted to gold 
plates, papyrii, and lexicon. And the basis of Gamble's final argument 
against the seventh day Sabbath--that the Bible was mistranslated--also 
had been given fertile soil in which to grow in Mormonism. 
I. PROPHET, SEER, AND TRANSLATOR 
It was in 1827 that the personage Moroni was supposed to have 
finally delivered the gold plates of the Book of Mormon to Joseph Smith. 
Along with these plates Joseph was also given "the Urim and Thummim, and 
the Breastplate."1  
The Urim and Thummim was described by one person as two clear 
stones "set in two rims of a bow.112  With these stones Joseph claimed to 
have translated the characters on the plates given to him by Moroni.3 
And well did the prophet need help in the job of translation upon 
which he had embarked. For the plates contained no ordinary language. 
1Joseph Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1948-1960), I, 18. 
2William E. Berrett and Alma P. Burton, Readings in L.D.S. Church  
History (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company, 1953-1958), I, 40, citing 
Orson Pratt, Remarkable Visions, p. 6. 
3Smith, Ila. cit., I, 20. 
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The first person mentioned in the Book of Mormon, Nephi, explained to 
some extent the language present in the plates. "Yea," stated Nephi at 
a date supposed to be around 600 B.C., "I make a record In the language 
of my father, which consists of the learning of the Jews and the lan-
guage of the Egyptians."4  
According to Book of Mormon chronology it would be some 1,000 
years later that Moroni would further explain the difficult language of 
the Book of Mormon. "And if our plates had been sufficiently large," 
Moroni stated almost apologetically, "we should have written in Hebrew." 
Also, he added: 11 . . . the Hebrew hath been altered by us." It was be-
cause of these difficulties that the Book of Mormon record was written 
by the scribes "in the characters which are called among us the reformed 
Egyptian.0 
This was the language which the Latter-day Saint feels Joseph 
Smith miraculously translated with the help of the Urim and Thummim. But 
this was far from the end. 
Even while translating the Book of Mormon Joseph claimed to have 
translated a message concerning Christ's disciple, John, ". 	. from 
parchment, written and hid up by himself."6  
Still to follow in the handling of unknown or ancient languages 
were Joseph's "translations" of the Bible and the Egyptian papyrii which 
were supposed to contain the writings of Abraham. In this last venture 
   
Joseph Smith, The Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1950), 1 Nephi 1:2. 
51bid., Mormon 9:32, 33. 
6 
Smith, History of the Church, jla. cit., I, 35-36. 
4 
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the Prophet set about to unlock the mysteries of the Egyptian language. 
In 1835 he wrote: "I was continually engaged in translating an alphabet 
to the Book of Abraham, and arranging a grammar of the Egyptian language 
as practiced by the ancients."7  
But Joseph did not always resort to the miraculous in order to 
handle the strange script of languages preserved from ancient dustheaps. 
He had a thirst for knowledge. Because of this he initiated the School 
of the Prophets in Kirkland, Ohio, in 1832. Here the Prophet led the 
men of Kirkland in the study of Hebrew under the tutorship of a Jewish 
professor, Joshua Seixas. This thrilled the Prophet. Of the reading of 
the Old Testament in Hebrew he wrote in 1836: 
. . . Attended the school and read and translated with my class as 
usual. My soul delights in reading the word of the Lord in the 
original, and I am determined to pursue the study of the languages, 
until I shall become master of them, if I am permitted to live long 
enough.8  
He occasionally used his newly found tool to take to task those 
who questioned his developing theological system and to correct what he 
thought were glowing errors in Biblical ttanslation. "Some say," he 
averred in a sermon on the plurality of gods given shortly before his 
martyrdom in 1844, "I do not interpret the scripture the same as they 
do." He followed with his interpretation of the Hebrew: 
. . . I will show from the Hebrew Bible that I am correct, and the 
first word shows a plurality of Gods; and I want the apostates and 
learned men to come here and prove to the contrary, if they can. 
An unlearned boy must give you a little Hebrew. Berosheit baurau 
7Ibid., II, 238. This "grammar" is kept within the security of 
the Historian's Office of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints in Salt Lake City. 
8Ibid., II, 396. 
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Eloheim alt aushamayee IttELI.tal-ALE, rendered by the King James' 
translators, "In the beginning God created the heaven and the 
earth." I want to analyze the word Berosheit. Rosh, the head; 
Sheit, a grammatical termination, The Baith was not originally put 
there When the inspired man wrote it, but it has been since added 
by an old Jew. Baurau signifies to bring forth; Eloheim is from 
the word Eloi, God, in the singular number; and by adding the word 
heim, it renders it Gods. It read first, "In the beginning the 
head of the Gods brought forth the Gods," or, as others have trans-
lated it, "the head of the Gods called the Gods together." I want 
to show a little learning as well as other foo1s.9 
"I defy," the Prophet challenged, "all the world to refute me."1° 
The Greek language was also tackled by the Prophet with his avid 
interest. In a sermon in 1843 Joseph rebuffed any possible challenge to 
his interpretation of the word, Hades. "If you will go to my house any 
time," he invited, "I will take my lexicon and prove it to you.0.1 
With such manifest enthusiasm on the part of the Prophet for un-
locking the secrets of ancient languages, it would not appear difficult 
for his adherents to follow in this interest. And S. W. Gamble gave the. 
opportunity. 
II. "AS TRANSLATED CORRECTLY" 
It was in the Methodist Review of November, 1897, that Samuel 
W. Gamble urged upon his fellow Methodists that a gross mistranslation 
9
Ibid., VI, 475. 
10Ibid., VI, 475. The Prophet's rendering of Genesis 1:1 could 
not be regarded in any sense as a translation of the familiar words. 
Notice for example the double use of the word here incorrectly trans-
literated Berosheit. After analyzing the make-up of this word he shows 
its "correct" meaning to be "head." But in his "translation" he gives 
the term its regular meaning "in the beginning." It would seem that he 
was unaware of having "translated" the same word twice, each time with 
a different meaning. 
llIbid., V, 425. 
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of the Greek in Matthew 28:1 had wrested from the Scriptures the real 
teaching about the New Testament Sabbath. This argument was not origi-
nal with him, nor was he its only proponent. But Gamble's zeal gave it 
its .destiny. Before his argument and its growth in Mormonism is con-
sidered, the reason why a charge of mistranslation of Scripture would 
be well accepted among the Saints will be examined. 
The thirteenth chapter of first Nephi in the Book of Mormon con-
tains some very interesting material especially if its date of writing 
is in fact around 600 B.C. Among other topics, within this chapter are 
found the story of Columbus' discovery of the Americas, the arrival of 
the Puritans, and a prediction of the American Revolutionary War. It 
also contains the mentioning of "a book" which ". . . proceedeth out of 
the mouth of a Jew."12  This is interpreted in Latter-day Saintism to 
have been predicting the Bible which arrived in America with the early 
immigrants. 
This "book" was supposed to have "contained the plainness of the 
gospel of the Lord" when it first came from the Jew's mouth. However, 
by the time the "book" came to America it ". . . hath gone forth through 
the hands of the great and abominable church, that there are many plain 
and precious things taken away from the book, which is the book of the 
Lamb of God l3 
Joseph Smith promulgated the idea of a rather gross corruption of 
the Bible of his day--a corruption his Inspired Version was supposed to 
have ameliorated to some extent. "I believe the Bible as it read when 
12 
Smith, Book of Mormon, ma. cit., 1 Nephi 13:23. 
13Ibid., 1 Nephi 13:24, 28. 
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it came from the pen of the original writers. Ignorant translators, 
careless transcribers, or designing and corrupt priests have committed 
many errors.4114  
Because of this groundwork, Gamble's charge of mistranslation of 
the Greek in several "first day" texts in the New Testament found a re-
ceptive audience among Mormon writers dealing with the Sabbath question. 
III. GAMBLE'S GREEK 
Samuel Walter Gamble's basic argument of faulty translation had 
to do with the translation of the Greek of Matthew 28:1 and seven other 
New Testament texts.15 
The phrase in Matthew 28:1 with which Gamble was concerned is: 
t°1011(t a GOOPISTWV T11) tniquaxo6 up et( Om) aapgrucov.”16  Gamble's per-
fidiousness arose from what he considered the wanton abuse of translating 
ouppaizov as "Sabbath" and then translating glav aapptmov as "first day 
of the week."17  
"We think," Gamble asserted, "the true translation of Matt. 
xxviii, 1, is 'In the end of the Sabbaths [ou!;grrwv--Jewish Sabbaths of all 
kinds], as it began to dawn toward illav ua3palcmv, identically the same 
14smi th, History of the Church, 22. cit., VI, 57. 
15
The eight references are Matthew 28:1; Mark 16:2, 9; Luke 24:1; 
John 20:1, 19; Acts 20:7; I Corinthians 16:2. 
1 6Erwin Nestle and Kurt Aland, Nonum Testamentum Graece (Stutt-
gart, Germany: Wurttembergische Bibelanstalt, 1963), p. 82. 
17
The critical difference here is the word, µlay, which is of the 
feminine gender, accusative case, and of course singular in number. 
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word that appears just above] one of the Sabbaths.”18'[Preceding two 
bracketed phrases in original.] 
Gamble then proceeded to list his batit -poilats -of tomtention: 
We make the following observations: 
1. There is nothing in the Hebrew Old Testament to justify the 
common interpretation of Matt. xxviii, 1, and the parallel passages. 
2. If any New Testament writers had wanted to say "first day of 
the week" they had the exact words in the Septuagint Greek and in 
the current Greek with which to have expressed it, and not one of 
them used them. 
3. The Septuagint Greek was in constant use by Christ and the 
apostles. It never uses the Greek word for "Sabbath" to express 
"week," or "day, of the week." 
4. The Greek word for "day" does not occur in any of the pas-
sages. 
5. There is no Greek word for "week" o "day of the week" in the 
Greek New Testament. 
6. Each of the evangelists calls the Sunday of Christ's resur-
rection "Sabbath," and nothing else, in the gospels.19  
These points remained as the basis for this same argument as 
Gamble swept it into his book, Sunday, the True Sabbath of God, in 1900.20  
Undaunted as Gamble was in promulgating his interpretation of the 
Greek in these passages, the world of Greek scholars was not wept off 
its feet. In fact, the rebuttal of the scholarship of his own Methodist 
Church was soon to come. 
Dr. Wilbur Fletcher Steele wrote in the same Methodist Review that 
18S. W. Gamble, "Saturdarianism: a Brief Review," Methodist Re-
view LXXIX (November, 1897), p. 880. 
19Ibid., p. 881. 
V. Gamble, Sunday, the True Sabbath of God (Cincinnati: 
Jennings and Pye, 1900), pp. 154-171. 
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he had sympathy for: 
. . . every legitimate argument to establish the sanctity and foster 
the hallowing of the Lord's Day. But when a claim on its behalf is 
distinctly based upon, or forcibly corroborated by, a gross wresting 
of the Holy Scripture, suspicion as to its validity instinctively 
sets in, to say nothing of mortification and repugnance.21  
Dr. Steele went on to enumerate Gamble's basic points of conten-
tion. Be then added the following candid appraisal: 
But this widely heralded Klondike discovery as to µlay aapparmov 
turns out to be only the glitter of fool's gold. It rests upon the 
profoundest ignoring or ignorance of a law of syntax fundamental to 
inflected speech, and especially of the usage and influence of the 
Aramaic tongue which was the vernacular of Jesus and his apostles. 
Must syntax die that the Sabbath may live?22  
The article proceeded to give a rather detailed and well done 
discussion of Gamble's suppositions.23  The article's author spared nei-
ther ample illustration nor candor in showing why the scholarly world 
could not accept Gamble's usage of the Greek. Dr. Steele concluded his 
article by stating that as far as being a valid argument for giving 
sanctity to the Lord's Day, ". . . this traversed exegesis, instead 
being a monumental discovery, is but a monumental blunder."124 
The scholars, who in 1611 had given to the world the Bible now 
called the King.  James Version, included in that work a preface in which 
they acknowledged the difficulties of rendering "Gods booke vnto Gods 
people in a tongue which they vnderftand"25  without some error. However, 
21 	. 
WilDur Fletcher Steele, "Must Syntax Die that the Sabbath may 
Live," Methodist Review, LXXXI (May, 1899), p. 401. 
2 2Ibid., p. 402. 
23
The complete article by Dr. Steele, "Must Syntax Die that the 
Sabbath may live," is reproduced in the Appendix. 
24Steele, 22.. cit., p. 409. 
25
The Holy Bible, King James Version . . . Newly Translated Out 
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novices of the Greek language they were not. And, in the translation 
of Matthew 28:1 and associated passages the aggregate of Greek scholars 
have continued to vindicate the translators of the Fin& James Version. 
This includes, among others, the English Revised Version  of 1885, the 
highly regarded American Standard Version of 1901, the American idiom 
New Testament translation by the eminent Greek scholar, Edgar J. Good-
speed, and the Revised Standard Version completed in 1952.26  
In 1961 the renowned presses of Oxford and Cambridge Universities 
published the long-waited New Testament of The New English Bible. The 
translation, the work of some of the world's ripest scholars in Biblical 
languages, rightly stated in its introduction: 
. . . Only those who have meditated long upon the Greek original 
are aware of the richness and subtlety of meaning that may lie even 
within the most apparently simple sentence, or know the despair 
that attends all efforts to bring it out through the medium of a 
different language •27 
The introduction continued with the expression of hope that the 
years of work by the translation committee might be blessed by the Al- 
mighty God so that the New English Bible ". 	. may open the truth of 
the scriptures to many who have been hindered in their approach to it 
by barriers of language."28  
If Samuel Walter Gamble were alive in 1961, he would be nearly 
of the Originall tongues (London: Robert Barker, 1611), from preface. 
26
An authoritative, yet readable, discussion of the work and 
scholarship which has gone into these and other versions of the Bible 
was written by A. Graham Maxwell, You Can Trust the Bible (Mountain 
View, California: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1967), pp. 27-52. 
27The New English Bible (Oxford University Press and Cambridge University Press, 1961), p. xi. 
2 8Ibid., p. xi. 
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alone in disclaiming the merits of the translation of Matthew 28:1 in 
the New English Bible. "The Sabbath had passed, and it was about day- 
break on Sunday, when Mary of Magdala and the Other Mary came to look 
at the grave.”29  
IV. "THIS OR NOTHING" 
Though reproved and repudiated by Biblical language scholars in 
his awn Methodist Church and throughout the world of reputable Biblical 
translation, Gamble's Greek was to find firm entrenchment in the works 
of Mormon writers on the Sabbath. 
In 1905, Frederic Clift, M.D., of Brigham Young University, 
authored an article in the Improvement Era which was prefaced by a note 
from the president of the California Mission of the Churchof 
Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, Jos. E. Robinson. President Robinson ex 
pressed his "great satisfaction" in Clift's article, and concluded that 
it would be of great benefit for those missionaries of the Church who 
came in contact with "Adventists." To Robinson this article was 
	. 
a clear exposition of the fact that Sunday was the early Christian day 
of worship."3°  
What, then, was the content of this "clear exposition"? Dr. 
Clift wrote: 
To those who have listened to arguments advocating Saturday the
. seventh day, and that day only, as the acceptable Sabbath of the 
Lord, it may be a surprise to be told that Sunday, or the first day 
29Ibid., Matthew 28:1. 
30
Frederic Clift, "Sunday in the New Testament," Improvement Era, 
VIII (April, 1905), 401. 
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of the week, is called a Sabbath eight times in the New Testament; 
and to those who look upon the King James Bible as an inspired 
translation, it may come as a shock to find that eight mistakes 
have been made in this one subject alone.31  
After discussing each of the texts in question, Dr. Clift posed 
the same question which bothered Samuel W. Gamble. "Why call the Jewish 
Sabbath, a Sabbath," inquired Clift, "and not call the resurrection day 
a Sabbath, when the same identical Greek word Sabbaton is applied to 
" both, and used in the very same case and number? (Matt. 28:1). 32  
George W. Crockwell continued this argument in an Improvement Era 
article in 1915.33  Also, the Deseret Book Company made this argument of 
Gamble's Greek an indelible part of Mormon literary lore with its con- 
tinued republishing of Gamble's book--now solely owned by the Mormon 
Church.34  
In 1948 Salt Lake City realtor Kenneth E. Coombs published his 
book on the Sabbath question. Along with Gamble's amazing chronology, 
Coombs also incorporated the even more amazing and ever present argument 
of the mistranslation of the Greek of Matthew 28:1. He acknowledged his 
indebtedness to both Samuel W. Gamble and Frederic Clift, M.D.35  
In a book written for and dedicated to the missionaries of the 
Church, LeGrand Richards of the Council of the Twelve Apostles has assured 
31
Ibid., p. 406. 
32Ibid., p. 413. 
33George W. Crockwell, "The Sabbath Day," Improvement  Era, XVII 
(February, 1915), pp. 339-343. 
34
Samuel Walter Gamble, Sunday, the True 
City: Deseret Book Company, 1954), pp. 153-171. 
35
Kenneth E. Coombs, The True Sabbath--Saturday or Sunday (Salt 
Lake City: Paragon Printing Company, 1948), pp. 73-78. 
Sabbath of God (Salt Lake 
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the continuation of Gamble's original argument concerning the alleged 
mistranslation of the Greek in Matthew 28:1 to unknown thousands of 
fervent young Mormanimisstanartes.36 
Gamble might well have found comfort to know that his argument 
of µIcy aafip&Twv abused and rejected by Greek scholars, has been kept 
alive within the Mormon Church. For, as the introduction to Gamble's 
book concluded in 1900, "It is this or nothing."37  
V. JOSEPH SMITH DID NOT CONCUR 
Regardless of the faithfulness and fervor with which Mormon 
writers have propagated Gamble's Greek through the years, Joseph Smith 
certainly did not lend such support. 
Joseph Smith's Inspired Version of the Bible is a document which 
has possibly became noted most for the discord it has caused between the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints with headquarters in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, and the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints headquartered in Independence, Missouri. Having awned the manu-
script of the Prophet's work, the Reorganized group has accepted it as 
the completed ". 	. inspired revision of the authorized version.”38  
Among the several statements used to support its view, the Reor-
ganized Church accepts literally a communication of Joseph Smith, Sidney 
36
LeGrand Richards, A Marvelous Work and a Wonder (Salt Lake City: 
Deseret Book Company, 1963), pp. 347-348. 
37Gamble, Ea. cit., p. 5. 
38
Joseph Smith, Junior, Inspired  Version, The Holy Scriptures  
(Independence, Missouri: Herald Publishing House, 1944), p. 1. 
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Rigdon, and F. G. Williams to the effect that "we this day finished the 
translating of 
the Scriptures, for which we returned gratitude to our 
This was sent to the Saints in Missouri from 
Kirkland, Ohio, on July 2, 1833.39  As such, the Reorganized Church pub-
lishes the Inspired Version. Certain corrections in Joseph Smith's 
original work of revision are found in the "New Corrected Edition" pub-
lished since 1944 by the Reorganized Church.°  
The Mormon Church has maintained that Joseph Smith's work of 
correcting mistakes and restoring deletions in the Bible was never com- 
pleted. Certain portions of the Prophet's work have been incorporated 
into Mormon canonical books. These include the grossly extended first 
several chapters of Genesis and the revision of Matthew 24. However, the 
Mormon Church considers the thousands of changes made by Joseph Smith in 
the Inspired Version to be correct and to be . . . one of the great evi-
dences of the divine mission- of Joseph Smith."41  
It is to be noted that "most of the Prophet's corrections were 
made in 
Genesis, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and the first six chapters of John:;42 
39
Smith, History of the Church, Ea. cit., I, 368. 
40 
Joseph Smith, Junior, Inspired Version, on. cit., pp. 1-6. The 
preface to the 1944 edition states on page six in part that "the committee 
found some words and phrases transposed or improperly placed in the work 
done by Joseph Smith, Jr. These errors, together with others involving 
spelling, punctuation, and typographical or other omissions, were cor- 
rected, particularly in those instances where the meaning of the text had been affected." 
41
Bruce R. McConkie, Mormon Doctrine (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 
1966), p. 384. For a complete discussion of Joseph Smith's Inspired Ver-
sion see: Reed Connell Durham, Jr., A History, of Joseph Smith's Revision  of the Bible (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1965). 
4 
2Ibid., P. 384. 
heavenly Father. . 
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Coincidentally, six of the eight instances where Gamble and Mormon 
writers alleged that mistranslation of µlay actflp&Twv had occurred are 
found in the four gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John.43 Joseph Smith 
made numerous changes in the verses surrounding these citations. He 
even added a phrase which he felt was needed to complete one of these 
texts, John 20:1.44  But, not one change did the Prophet find occasion 
to make in the way the translators of the King James Version handled 
the Greek so contested by Gamble and those Latter-day Saints who took 
up his cry. 
43
Matthew 28:1; Mark 16:2, 9; Luke 24:1; John 20:1, 19. 
20:1. 44 Joseph Smith, Junior, Inspired Version, Ea. cit., p. 1238, John 
CHAPTER VIII 
MODERN MORMONISM AND THE SABBATH 
The Sabbath of the modern Latter-day Saint is Sunday. It is an 
extremely busy day. Sacrament meetings, priesthood meetings, Sunday 
School, fasting, stake conferences, and .numerous local ward affairs 
produce a near dawn-to-dusk round of activities for the "active" Mormon. 
For any Mormon who possibly can find time in his overly-filled schedule 
to study into his Sabbath belief, questions occasionally arise. These 
questions in general must find complete answer in Doctrine and Covenants  
section fifty-nine, or lead to a certain amount of confusion. 
I. "THOU SHALT DO NONE OTHER THINGS" 
In 1890 the Woodruff Manifesto discontinued polygamy as an ap-
proved practice for Mormons. With this obstacle removed Utah achieved 
statehood in 1896. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints then 
entered into its modern era. Since the turn of the twentieth century the 
Mormon Church has prospered. Its people are healthy and educated. Its 
financial empire is sturdy and growing. Its eager young missionaries 
travel to nearly every kindred, tongue, and people. And, its people 
gather on the first day of the week to offer 'oblations" and "sacraments." 
The writings and sermons about the Sabbath during the modern era 
have been predominately exhortatory. And the preponderance have been 
based on the requirements of Doctrine and Covenants section fifty-nine. 
In the message of section fifty-nine the Saints were admonished to TI• • • 
go to the house of prayer . 	. to rest from your labors, and to pay thy 
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devotions unto the Most High. . . . Thou shalt offer thine oblations and 
thy sacraments . . . and . . . shalt do none other things."1  
-.Because of the differing points of emphasis in this section, 
those who have preached from it have usually taken a positive or a nega-
tive approach to activities on the Sabbath by the Saints. Very early in 
the modern era the encroachment of new inventions produced Sabbath temp-
tations far greater than taking a buggy ride in the "kanyons" in Brigham 
Young's time. In an Improvement Era editorial in 1911, Joseph F. Smith 
observed that in regard to Sunday observance there were some Saints 
failing in this "plain duty." As such some were hustling ". . . off 
early on Sunday morning on the cars, in teams,• in automobiles, to the 
canyons, the resorts, and to visit friends or places of amusement, with 
their wives and children."2 Another list of forbidden activities fol-
lowed. 
Orvil and Wilbur Wright caused additional problems for Sunday 
with their marvelous flying machines. In a 1911 conference talk on 
Sunday the speaker reminded his Salt Lake City audience that ". . . out 
near the lake, there is what is called an aviation meet. Men with ma-
chines of marvelous construction are flying in the air." The speaker 
added that he trusted ". • . no Latter-day Saint will be there on the 
Sabbath day, disregarding the divine law. 
1Joseph Smith and others, The Doctrine and Covenants of The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1965), section 59:9-13. 
2Joseph F. Smith, "Which Will You Save?" Improvement Era, XIII 
(July, 1910), pp. 842-844. 
3Discourse by Joseph F. Smith, Jr., Eighty-first Annual Confer- 
ence Report (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News, 1911), 	86. 
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One of the longer lists of "thou shalt not's" aimed at Sunday 
activities occurred in a 1925 Era editorial: 
Now here are some things that are sometimes indulged in, which, 
in our judgment, are not suitable to act up to on the Sabbath day. 
. . . Hiking for pleasure over the hills; auto riding for pleasure; 
hunting and fishing; attending movies, theatres, secular musical 
concerts, and pleasure resorts; working in gardens and on farms; 
mowing or tending lawns; doing odd jobs around the premises; play-
ing golf or any other game; dancing in public halls, and in homes; 
attending races or ball games; holding trousseau teas; absenting 
one's self from sacramental and religious services. 
In our opinion, all these, and kindred actions involving work, 
pleasure and entertainment, are against the spirit of the Sabbath 
day and contrary to the will of the Lord. . . .4  
A modern Mormon apostle and former United States Secretary of 
Agriculture continued this type of reminder to the Saints to keep the 
Sabbath day holy: 
We need to close our businesses on Sunday and as Latter-day 
refrain from making purchases on the Sabbath. We need to refrain 
from going to moving pictures on the Sabbath, and if we are oper-
ating show houses, we should close them on Sunday. We should not 
seek pleasure in any form on the Sabbath day. We should stand 
firm in opposition to Sunday baseball and other amusements regard-
less of what much of the Christian world may do.5  
With lists such as these given periodically in Saintism it is no 
wonder that on several occasions sincere Mormons would submit the ques-
tion, "What can we do on the Sabbath?'6  




Company, 1960), p 
6
Joseph Fielding Smith, Answers to GosDel Questions (Salt Lake 
City, 1957-1966), I, 100-107. See also Joseph F. Smith, "What Shall We 
Do on the Sabbath Day?" Improvement Era, XIX (August, 1916), pp. 859 ff. 
4 
Anderson, "The Sabbath Day," Improvement Era, XXIX 
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takes a "thou 
shalt not" approach to Sunday observance, there has been 
considerable exhortation towards positive acts of worship on that day. 
Particularly has this been true 
meetings of worship. Sacrament 
the proper place for the Saints 
the Church'sFartAlz. Home Evein 
Sunday observance.7 
An I rovement Era writer pointed out that only incidentally was 
the 
Sabbath meant for rest. "Primarily," the author stated beautifully, 
"it is a day of worship. It is for the praise and adoration of God, 
whom we should love, and wham to worship if we do love him, becomes the 
, greatest joy.'8  
One of the most beautiful descriptions in modern Mormon writing 
of correct Sabbath observance was given in a picture story of what the 
Jewish seventh day Sabbath was designed by God to be: 
The Jewish Sabbath, rightly practised, was a beautiful thing. 
Holiness settled around the home on this day. Families were to- • 
gether. The pace and tone of life changed leaving behind the 
routine and the stress and strain of the week day. It was a day 
of peace and joy--a day of sacred songs, prayer, and a study of 
God's commandments. The Jews welcomed the day and were loath to 
see it go. And when it departed, it left them strengthened and 
fortified for the coming week.9  
II. "A FETISH OF THE SABBATH DAY" 
By the years surrounding the turn of the twentieth century S;Yenth- 
7
Council of the Twelve Apostles, Family Home Even 
in Manual (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1967), pp.. 146-162. 
s
Wendell S. Stout, "Remember the Sabbath Day to Keep it Holy," Impaymmt.  Era, XXVII (July, 1924), p. 861. 
9 
in efforts to get the Saints to go to 
meetings have been continually urged as 
to gather on Sunday. A large section of 
Manual for 1967 gave this approach to 
Compilation [n.n.j, The Ten Commandments Today (Salt Lake City: 
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day Adventists started the work of their Church in the Western United 
States. These were sturdy men with much the same temperament and ini- 
tiative as the Mormons -who had settled in Utah over twenty years• earlier. 
The Adventists knew their Bibles, knew what they believed, were guided 
with the added admonitions of one they considered divinely inspired, and 
were eager to proselyte others to their faith. It was almost inevitable 
that these seventh day Sabbath keepers would become targets for their 
equally zealous Mormon counterparts. 
A good example of the predicament of some of the Saints can be 
felt in the first issue of the Improvement Era in 1897 where a letter 
from a Sioux City, Iowa, missionary was partially reprinted. Elder 
George W. Crockwell wrote: 
There are a great many Seventh-day Adventists in this city, and 
in talking on the gospel with them I have been unable to confute 
their arguments, to my satisfaction, against our worshiping on the 
first day of the week. In reading the scriptures I find only the 
following passages that in any way refer to the matter, and they 
are not conclusive: John 20:19-26; Acts 2:1; Acts 20:6,7; I. Cor. 
16:1,2; Rev. 1:10; Mark 2:27,28; Luke 6:5; II Cor. 5:17; Eph. 2:15. 
Any information you may give me will be thankfully received; and 
allow me to suggest that a tract covering this question would un-
doubtedly be of material assistance tcor,Elders laboring in sections 
of the country containing Adventists." 
The answer to Elder Crockwell's request in 1897 was the Era arti-
cle by B. H. Roberts entitled, "The Lord's Day. ”11  Following Crockwellis 
suggestion this same article was put in tract form. Now, over seventy 
years following B. H. Roberts' initial writing, this tract is still 
Deseret Book Company, 1955), p. 7. 
10B. 
H. 
- n Roberts, "The Lord's Day," Improvement Era, I (November 
1897), p. 13. 
llIbid., pp. 13-53. 
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reprinted by the Mormon Church and constitutes one of the Church's prime 
arguments against the seventh day Sabbath. 
Several of the texts mentioned above have Co do with the "law 
was done away argument" used in the past by many Protestant churches 
against the seventh day Sabbath. It is of interest that by 1915 George 
Crockwell was authoring his awn articles in the Era dealing with the 
problem of the seventh day Sabbath. In the February, 1915, Era he at- 
tempted to deal with the contentions of "Our Seventh Day Advent friends."12 
Considerable attention was made by Crockwell in that article to what he 
felt was Christ's fulfilling of the law based on Christ's statement, 
"Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets; I am not 
come to destroy, but to fulfill."13  To Crockwell and a number of Mormon 
writers who followed him the "law" which Jesus fulfilled was none other 
than the fourth commandment with its admonition to observe the seventh 
day Sabbath.14 
The argument advanced by Crockwell. and others generally held that 
the "Law of Moses" was done away with or changed and that, ". . . it is 
very probable that the Sabbath was among those things so changed."15  
As has already been pointed out, this argument was not unique among Mor-
mon opponents of the seventh day Sabbath, but has been used by many 
Sunday observing Protestant religions. The difficulty in the argument 
12
George W. Crockwell, "The Sabbath Day," Improvement Era, XVII 
(February, 1915), p. 339. 
13
The Holy Bible, King James Version (London: Oxford University 
Press), Matthew 5:17. 
14
Crockwell, 22. cit., pp. 339-343. 
15
Roberts, 11 2. cit., p. 48. 
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lies, of course, in knowing what to do with the rest of the Ten Command-
ments once the demand is made that the command dealing with the seventh 
day Sabbath is "fulfilled" and void. Particularly does the problem be-
come acute when that same Sabbath commandment is called upon later to 
promote Sunday sacredness. This has become a problem in Mormonism. 
Typical of the converse of the Mormon argument annulling that 
part of the Ten Commandments dealing with the seventh day Sabbath is the 
statement given in the Era in 1924: "Of the commandments given on Mount 
Sinai, none is more beneficial, and yet none more shamelessly ignored by 
man, than that pertaining to the Sabbath day."16  
Joseph Fielding Smith has possibly been the Latter-day Saints' 
leading dogmatist of the twentieth century. Though he necessarily re-
jects that part of the Sabbath commandment given at Sinai regarding the 
seventh day, he has summarily used the same Sabbath commandment when 
urging the Saints to give respect to the first day. In a 1957 conference 
address Apostle Smith stated that: 
. . . there are those who would destroy the Decalogue, or the Ten 
Commandments. I would like to speak on the Ten Commandments, if 
time would permit, but since it will not I shall center on one of 
them--that of keeping the Sabbath day holy. 
These commandments have not been abrogated nor annulled, and 
they are in force as much today, although not ollqerved, as they 
were when they were thundered from Mount Sinai. ' 
On another occasion Joseph Fielding Smith wrote that, "for some 
reason that is far from clear, there are living persons who maintain 
that the Decalogue was done away with the law of Moses. This is not so. 
16Stout, sm. cit., p. 860. 
17
Joseph Fielding Smith, Take Heed to Yourselves! (Salt Lake 
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These laws existed from the beginning and are eternal in their applica- 
tion."
18 
Smith continued by observing the religious world's rejection 
of "saime of these commandments, particularly the observance of the Sal-
bath day."19  
It is of interest that in this instance of exhortation Joseph 
Fielding Smith would remind the Saints that the Ten Commandments 'existed 
from the beginning." For when speaking against the seventh day Sabbath 
he would use an argument questioning that that part of the Ten Command-
ments dealing with the seventh day Sabbath antedated Sinai. In his 
Answers to Gospel Questions Joseph Fielding Smith gave an answer to a 
fellow Mormon who had been bothered by his neighbor who kept the seventh 
day Sabbath. He conjectured that It . . in our Bible as it has come 
down to us, there is little evidence that there was-a Sabbath observance 
before the Lord spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai."21  
To make the circle complete, in his next volume of Answers to 
Gospel Questions Smith dealt with the Ten Commandments. He asserted: 
"The Ten Commandments were in existence long before Moses' time, and the 
Lord only renewed them in the days of Moses, just as he has done in our 
day."22 Presumably that part of the Ten dealing with the sanctity of 
City: Deseret Book Company, 1966), p. 133. 
18Ibid., p. 7. 
19Ibid., p. 7. 
20
Joseph Fielding Smith, Answers to Gospel Questions, Ea. cit., 
II, 59-60. 
21Ibid., II, 60. 
22Ibid, III, 155. 
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the seventh day Sabbath was also "in existence long before Moses' time." 
Trying to do away with the Sabbath commandment in the Ten when 
deriding the seventh day Sabbath and then -using the same command to try 
to evoke Sunday sacredness has necessarily created a certain degree of 
confusion in writings on the subject. A good example of this can be 
found in the conference address of President Charles W. Penrose given in 
the Tabernacle in 1914. President Penrose expressed appreciation for 
the "movement on foot" to get people to church on Sunday. Then in one 
of the longest sentences to be found in any writing of the Mormon Church, 
he admonished the Saints that it would be good for them to go to: 
. . . church every Sunday; not only one particular Sunday in one 
particular month in one particular year, but, according to the 
commandment given to us by the Lord Jesus Christ in latter days--
I am not speaking of the old scripture but the revelation of God 
to us through Jesus Christ in the last days--which will be found 
in the fifty-ninth section of the Doctrine and Covenants, and in 
which we are told to serve the Lord and worship Him at all times, 
under all circumstances; but on His holy day--He claims this seventh 
day or first day--it depends upon where you start from to make it 
the first or seventh--one day out of seven at any rate, on His day, 
the day on which Be rose from the dead, Sunday as we call it, the 
new Sabbath, the Christian Sabbath, on that day we are to do none 
other thing but devote ourselves to divine worship and service.23  
The modern president and prophet of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints, David 0. McKay, gave four reasons for observing "The 
Sabbath Day." First, it is a day of rest. The second reason McKay gave 
was ". . . that thou mayest more fully keep thyself unspotted from the 
1124 world . . . 	The third reason, asserted McKay: 	. . . keeping the 
Sabbath day holy is a law of God, resounding through the ages from Mount 
23Discourse by Charles W. Penrose, Eighty-Fourth Annual Conference  
Report (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News, 1914), p. 16. 
24President McKay was here citing Doctrine and Covenants, 59:9. 
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Sinai." The fourth reason given was that ". . . our Sabbath, the first 
day of the week, commemorates the greatest event in all history--Christ's 
resurrection, and his visit as a resurrected being to his assembled 
Apostles."25 Not mentioned, of course, in President McKay's third rea-
son was that the law. "resounding through the ages from Mount Sinai" 
speaks of the sanctity of the seventh day Creation Sabbath. 
One of the Twelve Apostles gave a stake conference address in 
which possibly was reflected some of the frustration inherent in demand-
ing first day sacredness by using seventh day key texts: 
The Sabbath day is a holy day, isn't it? We can't stop it from 
coming around. Sometimes I wish we could, so I could rest, but you 
just can't stop it from coming around. I don't care who you are. 
I don't care if you are heathens, you can't stop the Sabbath day 
from coming around every seven days just as regular as clockwork. 
It is always here on the seventh day, and when it comes, we are 
supposed to have a day of rest.26  
III. FOR FEAR OF THE JEWS 
Even as the Sabbath command of the Ten Cammandments has suffered 
periodic abuse at the hands of those who have attempted to wrench from 
it proof of first day sacredness, so certain "first day" texts in the 
New Testament have been overly-worked with the same intent. This has 
been true in the past in Protestantism. It has been and continues to be 
the case in Mormonism. 
Of the eight texts of the New Testament generally employed to 
show the New Testament transfer of sacredness from the seventh to the 
25
David 0. McKay, Gospel Ideals (Salt Lake City: Deseret News 
Press, 1953), pp. 397, 398. 
26
Matthew Cowley, Matthew Cowley Speaks (Salt Lake City: Deseret 
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first day of the week,27 the first six relate incidents occurring on the 
day of Christ's resurrection.28 Of. these, John 20:19 is used to show 
that Christ appeared to His Atsciples as they were gathered: "Then the 
same day at evening, being the first day of the week, when the doors 
were shut where the disciples were assembled for fear of the Jews, came 
Jesus and stood in the midst, and saith unto them, Peace be unto you.'29  
At this appearance the disciples were definitely not gathered to give 
thanks for Christ's resurrection. To the contrary, they were told of 
the risen Christ by both Mary Magdalene and by the two who had met Jesus 
on the road to Emmaus and yet the gathered disciples ". . . neither be-
lieved they them."30 Instead of a meeting of thanksgiving that Sunday 
evening the disciples were hiding in fright behind locked doors. 
Writers such as B. H. Roberts noted that a week later Jesus again 
appeared to the assembled disciples and at this time revealed Himself to 
doubting Thomas. Roberts then deduced: 
. . since all that he did on this and other occasions was not 
written (John 20:30 and Ch. 21:35), it is not Impossible, nor 
even improbable, that he then sanctified this day, and appoiRW 
it as a holy day, to be observed as sacred by his followers." 
Joseph Fielding Smith made note of these two post-resurrection en-
counters of Christ with His.disciples, and then concluded: "This would 
Book Company, 1960), p. 398. 
27Matthew 28:1; Mark 16:2; 16:9; Luke 24: 1; John 20:1; 20:19; 
Acts 20:7; I Corinthians 16:1-2. Note also the verses surrounding these 
28Matthew 28:1; Mark 16:2; 16:9; Luke 24: 1; John 20:1; 20:19. 
29 The Holy Bible, 11.E. cit., John 20:19. 
"Ibid., Mark 16:9-14. See also Luke 24:13-35 and John 20:18-23. 
31Roberts, 22. cit., p. 15. 
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indicate that the Lord himself had changed the date of the Sabbath, and 
from that time forth it should be the first day of the week."32  
Apparently uncomfortable with a conclusion of such magnitude 
which was not based on any known command from Christ, Joseph Fielding 
Smith hastened to add: "It is true that there is not much said in the 
New Testament about the change of the Sabbath, but common things seldom 
get frequent mention."33 Joseph Fielding Smith might consider the 
change of the Sabbath a "common thing." But it could only be with a 
certain amount of credulity that one could imagine that to Christ's 
Jewish disciples it would have been a "common thing" unworthy of much 
mention. For the Sabbath had been the center of the Jewish economy and 
religion for as long as they had been a nation. And furthermore, these 
men were to recognize Jesus as the Creator of the earth--and as such the 
One in Whose honor they and their countrymen observed the Sabbath.34 
James E. Talmage wrote of Christ's reproof to the Pharisees because of 
their condemnation of His acts of mercy on the Sabbath: 
. . . Be it remembered, "The sabbath was made for man, and not man 
for the sabbath.'.' 
His reproof was followed by the affirmation of His personal 
supremacy: "For the Son of man is Lord even of the sabbath day." 
[Italics in Talmage's writing.] What can we gather from the 
declaration but that He, Jesus, there present in the flesh, was 
the Being through whom the Sabbath had been ordained, that it was 
He who had given and written in stone the decalog, including 
32 
Joseph Fielding Smith, Answers to Gospel Questions, 22. cit., 
II, 61. 
33
Ibid., II, 62. 
34 
For references of Christ the Creator see Colossians 1:16-117; 
John 1:1-5; Hebrews 1:1-2. 
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"Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy," and, "the seventh day 
is the sabbath of the Lord thy God"?35  
Mormon writers on the subject generally use the first day meeting 
of Paul at Troas to "prove" Sunday sacredness in apostolic times.36 This 
reference is held as one of those "which point definitely"37 to the 
change of the Sabbath. No attention has been given by Mormon dogmatists 
to the fact that this breaking of bread and preaching service actually 
occurred during the dark part of the "first day." 
As the Jews reckoned each day as starting at sundown and ending 
at sundown, this "first day" meeting occurred on what modern reckoning 
would actually call Saturday night with Paul preaching Saturday night 
until midnight. This meaning is latent but very much present in the 
story as given in the King.  James Version. And for Mormons and others 
who venture to read translations in modern speech the time of Paul's 
meeting becomes even more apparent. The scholars who translated the New 
Testament of the New English Bible--though themselves observers of the 
first day of the week as members of leading Protestant communions--did 
not hesitate to render this verse in accord with what they know of Jew-
ish reckoning of time in the New Testament era: 
35James E. Talmage, Jesus the Christ (Salt Lake City: Deseret 
Book Company, 1962), p. 214. 
36LeGrand Richards, A Marvelous Work and a Wonder (Salt Lake 
City: Deseret Book Company, 1963), p. 346. Also, almost every Mormon 
writer on this subject uses this "first day" text. For example see the 
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On the Saturday night, in our assembly for the breaking of bread, 
Paul, who was to leave next day, addressed them, and went on speak-
ing until midnight. Now there were many lamps in the upper room 
where we were assembled; and a youth named Eutychus, who was sitting 
on the window-ledge, grew more and more sleepy as Paul went on talk-
ing. At last he was completely overcome by sleep, fell from the 
third floor to the ground, and was picked up for the dead. Paul 
went down, threw himself upon him, seizing him in his arms, and said 
to them, "Stop this commotion: there is still life in him." Re 
then went upstairs, broke bread and ate and after much conversation, 
which lasted until dawn, he departed.38  
Continued reading of the account shows that on that Sunday Paul 
actually started on a long walk to Assos where he met other fellow trav-
elers who had gone ahead by ship. 
The last "first day" text used in Mormon writing "proving" a 
change of the Sabbath by Christ is I Corinthians 16:1-2, Paul's request 
for the Corinthians to save their offerings until he came to receive 
them: 
Now concerning the collection for the saints, as I have given 
order to the churches of Galatia, even so do ye. Upon the first 
day of the week let every one of you lay by him in store, as God 
hath prospered him, that there be no gatherings when I come.39  
Though today people might get a picture of an offering basket be-
ing passed among the Corinthian believers at Sunday School, no hint of 
this can be found in the text. The only intimation of the text is that 
Paul was writing to the Corinthians that as individuals they would take 
time on the first day to "lay by him in store" an appropriate offering 
which Paul would later accept. The extrapolated interpretation of a 
Mormon proponent of this passage is that "it also seems to be signifi-
cant that it was on the first day of the week that Paul counseled the 
• 
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The New English Bible (Oxford University Press and Cambridge 
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Corinthian members of the Church that each should 'lay by him in store, 
' as God hath prospered him, that there be no gatherings when I come. AO  
As Mormon writers have used these few "first day" texts with such 
abandon and little regard to context, the general dearth of references 
in Mormon writing to the numerous recorded instances of New Testament 
and Apostolic seventh day Sabbath gatherings is noticeable.41 
Though well over a century has passed since he penned his 
thoughts, early Mormon apostle Orson Pratt was likely most correct in 
his observation of the New Testament authority for first day sacredness: 
ft • • . There is rather more evidence in that book," Pratt acknowledged 
of the New Testament in 1850, "for keeping holy the Sabbath day or 
Saturday, than there is for keeping the first day or Sunday. 	. •”42 
IV. "THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY DOTH ALREADY WORK" 
The place of the Apostasy of the Early Christian Church seems 
secure in history. Most definitely it is secure in the teaching of •,he 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. As has been discussed 
elsewhere the complete Apostasy of the Early Church must be a fact in 
order for the Mormon Church to make its claim that in it was restored 
the Church which Christ established on the earth.43 As such the Mormon 
Church would reject the idea that anything it espouses came into the 
II, 62. 
40 
Joseph Fielding Smith, Answers to Gospel Questions,  Ila. cit., 
41_ 
For examples of Sabbath meetings by Paul with both Jews and 
Gentiles see Acts 13:14,42,44; 16:11-15; 17:1-4; 18:1-4,11; and elsewhere. 
42
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43 See Chapter IV. 
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Church through the "Great Apostasy" or any subsequent apostate move-
ments. 
So impprtant Is the philosophy of the Apostasy to Mona= claims 
that one Latter-day Saint wrote: "If the alleged apostasy of the primi-
tive Church was not a reality, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
44 Saints is not the divine institution its name proclaims." 	Because of 
this the doctrine of the Apostasy is one of the most widely discussed 
topics in Mormon doctrinal books. 
Mormon writers rightly point out that even in Paul's time dissen-
sion and error were becoming apparent in the Apostolic Church: 
In his second epistle to the "church of the Thessalonians" Paul 
declares that the spirit of iniquity was then already operative. 
After predicting the rise of the apostate church, with its blas-
phemous assumptions of power, as a condition antecedent to the 
second coming of Christ, the apostle continued as follows: "For 
the mystery of iniquity doth already work. . . ."45  
The same Latter-day Saint author went on to give other New Testa-
ment passages written by Paul, Jude, and John to illustrate that the 
errors of the Apostasy were in their time upon the Church. From this 
the author concluded: 
The foregoing scriptures are ample as proof that even before 
the ancient apostles had finished their earthly ministry, apostasy 
was growing apace. The testimony of the early "Christian fathers" 
who wrote in the period immediately following the passing of the 
apostles, is to the same effect. . . .46 
These early "Christian fathers' have then been cited in many Mor-
mon works to establish the very early mixture of Christian beliefs and 
44James E. Talmage, The Great Apostasy (Salt Lake City: Deseret 
Book Company, 1965), iii. 
45Ibid., p. 41. 
4 6Ibid., p. 45. 
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practices with non-Christian and pagan practices. Much effort and con-
siderable success have attended Mormon authors in validating from the  
"Chrlst4,an lathers" and other sources the very early acceptance by the 
Church of such things as infant baptism, corruption of the Lord's Sup-
per, and heresies concerning the nature of sin, the Deity, or man's 
sdul.47 
And so in Mormonism--as in Protestantism--these same "Christian 
fathers" have been used to show that very early in the Christian Church 
the first day of the week began to be observed and gain preference over 
the seventh day Sabbath. But in this case Mormon writers never dwell on 
the possibility that this early supplantation of the seventh day Sabbath 
--like other errors of the early Apostasy--was one of the practices in-
troduced into the Christian Church with no authorization by either 
Christ or His disciples. 
After examining "the testimony of the fathers" about early first 
day worship, B. H. Roberts felt that enough information was available to 
show that in the "age immediately succeeding the apostles" Sunday ob-
servance was "firmly established "48 
Having examined the "first day" texts and the testimony of the 
early "fathers," this Mormon leader and author summed .up his feelings as 
to the validity of first day worship based on authority of the early 
Christian Church: 
47Ibid., pp. 39-149. See also the introductory comments by B. H. 
Roberts to: Joseph Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1948-1960), 
I, XL-XCIV. 
48Roberts, "The Lord's Day," 22. cit., p. 50. 
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Yet after all this is admitted, and the strength of the argument 
is very great in our judgment, it must still be confessed that if 
falls somewhat short of being absolutely conclusive. It cannot be, 
made out clearly and positively that Jesus or the apostles by direct, 
Official action authorized the observance of the first day of the 
week as a day of public worship, dedicated to the service of God, 
and designed to take the place of the Jewish Sabbath. The most that 
can be claimed for the evidence here adduced--and if isthe strati.- - 
est if not all that can be marshalled in support of the proposition 
--is that it is Rrobable [italics in original] that such a change: 
was instituted.4/  
49Ibid., p. 51. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUNDAY CLOSING LAWS AND MORMONISM 
Of all the anomalies in Mormonism the Church's fascination with 
Sunday legislation might be the most incongruous. The persecution faced 
by the early members of the Latter-day Saint faith stands as one of 
those dark pages in American history. In the name of religion men of 
all stripes made for the Saints a trail of hardship which crossed the 
continent. Out of this developed a strong philosophy in Mormonism of 
the necessity for the preservation of the religious freedom granted to 
all peoples by the Constitution of the United States. This philosophy 
has been sorely strained in Utah since the end of the nineteenth century 
by the repeated attempts of the Mormon Church to enforce Sunday sacred-
ness by the strong arm of civil government. 
I. A PHILOSOPHY BORN OF BLOOD 
Persecution of the Saints by members of other American church 
groups was not unique. For the history of the early American scene is 
replete with stories of bigotry and either attempted or actual persecu-
tion of one sect against another. But of all peoples who have trod 
across the stage of American history none have tasted the depths of 
persecution, hate, and malignance as the Mormons. Persecution arose 
with the Church's rise, reached its peaks in Missouri, Illinois, and in 
the Saint's new home in Utah, and recurs sporadically to the present day. 
It was in 1820 that Joseph Smith--as a teenager--incited the 
first antagonistic opposition by others which would mount through the 
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next twenty-four years to his martyrdom in Carthage's jail. In 1820 
Smith claimed to have been given a vision of God the Father and His Son, 
Jesus. In 'this -vision Smith was supposed to have been shown that all of 
the sects of the day were in error and that he should not bother to be-
come affiliated with any of them. This story did not set well with the 
members and leaders of the various sects; a point Smith observed in his 
history: 
I soon found, however, that my telling the story had excited a 
great deal of prejudice against me among professors of religion, 
and was the cause of great persecution, which continued to increase; 
and though I was an obscure boy, only between fourteen and fifteen 
years of age, and my circumstances in life such as to make a boy of 
no consequence in the world, yet men of high standing would take 
notice sufficient to excite the public mind against me, and create 
a bitter persecutions and this was common among all the sects--all 
united to persecute me.1  
Mob incidents against the Prophet and his followers followed 
shortly after the organization of the Church in 1830. Two of these in-
cidents which occurred on Sunday have already been cited. 
Next to the events surrounding the Prophet's martyrdom, the zenith 
of persecution against the Latter-day Saints came during their expulsion 
from Missouri near the end of the eighteen-thirties. Only the most preju-
diced historian would deny that the Saints incited hostility because of 
their own militancy and acts associated with semi-communal living. But 
the atrocities engendered against the Saints bore no equality with any 
misdeeds they were supposed to have committed. 
As the Mormon and anti-Mormon forces increased destructive activi-
ties during those fateful months of 1838, Governor Boggs of Missouri 
1Joseph Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1948-1960), I, 7. 
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issued his infamous extermination order to the state militia as given in 
part: 
Seadquarters Militia, City of Jefferson 
October 27, 1838. 
Sir:-.-Since the order of the morning to you, . . . I have received 
. . . information of the most appalling character, which changes the 
whole face of things, and places the Mormons in the attitude of open 
and avowed defiance of the laws, and of having made open war upon the 
people of this state. Your orders are, therefore, to hasten your 
operations and endeavor to reach Richmond, in Ray county, with all 
possible speed. The Mormons. must be treated as enemies and must be 
exterminated [italics in sourae quoted] or driven from the state, if 
necessary for the public good.2  
This order became license for the unruly Missouri mobs. Joseph 
Smith recorded that the mobs ". . . seemed determined on our destruction. 
They burned the houses in the country, and, took off all the cattle they 
could find. They destroyed corn fields, took many prisoners, and threat-
ened death to all Mormons.A 
The most sordid of all atrocities against the Saints occurred on 
October 30, 1838, at Haun's Mills were over a score of Mormons were mas-
sacred. Joseph Young's recollection of the events of that fall day were 
vivid and chilling to the imagination. About 240 men descended upon the 
thirty families which had gathered at Haun's Mills to seek safety. 
Rejecting a hasty cry for peace by one of the Mormon men, the mob 
started firing its guns at the defenseless victims. A number of the 
Saints fled to the blacksmith shop for refuge. This became their death 
chamber as men fired their guns through the cracks of the shop directly 
into the bodies of those hiding inside. One Mr. McBride was murdered 
2Ibid., III, 175. 
3Ibi4., III, 176. 
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with his own gun, ". . . and then cut to pieces with a corn cutter by a 
Mr. Rogers of Daviess county, who keeps a ferry on Grand river, and who 
has since boasted of this act of savage barbarity."4  
One nine-year-old boy had crawled under the blacksmith bellows 
for safety ". . . when he was discovered by a Mx. Glaze, of Carroll 
county, who presented his rifle near the boy's head, and literally 
blowed [sic] off the upper part of it." 
Joseph Smith did not escape the fury of the Missourians. He 
was to spend months in the dankness that was the Liberty Jail in Clay 
County, Missouri.
6 Though at times discouraged with his confinement, 
the Liberty Jail became a source of strength and defiance for both the 
Prophet and for Latter-day Saints to the present day. This spirit was 
reflected in one of the "epistles" written from the Liberty Jail to the 
Saints: 
. . . You will learn by the time you have read this, and if you do 
not learn it, you may learn it, that walls and irons, doors and 
creaking hinges, and half-scared-to-death guards and jailers, grin-
ning like some damned spirits, lest an innocent man should make his 
escape to bring to light the damnable deeds of a murderous mob, are 
calculated in their very nature to make the soul of an honest man 
feel stronger than the powers of he11.7  
No wonder the Liberty Jail has become one of the revered shrines 
of modern Mormonism! 
From the Liberty Jail it would be but five short years until the 
Prophet found himself a prisoner in the upstairs of the Carthage, Illi- 
4Ibid., III, 185. 
sIbid., III, 185. 
6See ibid., III, 200-326. 
7Ibid., III, 297. 
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nois, jail. This time, however, there would be no escape, and Smith 
would pay with his life the price that the religious bigots of early 
America seemed to demand. lbat, fateful day was June 27, 1844.8  
When the Saints fled Nauvoo, Illinois, on the banks of the Mis-
sissippi River to their secluded home among the mountains surrounding 
the Great Salt Lake, renewed persecution followed. This time it in-
volved mainly the agitation of Americans against the polygamous prac-
tices of the Mormons 'which flourished to some degree in the beautiful 
valleys of their new home. Persecution against this religious belief of 
the Mormons became so great that the leaders of the Church and those 
families practicing polygamy were forced into hiding or to new colonies 
established in Mexico. Finally the Church faced extinction of its pro-
perties under the Edmunds-Tucker Law which was enacted by the Congress 
of the United States without the signature of President Cleveland in 
1887.9  
Because of these events, Mormon President Wilford Woodruff in-
scribed in his journal of September 25, 1890, that he had come to the . 
place in the history of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
that he was ". . . under the necessity of acting for the temporal salva- 
"10 tion of the church. 	That same day Woodruff issued his famous Mani- 
festo commanding the Saints ". . . to refrain from contracting any 
8See Chapter III. 
William E. Berrett and Alma P. Burton, Readings in L.D. 
History (Salt Lake City: The Deseret Book Company, 1953-1958), 
43. Citing Popular History_ at Utah, by Orson F. Whitney. 
10Ibid., III, 106. Citing Wilford Woodruff's journal of September 





marriage forbidden by the law.of the 1and."1 With this Manifesto poly-
gamy ceased to be an official teaching of the Mormon Church. And the 
last of the great periods of religious persecution against the Saints 
became a thing of history. 
II. WORSHIPING TO THE DICTATES OF CONSCIENCE 
Because of this recurrent and severe religiously related persecu-
tion, the Saints very early developed a strong philosophy of religious 
toleration. Especially did they hold that religious liberty was an in-
alienable right of all citizens of the United States of America. For to 
the Mormon the Constitution of the United States was an inspired docu-
ment--including its provision for religious freedom. 
Following the Prophet's arrest and trial in Colesville, New York, 
in 1830, he made mention of this intrusion of his religious rights: 
Thus were we persecuted on account of our religious faith--in a 
country the Constitution of which guarantees to every man the inde-
feasible right to worship God according to the dictates of his awn 
conscience--and by men, too, who were professors of religion, and 
who were not backward to maintain the right of religious libertx 
for themselves, though they could thus wantonly deny it to us.14  
Though to the Prophet the Constitution was an inspired document, 
he was disappointed that it could not.  provide the protection of religious 
rights of the Saints during the Missouri persecutions. Of the Constitu-
tion's failure in this point Smith wrote: 
. . . Its sentiments are good, but it provides no means of enforcing 
11Joseph Smith and others, The Doctrine and Covenants of The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1965), p. 257. 
11  -Smith, History of the Church, Ila. cit., I, 97. 
14John Taylor 
Gartner Printing and 
speech given by John 
15Joseph Smith, The Pearl of 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
number 11. 
and others, Jour-t11  ni. 
1.,122RILIE 	(Los Angeles: 
Litho 	
uote from a 
Co.,, Inc., 19.), Y-X
, 357- 
Taylor on Novemb,*Ir  
p+fce (Salt Lake City: The 
1952), "Articles of Faith," 
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them. It has but this one fault. undor 
people who are able to protect themdulv" 
but those who have the misfortune to 13°  
to the merciless rage of popular fury 
 
Is provision, a man or a 
von get along well enough; 
Ai( or unpopular are left 
the Mormons practice 
from Latter-day Saints 
rights of religious 
practice. Those early Saints 
attack on the Constitution. 
Latter-day Saints in 1879 of this teartnZ 
United States would approach destruction: 
Smith once said, 'When all others forsoke the Constitution, the Elders 
of this Church will rally around the sPindard 
 and save its tattered 
shreds. '"14  
Proclamations of Mormon solicit'"lq 
towards religious freedom were 
placed in the Church's scriptural works. Th
e  eleventh of the thirteen 
"Articles of Faith" states that "we claim thtl privilege of worshiping 
Almighty God according to the dictates of 
our Own conscience, and allow 
	
all men the same privilege, let them vershir 
	where, or what they 
may.”15 
Secti on 134 of Doctrine a d 	ferl2nt3  n 
deals with many ramifica- 
',Declaration of Belief" was 
tions of religion and government. Th.7: 
13Ibid., VI, 57. 
The refusal by the United States to let 
polygamy unmolested again brought repeated comment 
idored 
concerning this abridgment of what they cc)" 
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against polygamy a real 
President John Taylor told his fellow 
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voted upon by the Church in 1835, and made scripture. In it was reaf-
firmed the Mormon view that: 
We do not believe it just to mingle religious influence with 
civil government, whereby one religious society is fostered and 
another proscribed in its spiritual privileges, and the individual 
rights of its members, as citizens denied.1°  
Though a well written principle, this affirmation of religious 
toleration would be sorely tried when Sunday legislation became a con-
cern in Utah and a continuous goal of the Church of Jepus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints. 
III. A STATE NAMED HONEY BEE 
The book of Ether in the Book of Mormon purports to tell the 
story of a people called the Jaredites who, following the confounding of 
the languages at the Tower of Babel, were miraculously guided to the New 
World. One object they were supposed to have brought along to the New 
World was "deseret, which, by interpretation, is a honey bee."
17 
Of the many words found to have root in the writings of Joseph 
Smith, "deseret" has remained as one of the most used and well known. 
Deseret is now a name applied to many Utah commercial enterprises. 
Deseret Industries is that part of the Mormon welfare system with func-
tions somewhat comparable to Goodwill Industries. And the symbol of the 
honeybee, the beehive, has become the central feature of the Seal of the 
Great State of Utah. 
Industrious as the early Mormons were it is no wonder that they 
16Joseph Smith, Doctrine and Covenants, 112.. cit., Section 134:9. 
17Joseph Smith, The Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1950), Ether 2:3. 
- 
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would seek to gain statehood for their new home around the Salt Lake 
using as a name, the State of Deseret. For the honeybee was the symbol 
of industry. 
It had been in 1847 that the first Mormon settlers arrived in the 
Valley of the Great Salt Lake. By 1849 they had drawn up a constitution 
for the proposed State of Deseret. With the election of state officials, 
one Almon W. Babbit was sent to Washington to present Deseret's request 
for admission to the Union. The request was denied.
18 
That constitution hammered out by the Mormon pioneers contained 
a strong provision affirming religious liberty: 
Section 3: All men shall have a natural and inalienable right 
to worship God according to the dictates of their awn conscience; 
and the general assembly shall make no law respecting an estab-
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or 
disturb any person in his religious worship or sentiments; provided 
he does not disturb the public peace, nor obstruct others in their 
religious worship; and all persons demeaning themselves peaceably, 
as good members of the state, shall be equally under the protection 
of the laws; and no subordination or preference of any one sect or 
denomination to another, shall ever be established by law; nor shall 
any religious test be ever required for any office of trust under 
this state.19  
The nation soon became alarmed over the avowed polygamous prac- 
tices of the Mormons. Widespread sentiment developed against admitting 
the Mormon lands to the Union. A total of seven constitutions would be 
approved before final admission of Utah as a state in the United States. 
During the intervening years several forms of government ran the affairs 
of Utah. There was the phantom State of Deseret which actually maintained 
18Stanley S. Ivins, "A Constitution for Utah," Utah Historical  
Quarterly, XXV (April, 1957), 95. 
198. H. Roberts, A Comprehensive History of The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1930), 
III, 426. Citing Constitution of the "State of Deseret," Article viii, 
sec. 3. 
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governmental functions during the eighteen-sixties. Territorial govern-
ments functioned at various times. And near anarchy ruled on occasion." 
By 1884 antipolygamy harassment and persecution picked up with 
the result that VI . . hundreds of Mormons were sent to prison and most 
of the high Church officials fled into exile to avoid arrest.21  
The Edmunds-Tucker law of 1887 threatened the Church with tempo-
ral extinction, a situation remedied by the Woodruff Manifesto of 1890. 
Polygamy was no longer an obstacle to statehood for Utah. In 1894 Con-
gress passed the "Enabling Act" which allowed Utah's people ". . . to 
form a Constitution and State Government, and to be admitted into the 
Union on an equal footing with the original States."22  
The constitution formed--the seventh attempt—had strong 'provi-
sions insuring the preservation of religious liberty and the separation 
of church and state. It borrowed heavily from the wording of the con-
stitution originally drawn up for the State of Deseret. "The rights of 
conscience," the constitution declared, "shall never be infringed. . . . 
There shall be no union of Church and State, nor shall any church domi-
nate the State or interfere with its function." 
Article III of the constitution contained a.provision unique to 
state constitutions and was made ". . . irrevocable without the consent 
20 . Ivins, Ila. cit., pp. 95-116. 
21Ibid., p. 98. 
22Berrett, Ea. cit., III, 128. 
23Constitution of the State of Utah, Original as Amended, Pub-
lished by Clyde L. Miller, Secretary of State, the State of Utah, 1967, 
Article I, Sec. 4. 
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of the United States and the people of this state."2  The first para-
graph of this provision stated: 
First:--Perfect toleration of 'religious sentiment is gusr2nteed. 
No inhabitant of this State shall ever be molested in person or pro-
perty on account of his or her mode of religious worship; but poly-
gamous or plural marriages are forever prohibited.25  
Other provisions of the constitution provided for schools and 
institutions free from the control of any sect or denomination, and that 
sectarian-run schools could not receive state aid.26  
In November of 1895 the people of Utah ratified their new consti-
tution. President Cleveland proclaimed statehood for Utah on January 4, 
1896, at 10 a.m. The forty-seven year struggle for statehood had ended.27  
Most of that struggle involved either respect or disrespect for religious 
views and practices of others. The results of that struggle were strong 
constitutional provisions against church pressures in the civil govern-
ment of Utah. 
But by 1898--two short years following statehood--the first Sunday 
law was enacted by the predominately Mormon Utah legislature. From that 
day onward the influence of the Mormon Church would be• felt in civil 
government for the express purpose of making Sunday ". . . what the Lord 
intended it to be--a day of rest and of worship.”28 
2 4Ibid., Article III. 
2 5Ibid., Article III. 
2 6Ibid., Article X, Sec. 1 and Sec. 13. 
27Ivins, a.. cit., pp. 115, 116. 
28
Discourse of President Anthon H. Lund, Seventy-ninth Annual  
Conference Report (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News, 1909), p. 12. 
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IV. UTAH AND THE VENERABLE DAY OF THE SUN 
In the third century after Christ •the pagan Raman emperor and 
opportunist, Constantine, made a nominal and politically expedient con-
version to Christianity. Of the legacies which this man gave to the 
centuries which have followed him, none have possibly caused more note 
than the law issued on March 7, A.D. 321: 
• Let all judges and all city people and all tradesmen rest on 
the venerable day of the sun; but let those dwelling in the coun-
try freely and with full liberty attend to the culture of their 
fields, since it frequently happens that no other day is so fit 
for the sowing of grain or the planting of vines; hence, the 
favorable time should not be allowed to pass, lest provisions 
of heaven be lost.29  
Constantine, a man who mixed Christian practices with the sun 
worship of his native paganism, thus gave to the world the first recorded 
Sunday law. It would be 1577 years later that the Utah legislature would 
pass that state's first Sunday law. And the centuries which intervened 
between these two edicts of civil government had little apparent effect 
on either the intent or the exemptions of such legislation. The influ-
ence of religious sentiment has also continued as part of the background 
of Sunday legislation--particularly in the State of Utah. 
The 1898 Sunday closing law was written in two parts. The first 
part invoked general closing of all businesses; the second part listed 
exemptions from the general law: 
Keeping Open Places of Business on Sunday. Every person who 
keeps open on Sunday any store, workshop, bar, saloon, bankinghouse, 
29Philip Schaff 
Revised (Grand Rapids, 
1950), Vol. 3, pp. 15, 
U.S.A. (Mountain View, 
1967), p. 239. 
, History of the Christian Church, Fifth Edition 
Michigan: 
14);.W:;r::1,73Olsm:t,11=111,ne  Company, 16, 
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 
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or other place of business for the purpose of transacting business 
therein is punishable by fine of not less than five and not more 
than $100. 
Exceptions. The provisions of the preceding section do not apply 
to persons who, on Sunday, keep open hotels, boarding houses, baths, 
restaurants, taverns, livery stables or retail drug stores for the 
legitimate business of each, or such manufacturing establishments as 
are usually kept in continuous operation." 
As with all the numerous attempts in Utah which followed this 
1898 effort, the Sunday closing law was never quite palatable because of 
the list of exemptions. These exemptions were later ruled to be dis-
criminatory against certain persons or firms involved in basically the 
same business enterprises. For instance, the 1898 Sunday law would allow 
the sale of alcoholic spirits in "taverns," but not in a "store," a "bar," 
or a "saloon." And Dr. Jensen's Herbal Extract--good for all ailments, 
internal or external, in humans or other animals--could be purchased for 
the sick and dying in "retail drug stores," but not from the counter of 
the local store. 
Though attempts are now made to make Sunday closing laws seem 
entirely social and commercial in intent and devoid of religious sig-
nificance, this was most certainly not the case in the early years of 
Sunday legislation in the State of Utah. The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints through its leaders and conference vote gave strong 
support to such legislation. And no attempt was made in those days to 
hide the reason for the Mormon Church's wish for Sunday closing laws. 
This was--according to Church leaders--a good way to force the populace 
to observe Sunday in a religious manner. 
30 Jim Fitzpatrick, "Sunday Closing Law Rates as Oldtimer," Salt 
Lake City Tribune, January 25, 1963, pp. 25, 35. 
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One speaker in the Church's Annual Conference of 1906 stated that 
he believed ". 	. that the authorities of every city, town and village 
within the United States should seek to cause the citizens to regard 
with more sacredness and respect the day designated by the Almighty as 
a day of rest."31  
It soon became apparent to the leaders of Latter-day Saintism 
that the Sunday closing law on Utah's books was not inclusive enough to 
cover all of the diversions which enticed the Saints away from Sunday 
sacredness. President Anthon H. Lund, addressing his fellow Mormons in 
the Semi-Annual Conference of 1908, noted this in respect to the theaters: 
There is also much evil in having theaters open on Sunday eve-
nings. I hope that the legislators who shall be elected this fall 
will feel to pass a Sunday law. In a Christian community I think 
a Sunday law ought to be passed and ought to be enforced.32  
After comparing the Sunday observance in England with that in 
"Zion," President Lund expressed his wish for a "marked improvement" in 
Sunday keeping: 
I do think that something should be done in this respect, be-
cause if people are permitted to keep theaters open on the Sunday, 
perhaps after a while they will have dances on the Sunday evening. 
I believe that this can be stopped, and that a law to that effect 
can be passed.33  
At the same conference Heber J. Grant spoke on temperance and the 
efforts of the day to curtail the flow of liquor--an undertaking com-
monly linked with Sunday legislation appeals at that time in Utah. For 
31
Discourse by John Henry Smith, Seventy-sixth Annual Conference  
Report (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1906), p. 84. 
39
Discourse by Anthon H. Lund, Seventy-Ninth Semi-Annual Confer-
ence Report (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News, 1908), p. 13. 
3 3Ibid., p. 13. 
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those who might insist that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints has taken no official stand on Sunday legislation, the "Resolu-
tion" presented by 
Eaber J. Grant at that 1908 October conference dis- 
course should be revealing: 
Resolution 
Believing in :the words and teachings of President Joseph F. 
Smith, as set forth this morning on the subject of temperance, it 
is proposed, therefore, that all officers and members of the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints will do all in their power, 
that can properly be done, with lawmakers generally to have such 
laws enacted by our legislature, soon to be elected, as may be 
necessary to close saloons, otherwise decrease the sale of liquor 
and enact what is known as the "Sunday Law."34  
Of the fate of that "Resolution" the record has it that "on motion, 
the immense congregation voted in favor of the resolution submitted, pro- 
claiming 'aye' in a unanimous shout."35  
At the following Annual Conference in 1909 it was acknowledged 
that the previous "Resolution" was not heeded by the legislature and that 
"we did not get" the sought-for Sunday law. The speaker lamented this 
failure because of the Church's 
U . . hopes of getting a Sunday law 
passed, so that amusements on the Sunday evening might have been stopped, 
that the Sunday might have been what the Lord intended it to be--a day of 
rest and of worship.”36  
By 1911 "machines of marvelous construction" were flying out near 
the Great Salt Lake with 
the conference speaker trusting that ". . . no 
Latter-day Saint will be there on the Sabbath day, disregarding divine 
34Ibid., pp. 64-65. In discourse of Heber J. Grant. 
3 5Ibid., p. 65. 
36Discourse by Anthon H. Lund, Seventy-ninth Annual Conference 
Report (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News, 1909), 12. 
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law."37 Recognizing that his trust might be misplaced, the speaker 
again decried the lack of a Sunday law'in Utah with enough power to pro-
tect Sunday as a sacred day: 
I hope the time will come--I don't know that it will before the 
millennium--but I hope it will came in this State, when we can have 
men in our legislature who will have enough regard for the law of 
God to give unto the people a legitimate law for the proper obser-
vance of the Sabbath day. We have not been able to accomplish it 
yet; and, I am sorry to say, some of the members of the Church 
sitting as legislators have been numbered among those who have not 
seen fit to give unto the people a law that would be suited to the 
proper observance of the Sabbath day. They have lacked in courage, 
I say it with shame, for it is a disgrace to them and a reproach 
unto the people.38  
It seemed that the wishes of the Church would be met to a certain 
degree when the 1917 legislature added a Sunday labor section to the 1898 
Sunday closing law. In one of those laws smacking with the same tones 
of the stiff Sunday laws of Puritan Colonial America, this section held 
that "every person who performs any unnecessary labor or does any unne-
cessary business on Sunday is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined 
in any sum not to exceed $25." This law was also appended to exclude 
those persons employed at such jobs ". . . as are usually in constant 
operation and in irrigating.fl39 With this law a person could be fined 
for piling coal in his shed for use in the winter, but not for stoking 
the furnaces of an iron smelter or cannery. No criteria was written into 
the law for adjudging what was "necessary," and no one was designated to 
make that judgment. This judgment would obviously vary considerably 
37
Discourse by Joseph F. Smith, Jr., Eighty-first Annual Confer-
ence Report (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News, 1911), pp. 86, 87. 
38Ibid., p. 87. 
39Fitzpatrick, Is. cit., p. 35. 
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according to the responsible individual's allegiance to the philosophy 
of Sunday sacredness by civil legislation. An unenforceable-law, this 
section was repealed in 1925.40 
In 1919 the Mormon Church's journal, the Improvement Era, re-
ported that year's conference appeal by Church President Heber J. Grant. 
The title of the Era's report was: "All Together for a Sacred Sabbath." 
The Era readers were admonished that because the legislators were elected 
two years prior to the meeting of the legislature, they should select 
their ". . . representatives and senators now, and be sure they stand 
'right' for what you want when they meet again." 41 
The Era then followed with President Heber J. Grant's appeal--an 
appeal which left little room for doubt as to the Church's wish in re-
gard to Sunday legislation. 
Remember that God Almighty has told us to reverence the Sabbath 
day, and to keep it holy. We have tried for years to get a Sunday 
law, but up to date, we have failed. 
The good representatives from the outside counties have said: 
"If you want a Sunday law, you Salt Lake people enact it." 
We cannot get the men in the legislature to give it to us. 
We appeal to the good sisters who have the vote to try and see 
that no one shall be sent to the legislature from this county or 
any other county, at the next session, who is not in favor of a 
Sunday law. (Applause.)42  
Apparently completely lost in the applause of the moment was that 
phrase of Mormon scripture written and adopted by a similar conference 
4 
°Ibid., p. 35. 
41"Aii Together for a Sacred Sabbath," Improvement Era, XXI 
(August. 1919), p. 839. 
Ibid., p. 839. 
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of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints some eighty-four 
years earlier: "We do not believe it just to mingle religious influence 
with civil government. . . ."43  
V. THESE OLD BONES SHALL LIVE AGAIN--MAYBE 
In 1937 the Utah legislature updated the 1898 Sunday law with ad-
ditional exemptions necessary for modern inventions. Along with persons 
being able to work on Sunday in "livery stables" those working in "ga-
rages" or "automotive service stations" could ply their trade. Other 
slight variations were made.44  
About the time World War II was emerging as a major threat to 
world survival, another war raged in the courts of Utah which destroyed 
Utah's Sunday closing law. A fruit market operator in Price, Utah, had 
been arrested for selling a bag of potato chips and a cantaloupe on Sun-
day. He maintained--as his case eventually came before the Supreme 
Court of the State of Utah--that his arrest was discriminatory and there- 
fore unconstitutional.45 The Supreme Court agreed. For the constitution 
of the State of Utah held that "all laws of a general nature shall have 
uniform operation.ir46 And how could the Sunday closing law have "uniform 
operation" when it forbade the selling of potato chips in a fruit stand 
but would allow that sale at a "ball park" or any number of other com- 
43 	, Smitn, Doctrine and Covenants, Ea. cit., 134:9. 
Fitzpatrick, 22.• cit., p. 35. 
45
Jim Fitzpatrick, "Test of Sunday Closing Followed Sale in 
Price," Salt Lake City Tribune, January 26, 1963, pp. 17, 25. 
"Constitution of the State of Utah, Ila. cit., Article I, Sec. 24. 
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mercial outlets such as "confectionery stores." 
Since this decision of the Supreme Court in 1943, Utah's Sunday 
closing law has remained on the Penal Code. But it is not enforced as 
it is unconstitutional. 
Since then there have been numerous attempts to rewrite or amend 
the original Sunday closing law in an effort to make it acceptable to 
the courts, the people, businessmen, and various church groups. Out-
standing among the Sunday legislation attempts in recent years were 
those occurring in 1953, 1959, and 1967. In each of these attempts the 
respective bills were passed by the Utah State legislature; then vetoed 
by the governor. In 1953 Governor J. Bracken Lee wrote his veto on a 
Sunday closing bill with the legislature unable to muster enough votes 
to override the veto. A similar situation prevailed in 1959 when Gover-
nor Calvin L. Rampton handed out the same veto defeat to the perennial 
Sunday bill. 
Supporters of recent Sunday closing legislation attempts have 
found it expedient to promote these bills as "social legislation" divorced 
from any religious background. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints no longer uses conference talks and resolutions to urge passage 
of this civil legislation it has promoted for nearly three-quarters of 
a century. But the editorial policy of the Church's newspaper, the 
Deseret News, leaves little doubt as to the continued interest of the 
Church in Sunday legislation, and for religious reasons. 
The 1959 battle over Sunday closing legislation was typical of 
the recent attempts. Its main supporters were various business groups 
attempting to halt the seven-day business week being forced by competi-
tion. As usual, the cause for most of the bill's opposition, and the 
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cause of its eventual demise were the inconsistencies present. These 
were easily evident and brought out in legislative hearings: 
In the discussion Senator Clyde L. Miller (Democrat of Salt Lake 
City) commented on the portion of the bill that caused most of the 
furor in debate in both house and senate. "Imagine," he said, 
walking into a home on Sunday morning to find the baby crying for 
a can of baby food and the father saying, 'Shut your mouth and 
drink your beer.' The bill is just that silly." It would have 
required grocery stores to close on Sunday while permitting beer 
taverns to remain open. 
• At the next session several sympathetic senators humorously 
presented Senator Miller with some baby food, toys, and diapers to 
"tide him over on Sundays when the stores were closed." Miller 
had become the father of a baby girl over the weekend.47  
Seventh-day Adventists were active opponents of the Sunday closing 
bill, seeing in it the same basic religious issues which had meant ha-
rassment and even imprisonment for Adventists and other seventh day Sab-
bath keepers in America's past. As in past attempts, even proponents of 
the Sunday bill recognized that minorities might suffer because of the 
law: 
Senator Frank M. Browning (Democrat of Weber County), cosponsor 
of the measure, had taken time on the senate floor to mention his 
deep admiration of the mission work of Seventh-day Adventists, 
which he had seen in Africa and elsewhere. He expressed his hope 
that this bill would not seriously affect them, and suggested that 
the time might be near when a five-day week would be a universal 
business practice, allowing both Saturday and Sunday rest days for 
all concerned.48  
With 42 "ayes" and 22 "nays" in the house the bill was sent on to 
Governor Clyde for what was considered to be a prompt signature. What 
actually happened was succinctly reported in Time magazine in an article 
entitled, "One Mormon's Revolt": 
47B. H. Matthews, "Freedom Wins in Utah," Liberty, LIV (Oct., 
Nov., Dec., 1959), pp. 8-9. 
48
Ibid., p. 9. 
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Through its key legislative spokesman and its powerful daily 
Deseret News and Salt Lake Telegram (circ. 85,105), the voice of 
the Mormon Church made its message clear to heavily Mormon (65.570 
Utah. The message: it was high time for the legislature to enact 
a new Sunday closing law to Teplace the one -declared unconstitutional 
in 1943. Under similar pressure from the big merchants and super-
market operators (who would have to pay union labor triple pay to 
stay open on Sunday), both houses of the legislature comfortably 
passed a bill prohibiting Sunday sale of uncooked meats, groceries, 
clothing, boots and shoes, alcoholic beverages other than beer. 
The bill seemed as good as law when it went to the desk of Repub-
lican Governor George Dewey Clyde, 60, a good Mormon who had never 
been known to raise his voice loudly about anything. But this time 
George Clyde spoke up, sent the Sunday closing bill back to the le-
gislature with a surprising, stinging veto message. Reasons for the 
veto: 1) the bill was "inequitable" to small merchants; 2) through 
it big merchants were seeking "to regulate competition"; 3) Utah's 
rich seven-day-a-week copper mines, not specifically exempted from 
Sunday closing, might be "seriously affected"; 4) the bill would 
force such minority religious groups as Seventh-day Adventists (400 
in Utah) "to work on their awn Sabbath day" (Saturday) or else be 
limited to a five-day business week. Pleaded George Clyde to his 
fellow Mormons: "The true democratic process rests as much on the 
principle of respect for the fundamental rights of minorities as on 
that of majority rule." 
"A bitter disappointment to the people," the Deseret News said 
forebodingly, as the state legislature tried but failed to override 
Clyde's veto. "It is an affront to the legislators. . . . it is an 
astonishing, unaccountable reversal of what the people expected 
from the Governor."49  
Shortly following Governor Clyde's veto the Deseret News editori-
alized about the possibility that more markets might open their doors to 
the willing Sunday shoppers. The editorial decried the fact that in 
spite of the legislature's passage of the Sunday closing law, ". . 
Governor Clyde had different ideas, and applied the veto, so we're going 
to have business as usual on Sunday in all the big markets, instead of 
the few that have been open all along."" With this trend the future 
49"One Mormon's Revolt," Time, LXXIII (March 2, 1959), p. 14. 
50Editorial in Deseret News (Salt Lake City], "Will Sabbath Day 
Become Market Day?" June 13, 1959, p. A-12. 
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was dark decried the Deseret News: • • . if the markets can run wide 
open on Sundays, what's to prevent the furniture stores, the garages, 
mills, factories or even the taverns, dives mid flop joints from doing 
the same? Then what kind of a Sabbath do we have?"51  
In 1963 the same type of Sunday closing bill was again presented 
to the Utah legislature, but this time died in committee. At the fol-
lowing Annual Conference of the Mormon Church, President of the Twelve 
Apostles Joseph Fielding Smith lamented the failure of the 1959 Sunday 
closing law and that "this year the legislature could not come to a 
conclusion." President Smith reminded the Saints that in spite of the 
legislative inaction, "our duty is plain and clear." 	What was that 
duty? Smith gave a "word of advice" for those who wished to follow it: 
patronize only those merchants who close on Sunday. "We know which 
day we should worship," Smith concluded. "We should follow it, and we 
should be true and faithful, and I think we should support those who 
likewise observe that day."53  
The Church's news voice, the Deseret News, had another bitter 
and challenging editorial following Governor Calvin L. Rampton's veto 
of the 1967 Sunday law bill. In an editorial entitled, "Vetoed--But 
Not Dead," the Deseret News asked: "What does it take to get a Sunday 
Closing Law on the books in Utah?"54 As a parting challenge the editorial 
51Ibid., p. A-12. 
52Discourse by Joseph Fielding Smith, One Hundred Thirty Third  
Conference Report (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints, 1963), p. 21. 
53Ibid., p. 21. 
54Editorial in Deseret News [Salt Lake City], "Vetoed--But Not 
Dead," March 18, 1967, p. A-12. 
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concluded its arguments by stating: 
The next time Sunday Closing comes up, the Legislature should 
have the foresight to act early enough in the session so it can 
have time to override a veto. Or, it might do well to consider 
making Sunday Closing a proposed constitutional amendment--which 
would settle once and for all any doubts about its constitution-
ality. 
On this point there can be little doubt: Although the bill was 
vetoed, the Sunday Closing issue itself remains very much a living 
and important matter to the people of Utah.55  
As history repeats itself there can be little argument that this 
statement in the Mormon Church's newspaper is correct. The issue has 
become a part of the history of Utah, of the Sabbath, and of the Church 
which wrote into its cripture in 1835: "We do not believe it just to 
mingle religious influence with civil government. . • • 11156 
Regardless of the varied motives of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints in its continued effort to obtain civil law to support 
Sunday sacredness, it must be held as inconsistent with the Mormon phi-
losophy of religious freedom. 
55Ibid., p. A-12. 
56
Smith, Doctrine and Covenants, JIR. cit., 134:9. 
CHAPTER X 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
1. SUMMARY
Without question the first day of the week was the day of worship 
for the Latter-day Saints at the time when their Church was organized on 
April 6, 183.0. And for t:he vast majority of the Saints this has remained 
the case t:o the present day. 11J.e early years of the Mormon Church were 
dynamic and eventful. Joseph Smith,. the founder and first Prophet: of 
the Church, was the center of both extreme loyalty by his followers and 
extreme hate by the "gentiles" of his day. Through the Book� Monnon 
and revelations felt to have been given to the Prophet; many of the theo­
logical and organizational questions of the early Saints were forever 
answered as far as the faithful were concerned. 
As the records of the day show, the first day Sabbat� of early 
Monnonism was at times eventful both for significant periods of religious 
worship and for periods of persecution suffered by the.Saints. At other 
times it gained scant mention or was mentioned in connection with secular 
activities. 
Although the. main passage of Mormon scripture dealing with the 
Sabbath--Doctrine and Covenants section fifty-nine--was writte� by Joseph 
Smith during this early period, there is·absolutely no indication either 
in his writing or in contemporary writing that this passage was written 
to establish for all time what is the correct day of worship. In fact 
there is no evidence that a ques.tion concerning this ever bothered Joseph 
Smith. Only in the writings of Orson Pratt and Wilford Woodruff was 
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there intimation of question concerning the propriety of first day ob- 
servance. And these questions were completely engulfed in the tempo of 
the day. ' 
The first occurrence of notoriety for any day of worship in Mor-
monism was given its reason for being through certainly one of the most 
unique men ever to pass across the American scene. Following the martyr- 
dom of Joseph Smith in 1844 many men contended for his place as prophet 
and leader of the Saints. One such man was a recent convert named James 
Jesse Strang. This dreamer and lawyer claimed anointment to the proph- 
et's role by an angel. He also shortly produced "ancient" writings to 
establish his claim. One of these--supposedly translated from the plates 
of Laban mentioned in the Book of Mormon--became The Book of the Law of 
the Lord. The laws in this book governed the theocracy Strang had es-
tablished on Beaver Island in Lake Michigan, and where he had been 
crowned "King of the Earth" in an elaborate ceremony in 1850. Included 
among the many laws in The Book of the Law of the Lord governing such 
things as animal sacrifices, road building, and public parks was a re-
telling of the Ten Commandments along with supplementary comments. 
Strang took these commands literally, and taught and observed the seventh 
day Sabbath. It appears that he drew upon Seventh Day Baptist sources 
for the doctrine of the seventh day Sabbath. 
Though Strang most likely was influenced by Seventh Day Baptists 
for his Sabbath beliefs, he could certainly draw upon the Mormon canoni-
cal writings for scriptural support. The four works in the Mormon 
Church considered to be scripture are the Book of Mormon, the Ring.  James  
Version of the Bible, Doctrine and Covenants, and the Pearl of Great  
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Price. Each of these works has its own unique place in the unique 
history which is Mormonism. But in regard to Sabbath te_aching the 
uni�ue eontribution of Mormon canonical books is that three of the four 
works teach observance or sanctity of the seventh day Sabbath with only 
Doctrine� Covenants giving one passage which has subsequently been 
used as "proof" that Sunday is the correct day of worship. That passage 
is Doctrine and Covenants 59:9-13. But even Doctrine and Covenants 
mentions the sanctifying of the seventh day, as recorded in section 
77:12. 
!he-Pioneer Era in Mormonism extended from the martyrdom of
Joseph Smith in 1844 to roughly 1900. It saw the epic exodus of the 
Saints from Illinois to the Valley of the Great Salt Lake. It was the 
period of polygamy and the persecutions to the Church which that doc-
. trine brought. It was a period of dynamic growth. Brigham Young was 
the overriding figure of the day. The Sabbath was Sunday. But in this 
period two developing trends in the· Sabbath doctrine of the Mormon 
Church appeared. First, much of the writing and sermons about the first 
day took a "thou shalt not" approach. This-�still extant in Mormonism-­
opened the way for Sunday legislation which first became law in Utah in 
1898. Secondly, many references to questions regarding the correct day 
of worship began to appear among the Saints •. · These were generally sub­
jugated because of the overwhelming confidence of the people in their 
beliefs and leadership. 
With �uestions concerning the correct day of worship appearing in 
Mormonism frequently by the late nineteenth century, it is understandable 
that defensive arguments would be sought for by the Mormon Church for its 
11+6 
first day Sabbath doctrine. Because of this one of the strangest 
associations in Mormonism developed with the Church's early infatuation 
with several arguments expounded by a Methodist minister against the 
seventh day Sabbath and the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Samuel Walter 
Gamble's rabid dislike for seventh day Sabbath keepers found its way 
into a book entitled, Sunday, the True Sabbath of God. Its amazing 
calendar became a legacy to the Mormon Church when the Church eventually 
gained ownership of all rights to Gamble's book. Though never achieving 
support from the scholars of his own faith or of Biblical chronologists, 
this book still finds extensive mention in Mormon writing against the 
seventh day Sabbath. 
Another argument given support by Gamble found early acceptance 
among Mormon authors. He held that mistranslation Of certain New Testa-
ment passages involving the "first day of the week" allowed for the "sin" 
of Seventh-day Adventism. Though totally disavowed by Greek scholars of 
all faiths including Gamble's awn Methodist Church, this argument still 
finds extensive use among Mormon opponents of the seventh day Sabbath. 
The writings and sermons of Modern Mormonism concerning the Sab-
bath have been a blend of exhortation to strictly observe Sunday, and an 
increased attack on the observance of the seventh day Sabbath. However, 
regardless of arguments used against the seventh day as the Sabbath, 
most Mormon authors finally revert to Doctrine and Covenants section 
fifty-nine for proof of Sunday observance. 
Out of strict admonitions for Sunday sacredness coupled with no 
compelling authority for Sunday sanctity developed the Church's early 
involvement with Sunday legislation. This has continued to the present, 
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although now urged as a matter of social legislation. The reason why 
this is such an anomaly to Mormon thought and practice is the Mormon 
belief in strict separation of civil government from religious pref-
erence. This belief came through the multitude severe persecutions 
suffered by the early Latter-day Saints because of their religious con-
viction. 
II. CONCLUSION 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints cannot be wrong 
on any major point of doctrine and still be what it claims. For in-
stance it cannot be wrong on baptism for the dead. It could not be 
wrong on its past teaching of polygamy or its present Negro policy. The 
Book of Mormon and the Pearl of Great Price have to be of the amazing 
origin which is their claim. And the first day of the week, Sunday, has 
to be the day of worship authorized and given sanctity by God. That 
this is the case finds extremely little support even within the scrip-
tural writings of Mormonism. To a few Latter-day Saints this has become 
apparent. 
It appears that one reason why few Latter-day Saints study into 
the Sabbath problem is that the life of the "active" Mormon remains a 
very busy event indeed. If the Saint's time is not taken up by Scouring 
or dance festivals, it will be by activities of one of the Mutual Im-
provement Associations, work on a Welfare Farm, or in the affairs of the 
Relief Society. Likewise the first day of the week continues to be a 
busy and involved period of activities and worship leaving little time 
for in-depth study. 
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And with many other serious questions of doctrine available for 
investigation by the individual Mormon, it is little wonder that rela-
tively few Letter—day Saints have found it expedient to study into why 
their Church worships on the first day instead of the Sabbath of the 
Fourth Commandment. 
Of those few Saints .who have made this an area of concern some 
have come to the same initial conclusion that Wilford Woodruff made in 
the early nineteenth century that ". . . a change in the seventh to the 
first day of the week was likely a perversion made by man without au-
thority from heaven."1  
And of those who have come to that conclusion, some have--like 
Woodruff--denied it in favor of the multiplied appeals of Mormonism. 
Other Mormons have taken the position on the Sabbath that they 
take on any area of question in the Church; if the Church were wrong, 
the prophet would straighten it out. 
But a few Latter-day Saints have been bothered by the efforts 
their Church has had to make to secure defense for its observance of the 
first day of the week--a defense not found to rest in the Ten Command-
ments, Christ's life on earth, or in any authoritative New Testament 
person or book. And these few have, in turn, seen in the seventh day 
Sabbath not only an eternal monument to Christ the Creator, but also a 
test by which the Mormon Church and all groups claiming to be heirs of 
ultimate Truth must face. 
1Matthias F. Cowley, Wilford Woodruff (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 
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1899.1 Must Syntax Die that the Sabbath may Live? 401 
VL—MUST SYNTAX DIE THAT. THE SABBATH 
• MAY LIVE? 
IN the contest with, the tireless seventh-day Sabbatarians in-
creasingly are certain Methodist writers insisting that the res-
urrection of Christ upon the first day of the week recovered 
and reenacted the original, creational, and true Sabbath.* 
With hearty sympathy does the writer view their every legiti-
mate argument to establish the sanctity and foster the hallow-
ing of the Lord's Day, But when a claim on its behalf is 
distinctly based upon, or forcibly corroborated by, a gross wrest-
ing of the Holy Scripture, suspicion 2.5 to its validity instinct-
ively sets in, to say nothing of mortification and repugnance. 
..Each of the works named, and two of them with the pleas-
ing consciousness of having brought to light that which was 
hid • from the wise and prudent from the foundation of the 
world, assert that the words in Matt. xxviii, 1, play aaali-rwv, 
• are falsely translated "the first day of the week." One avers 
• that it can only be rendered "the first of the Sabbaths." Thus 
to him Christ's resurrection was so timed as to mark for all 
• Manlind through ages to come the very day, of the week which 
was the original "first of the Sabbaths," to the abrogation of 
all other later,. transitory, and inferior Sabbaths, stich as that 
of the . Jews on the _seventh day. With slightly less grammati-
cal violence another will read it, "[Number] one of the Sab-
baths," declaring the Holy Ghost uniquely thus to have num-
bered it as the first of the new series of Christian Sabbaths. 
. These are the general affirmations: (1) Nothing in the Hebrew 
Old Testament justifies the " day-of-the-week " rendering of 
Matt. mill, 1, and its similar parallels. (2) Both the LXX 
and the current Greek had a phrase for "the first day of the 
week," had any New Testament writer wished to speak there-
of.t (3) The Greek of the Lla, in constant use by Christ 
and the apostles, never used the Greek word for "Sabbath" to 
•"Saturdarianism: A Brief Review," Ifrthatist React:, November, 1M:. 
The 
True Sabbath. Cincinnati: Cranston & Curt. Ms.. The Sabbath- New York: 
Phillips .t Hunt, 1s-k4. 
t Apart from the form to be considered later the present writer fails to recall th 
use of such phrase by the LXX. 
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express "week" or "day &the week." (4) No Greek word 
for "day" occurs in any of the passages. (5) There is no 
Greek word for week" or "day of the week" in the Greek 
New Testament. Forcing this last assertion even in Luke 
xviii, 12, where the Pharisee says, inicrretw dic ro api36rov, 
they flinch not, one valiantly rendering it, "1 fast twice on the 
Sabbath," while another, with more or less tenderness of gram-
paatical conscience, hunts up two yearly fasts and then renders 
it, "1 fast twice (a year) on the Sabbath!" Characterized has 
been the action whereby one will strain out a " week " or "day" 
and then swallow a whole "year," with a wipe of the mouth 
denying all inequity. Of this more anon. But this widely 
heralded Klondike discovery as to piav.cragaciran, turns out to 
be only the glitter of fool's gold. It rests upon the' profound-
est ignoring or ignorance of a law of syntax fundamental to 
inflected speech, and especially of the usage and influence of 
the Aramaic tongue which was the -vernacular of iTesu.s • and 
his apostles. Must syntax die that the Sabbath may live? 
Let these affirmations be traversed: "4. No Greek word for 
'day' occurs in any of the passages." Made for simple readers 
of English, that statement lacks candor. Said word is there, 
latent, to a much greater degree than it is in our phrase, "The 
t5th of the month." Upon being asked, "The 25th what?" 
the veriest child instantly replies, "day." But stronger yet is 
the case in' hand. - The adjectival word play is in the feminine 
gender, and an immutable law requires adjective modifiers to 
agree with their nouns in gender. icii3Parov is of the nputer 
gender (Mark ii, 27, -TO ad.)3,3a-rov, iii, 2, Tar adiVaCTIV), and 
out of the question. What feminine Greek word is latent in 
this phrase, and yet so patent as to reflect upon this adjective 
numeral its feminine hue? Plainly the feminine word apa, 
"day," as analogously it is found in Mark xiv,.12, irp651-Q illdpct 
r4:Jv cimwv, though latent in Matthew's parallel (xxv-i, 17), 
Trpulrv 7.6v diiv, "the first day of unleavened bread." Baldly 
to aver that "no Greek word for 'day' occurs in any of the 
passages," is to blind the simple English reader to the fact that 
an inflected language, by its numerovs genders and cases, can 
indicate the presence and force of latent- words to an extent 
undreamed in English. Of every candid Greek scholar it .is 
1899.] Must Syntax Die that the Sabbath nzay Live? 403 
properly demanded what feminine Greek word it is which 
compels the numeral adjective to don its feminine dress. 
Until a more suitable word is proved we insist that it is 4,uipa, 
"day." 
But difficulties thicken fast. Only a tyro would render that 
phrase as "the first (or one) of the Sabbaths." Such a render-
ing could arise. only front a construction known as that of 
"the part and the whole." Amplified it would be "the first 
[or one] Sabbath [the part] of the Sabbaths [the whole]." 
Elsewhere, however, the Holy Ghost has invariably taught 
that the numeral adjective governing the word for the part 
must agree • in gender with the word for the whole. Thus, 
with masculine nouns of the whole, the form of the numeral 
-governing the latent noun of the part is ever in the masculine 
also. The. following are examples of this rule: Math mill, 
28, Iva [masc., crilvdovlov, masc.] -ro5v ovvcrozawv [masc.], "one 
of his fellow-servants ; " Mark xii, 2S, els- 	ypapparripc' , m.] 
[m.], " one of the scribes," Luke xi, 46, 
daxracp, 	-rcZiv doxracov [m.] iuv, " one of your fu- 
sers." The same holds good With neuter nouns of the whole: 
Matt. v, 29, iv [neut., petor, 	ri3v tteilLy tneut.] ov," one 
of thy members;" Matt. vi, 23, iv [n., xpivov, n.j Tolirwv 
(xpivwv, n.] " one of these [lilies"]; Rev. xv, 7, iv {it, 4Sov, 
IrEpdaawv 	v [n.], " one of the four beasts." Nor 
is it otherwise with feminine nouns: Matt. v, 19, play [fem., 
brolriv,fein.] ;Cm irroA6v [fem.] -roirrwv, " one of these'com-
mandments ," Mark xiv, 66, pia [f, 7rud/a/o7,/1iv ircatax6v 
"one of the rriaids ;" Luke r , 12, iq [f. void, 	TC)v 
ir6.z6n, [I], " one of the cities," [R.V.] ; Luke xiii, 10, á rf., 
cruvara7t 	1-4iv crvvaywycZa, [f.], " one of the synagoznes ; " 
and notably, Luke xx, 1, pici 	f.] -riLv 4ttEpt.iv [f], 
"one of those days." According to this law, had the Holy 
Ghost seen fit to write either irpi.irov or b 	craaacfriov we 
could and must have rendered his phrase "the first [or one] 
of the Sabbaths." Or, were acif.313a7ov feminine in gender, play 
craalirwv should be rendered as alleged. But, as neither of 
these conditions is real, the Holy Ghost evidently declined 
thus to speak, and he may be trusted exactly to have said what 
he meant, and meant what he said. 
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Consider affirmation 1, " Nothing in the Hebrew Old Tes­
tament j nstifies the 'day-of-th�wcek' rendering of Matt. xxviii, 
1, and its similar p�rallels." This is another bluff. For cen­
tnrles Hebrew had so ceased to be the vernacular of the people 
that tl1e xnasses could not ·understand the reading of the He­
brew Old Testament in the synagogue. Thus the extra-Pal­
estinian Jews had to ha\"'e the same translated for them into 
that· modification of Greek which was current in the native 
land of each. Thus arose the Alexandrian Greek version 
known as the " Septuagint," and designated the "LXX." But 
the Palestinian Jews received the same carefully translated sen­
tence by sentence by the "metlturgeman " (modern dl'aaaoman) 
into their Aramaic vernacular. The result of such translation 
is the" Targum.'! This it is which furnishes the key to ·un­
lock the present -m�s�ery, �·presently will be shown. To 
affirm, the ref ore, that a certain phrase is not j nstified in a ver­
sion of the Greek New Testiment beca.use absent from the 
Hebrew 01d Tes�ment is about as·· forcible as to aver that our 
present English Jacks some idiom because the Latin ancestor of 
the N qrma.n French knows· nothing of it. - Alas ! Into the gulf 
between the Testaments how ·many have plunged headlong.· 
. Consider affirmation 3. "The Greek of the LXX, in con­
struit use by Christ and �e :apostles, .never used the Greek 
word for 'Sabbath' to express 'week,' or' day of the week.'" 
U nf ortuna.tel y this is in " head-end" collision �th the facts. 
The Septuagint Greek is that of the Greek�speaking Alexan­
drian Jews, and is tinctured ·with Egyptian forms. It gives 
no hint as to the form of Greek used in Palestine, m�nrnbly 
· perhap3 by· Christ and the apostles, =?-nd tinctured by their Ar­
amaic vernacular, its words, and idioms. But even the Alex­
andrian LXX of 275 B. C. sho\\'"s that the Jews had begun to
understand the Hebrew word r��' "Sabbath," not only of a.
single day, but also of the period following each Sabha.th which
we call the week In certain cases-they actually so render it.
For instanc�: In Lev. x:riii, 15, are . the words r,;_ ·�;1 :-:i.�-.;
. :-;9, or "seven full S!tbbaths." This the LXX unhesitatingly
render as b-:-a. l{Jooµci.oar oltJd�povr, or_" seven full weeks." In
ve� 16 the Hebrew saJ s, "Until tl1c morrow after the seventh
p,�;:J Sabbath sh:tll ye number fifty days." This the LXX
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give thus, "Until the morrow Eiaxcirqg I3eopcicfor3 of the -last 
week shall ye count the fifty days." In Lev. xxv, 8, the 
Hebrew TrT.F.1 	"the seven sabbaths of years," is 
given by the LXX as brra 113dottdoer krLiv, "seven weeks of 
years." 	 • 
These cases, however, are but as the little finger compared 
to what stands out in the titles to some of the Psalms, as given 
by the LXX. Thereby is most manifest that they did use the 
Greek word for "Sabbath," cei0,3arov, for the "day of the 
week." It gives: Psalm xcii, as for rip 	7oi; cragttlfrov, 
Irebi rtittz: 17,i'; (Jerome's Vulgate," In dei Sabbati"); Psalm 
=iv, as far rijr lilac crappcfrov,-(Jer. -Vulg.," Prima Sakti"); 
Psalm xlviii,* as for deirdpa aagPdrov, (Jer. 	Secunda 
&Mali.") ; Psalm bev-cii, "According to the Talmud it was 
the psalm for Tuesday," (Delitzsch), that is, for the third 
day of the week; Psalm xciv, as for verixich caprid-rrn, (Jer. 
" Quarta Sabbati") ; Psalm 1-cx.v1, "In the liturgy of 
the temple for the days of the week it was the psalm for 
Thursday," (Delitzsch), that is, for the fifth day of the week; 
:Psalm xciii,t as for rip, 7)thipav 'roi; Trpocal33cfrov, (ler. Vulg. 
"Die ante Sabatum"). Here the combined testimony of the 
LXX, the Talmud, and the Vulgate shows that in the time of 
the second temple seveu psalms were used in the daily serv-
ice. t There is one for each day in the week. What was the 
force of the word aapf3drov, as well as the Latin form of the 
same, we beg our discoverers to say. They are tabulated as 
follows: 
xcii for the day of the Sabbath; 
xxiv for (day) one cra3,3cirov, =7; 
• xlviii for (day) second aa,3,3drov = 1; 
• Ltxxii for (day) third of the week; 
xciv for (day) fourth ca,3,3ciror = 7; 
Ltixi for (day) fifth of the week; 
xciii for the day of the fore-sabbath. 
In the first and last cases the word " day " is expressed. As in 
the remaining, the numerals "one," "second," and "fourth," 
*So Codex B. and others. 	 t So Codex B. 
t Says Cheyne., iu the B:utipton Lectures for tia, pp.7".. and 83: "Sunday's psalai 
b Ps. xxiy; Monday's, Ps. xlviii; Tuesday's, Ps. 	; Wednesday's. xciv; Thurs- 
day's, Ps. lxxxl; Friday's. Ps. xciii; Saturday's, xcii." 
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are feminine they must be controlled by a noun of that gender, 
-unanimously and analogously indicated as ruIpa, "day." Will 
our friends give us the translation of the word acti33cfrov 
therein? 
But, behind all this growing usage of the LXX was that of - 
the speakers of the West Aramaic—often falsely called " Chal-
dee " and even "Hebrew," as in Acts xxi, 40—the vernacular 
of Jesus and the apostles. Through the Greek Testament and 
even into the English shine certain of the. actual precious 
words of Jesus in his. Aramaic tongue. They are found in. 
Mark V, 41; vii, 34; x, 9, 10; xv, 34. Another word there-
from in 1 Cor. xvi, 20. In that language. we have the 
names of the days of the week* as Mary taught them to her son 
Jesus.. The allied ancient East Aramaic, or Syriac, had exactly 
the eame.t It should be noted in the correspondences made 
that " day " is masculine in Hebrew, but feminine in Greek: 
First day,. t"..t.::2 '10. 	(" day" ni.), "one [m.] in the Shabba 
(iisipa)f. pia (I) r&v aparav, ("day "f.) " one § [f.] :of the 	? " 
. 	Second day, ti.F.;  1-7T 	.(" day") "second in the Shabba = 7" 
.(ipipaydettripa 	(" day"). 4. second of the----L. 
Third day, rr.F..t. 	 (" day") "third In the Sabbath "=1 
(ipipa) rpirg• cra13,347cJii, (" day " ) "third of the 	? • 
Fourth day, Ft.i.,zim 	 (" day ") "fourth in the Sab- 
bath"= ? (iipipa) rirpac (" day") fourth of the 	? 
Fifth day, (exactly the same formation). See Teaching, etc. 
Sixth day, rt.-Fitt =7! , "eve of the .Sabbath." Mark xv, 42, "prep- 
aration 	apneicivi = =pocmic3,3arov = the " fore-sabbath." 
Seventh day, in:Fen 	"the Sabbath." JoSephus, Int. 3. 6. 6; rip, 
/ppm a63i3ara Ka?.aiwzv, the seventh [day] we. call Sabbath." 
After examining this table who is there with the • temerity 
to deny that in the dialect of Jesus and his companions the 
• See Lightfoot's Ffirtz Hebralece, 1656, vol. II. p. a. According to him, also, the 
Jews were wont to speak of the first day of the week as 	or- the "day of 
the Nazarenes." 
'See Nestle's Syriac Grammar, 1883. p. 132. 
2 At various times the Taimudists spelled the word 	as a1,73 and pm-,. They 
also used the Aramaic form 	= Shabbetha,which the Greeks transliterated now 
as a singular neuter noun ca3darav and now as a plural natter notu aciA3ara, 
With like singular significance. See Gesenius's Handtc5rterbuch, Elite Anil. 
The philoophy of this cardinal ntimber will be later set forth. 
I See The Teaching 0/ the Tu:clee for this form, which will be discussed hereafter. 
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word adi3i3arov or aciagara meant not only a day; but also the 
-period following that day until the next, which we call 
a week ? • • 
One of the writers demands a case in Greek literature out-
side the New Testament in which acif313a7ov is used for" week." 
It is close at hand, and occurs in connection with the Pharisaic 
fasting mentioned in Luke xviii, 12, which was later baptized 
into the Christian Church and morals. Abundantly established 
is it* that the Pharisees fasted twice a week,t namely, "on 
the fifth day of the week, on which Moses ascended to the top 
of Sinai [Thursday] ;" and "on the second day, on which he 
came down [londay]. This biweekly [sic] fasting has also 
been 'adopted in the Christian Church; but Monday and Thurs-
day were changed to Wednesday and Friday (feria quarta et 
'seta), as commemorative of the betrayal and crucifixion of 
Christ." The process of weaning the early Christians from 
these. Jewish twice-a-week fasts, and that by the ingenious 
substitution of two Other days in the week, is laid bare in the 
lately found Teaching of the Twelve, which was published not 
-much more then twenty years after the death of the apostle 
John and cites principles long settled at that time. In viii, 1, 
.are found these words: Al di narelat ip.v 4larawav p.L-ra Tr.w 
inroxptra v • irria.rovatv 7 ap dev-ripci acp3,3d-rwv, Kai Trittn;42 • eig 
nerr. cra7T rerixida Kai Trapawairriv. The writer dares render 
** See Taanith 12.a, and McClintock and Strong, vol Iii, p. 489, col. 1. 
t Groundlessly does the article in this Review (November, 1891) deny this, alleging 
that "the Pharisees came into existence to revive the literal teachings of Moses. He 
never taught weekly fasts. There is no intimation of anything of the kind lu the Old 
Testament or anywhere in the New, except by misrepresenting this passage of Scrip-
ture," that is, Luke xviil, 12. A tissue of misrepresentations is this entire passage. 
How strange that Jesus so sadly misjudged this animus of the Pharisees, but con-
stantly cried against them, "Woe unto you, hypocrites! Why do ye make the word 
of God of none effect by your traditions?" Strange that the evangelists should so 
have misrepresented them as "lasting oft" and "washing their hands oft, holding 
the tradition of the elders." since Moses said as little about eating with "unwashed 
hands" as about weekly fasts!" Ergo, they gave no heed, forsooth, to such things! 
In addition to a fuller and unbiased study of the Bible very informing would be a 
greater familiarity with sucle.works as those of Scharer. Edersheiru, Delitzsch, Weber, 
and Stapfer. Judith (viii. 6) religiously feasted (not fasted) all the Sabbaths. 
:John Wesley's Journal shows how, in the days of his legal struggling, he adopted 
these two days of fasting as "kept by the ancient Church." It was done in the same 
spirit in which on March 2s. 138, just eight weeks and one day before his heart's 
strange warming at Aldersgate Street, be resolved "not willingly to indulge" him-
self " in laughter, no, not for a tuument." The Friday fast be never outgrew. but 
sought to enforce it among "the people called Metheslists." The history and fate of 
the attempt may be instructively studied in the various editions of the Discipline. 
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this exhortation only thus "Let not your fasts be in conjunc-
tion with the hypocrites ,* for they do fast on the second day 
of the week and the fifth; but do ye adopt fasting during 
the fourth and Preparation!" That last was the sixth day of 
the week. What were the others by number referred to in 
the passage? 
But the most delicate point of all remains. It clearly reveals 
that we have here to deal with a.Hebraism and Aramaism which 
has clothed itself in Greek words. The keen eye has noted 
that play is a cardinal numeral, not an ordinal, as in the other 
cases. Elsewhere we have had "second," " third " (Luke xviii, 
33), "fourth," etc. But in all these seven passages alone, 
which are rendered "the first day of the 'week," the numeral 
is really the cardinal "one." Thereby hangs a true tale, not a 
pions fiction. The fact is that the Hebrew, and after it the 
Aramaic, had no ordinal corresponding to "one.". t It there-
fore used the cardinal, not only as a cardinal, but as an ordinal 
also. The Revised Version now shows this peculiarity at the 
end of the first creative day. We have in Genesis i, 8, 
"second day " 13, "third day , " and so on to 31, "sixth 
day." In verse 5, however, it is "one day," or, following 
the exact Hebrew order, "day one." 	. 	- 
With all the delicacy of the Bertillon system of identifica-
tion this 'mysterious cardinal pica', " one," exceptionally used 
.in just these seven cases of the day of the week t where 
Greeks, Latins, Germans, and English would use their ordinal, 
"first," reveals the fact that we have here nothing but the 
slavish Greek wording of the Hebrew Aramaic phrase 
LIT4.; i  Czi"), or, "(day) one in the week," which in Matt. 
mcviii, 1, and parallels is Grecized as pia,/ Tei'w 4313circa 	In 
• Observe bow this characterization of the Pharisees by Jesus appears as the 
standing term for them, even a hundred years later. 
tThe Hebrew word 1:1-zi ,N-1 meaning "head," "chief," not a numeral at all, Is 
Often used, and is usually rendered by the LTX by ,x.piLroc and by the A. V. as 
tStrangely corroboratory is the fact that in speaking of "the first day of" other 
periods than the week, as the "days of unleavened bread," Matt. xxvi, 17; Mark 
XIV. 12, the ordinal Irpc:4-77 is invariably used. The classical and anomalous use of 
cpCfrq (followed too by the singular, ca,3,3(irov) in Mark xvi, 9, astonishingly credits 
the statement lately discovered that, as long suspected, the last twelve verses of that 
book are not Mark's, but were written by the "Presbyter iriston, a duciple of the 
Lord." 
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the light of its history and syntax it can be intelligently and 
honestly rendered other than "the first day of the week."* 
As it vital or corroboratory part of any argument for the 
sanctifying of the Lord's Day this traversed exegesis, instead 
of being a monumental discovery, is but a monumental 
blunder.. Thereby our foes Will have us in derision. 
Tell it not in Gath, 
Publish it not in the streets of Battle Creek; 
Lest the daughters of the Sabbatarians rejoice, 
Lest the daughters of the Saturdarians triumph. 
'Translating the New Testament into the most idiomatic Hebrew for the Jews, 
• Delitzsch hesitates not to render Matt. xxviii, 1, asrzz,;:i. 	"One [masc.] in 
• the Sabbath," after the Hebrew Aramaic usage. Born a Jew, and for the larger part. 
of a century a devout and scholarly Christian, he may be trusted to have known 
something about the Holy Scriptures. In order to prevent a misunderstanding, 
however, he renders Luke zviii, 12, by 	the word customary for "week," 
Ty 
when the order of its days is not in mind. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study is a historical approach to the doctrine of the Sab-
bath in Mormonism. As such it is concerned with the first day Sabbath 
which has been observed with rare exception since the founding of 
Mormonism. The study also investigates the interest which has existed 
throughout the history of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints in the seventh day Sabbath. It is found that the Latter-day 
Saints' interest in the seventh day Sabbath has had significant influ-
ence in their development of a Sabbath theology, and in finding defenses 
for their observance of the first day of the week, Sunday, as the Sab-
bath. 
The approach this investigation takes is to view the history of 
Mormonism as being comprised of basically three large periods of time. 
These are: 1) the early period of the Church between its formation in 
1830 and the death of Joseph Smith in 1844; 2) the Pioneer Era of the 
Church extending from 1844 to roughly the beginning of the twentieth 
century; 3) the Modern Era of Mormonism which has been comprised of the 
Church's activities during the twentieth century. The Church's teach-
ings about its first day Sabbath, its feelings about the seventh day 
Sabbath, and its defenses against the seventh day Sabbath are viewed as 
related to each of these major time periods. 
Throughout the study the vast majority of references are from 
works recognized as standard historical and doctrinal material of the 
Mormon Church. Only in areas--such as "Sunday Closing Laws and Mormon-
ism"--where added material is needed for a complete understanding of the 
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topic are numerous references drawn from sources not particularly related 
to the Mormon Church. 
Salient to this study is the considerable detail given in present-
ing the historical setting or Mormon way of thinking out of which certain 
ideas of the Sabbath were able to develop. Because of the unique aspects 
of the Mormon religion and way of life, this is necessary in any study of 
that Church, its history, and its beliefs. 
The history of the Sabbath in Mormonism begins with the apparent 
fact that in early Mormonism the first day of the week was taken as the 
Sabbath. This was not one of the questions causing concern in religious 
thought of the day. Though Joseph Smith wrote his one "revelation" which 
is used to this day as proof of the Mormon first day Sabbath doctrine, 
there is no indication that he wrote this revelation to prove which day 
was the Sabbath. He merely was exhorting the Saints to a better worship 
on the day they were observing. 
That a few early Mormons were concerned about the day of the Sab-
bath is apparent. Prominent among these were Wilford Woodruff, Orson 
Pratt, and James Jesse Strang. James J. Strang was a man as unique to 
American and Mormon history as Joseph Smith. His fascination with the 
seventh day Sabbath was no less unique. 
There are four books which are considered to be part of Mormon 
canon. These are the Book of Mormon, the Bible (King James Version), 
Doctrine and Covenants, and the Pearl of Great Price. On investigation 
it is found that all four of these scriptural works of the Mormon Church 
teach the sanctity of the seventh day Sabbath. Only one small section 
of Doctrine and Covenants is presented as proof that God's Sabbath is to 
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be the first day of the week. 
The Pioneer Era of the Church was full of turmoil for the Saints. 
The Sabbath was, of course, Sunday. But beginning in this era axe lound 
increasing prohibitions on Sunday activities--an attitude which led even-
tually into an interest among Mormons in Sunday legislation as a way to 
increase Sunday sacredness. 
Two chapters are devoted to the contributions to the Mormon Sab-
bath defense and doctrine made by a Methodist minister, Samuel Walter 
Gamble. This man's virulently written attacks on the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist Church produced arguments against the seventh day Sabbath which 
have been rejected by scholars of all religious convictions. However, 
these arguments are found to continue in Mormonism as significant argu-
ments against the Sabbath of the Fourth Commandment. 
The Sabbath in Latter-day Saintism in the Modern Era is charac-
terized by three main areas of concern. First, continued exhortation is 
given to observe Sunday, along with extending the list of "thou shalt 
not's." Secondly, additional arguments are produced against the seventh 
day Sabbath. Thirdly, the Mormon Church has been active for nearly 
three-quarters of a century in promoting strong Sunday legislation in 
Utah as a method of maintaining Sunday sacredness. 
It is to be concluded that the Sabbath in Mormonism--both the 
Church's first day Sabbath and the seventh day Sabbath it has contested 
--has had as colorful a history as most events, persons, or things among 
this movement. The Sabbath, however, appears as another area of Mormon 
concern where allegiance to the Church as a way of life has had to take 
precedence to proof in substantiating correctness of doctrine. This has 
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apparently satisfied many Mormons who have investigated their Sabbath 
teaching through the years. Other Latter-day Saints have found con­
siderable 4if ficulty in est-ablishing s.atisf,a,e:t,ary proof for .the fir.s.t 
day Sabbath teaching they have known. To these the Sabbath has become 
another method by which the claims of the Mormon Church can and should 
be tested. 
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